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I. PROGRAM SUMMARY 
By C. W. Eastwood, G. S. Sarvay, 
J. G. McArdle, and M. C. Seaver 
SUMMARY 
A jettisonable metallic shroud is utilized on the Titan/Centaur launch 
vehiclG as a fairing to protect the payload and the second stage 
C~ntaur from aerodynamic and thermal environments during launch and 
ascent. A series of tests were conducted to verify the structural 
capabilities of the shroud and to evaluate the interaction of the 
shroud ,dth the Centaur stage. A flight configured shroud and the 
structural and functional assemblies of the associated Centaur stage 
were subjected to a series of tests consisting of combinations of 
applied axial and sheat' loads to flight limit (design) values. Several 
of theitests included various thermal, pressure, and load conditions 
to verify localized strength capabilities of the shroud, to evaluate 
performance of subsystems, and to determine the aging affect on 
insulation system properties. 
The test series verified the strength capabilities of the shroud and 
of all associated flight assemblies. Structural deflections of the 
complete specimen assembly were within the values predicted by design 
calculations. The tests also demonstrated that the shroud deflections 
would exceed the allowable limits unless load sharing members WEre 
connected between the shroud and the Centaur stage. 
It was also demonstrated that local areas of the shroud are adequate 
for supporting the interface components, the Centaur subsystems are 
suitable for their required functions under simulated flight conditions, 
and that the shroud insulation effectiveness does ~ot degrade significantly 
with age • 
This test series of the shroud qualification program verified that the 
Titan/Centaur shroud, the Centaur interface components, and the subsystems 














All spacecraft require some form of protection from weather and a 
thermally controlled environment during prelaunch operations. In 
addit'on, protEction is required from aerodynamic and thermal environ-
ments during launch and ascent. These requirements are usually satis-
fied by a shroud or fairing attached to the forward end of the launch 
vehicle and enclosing the spacecraft. The shroud is jettisoned after 
the most adverse conditions are passed in the launch and ascent phase 
of flight. 
In addition to spacecraft protection, launch vehicles utilizing cryogenic 
propellants require thermal insulation during prelaunch operations to 
prevent excessive propellant boiloff. Insulation is also required 
during ascent for protection from aerodynamic heating. 
The Centaur upper stage vehicle, mated with the Titan IIID boostel, was 
chosen to be the launch vehicle for the Viking spacecraft which is 
to orbit and soft land on the planet Mars in 1976. This Centaur vehicle 
is called the Centaur D-IT (reference 1). 
The Centaur was the United States' fir£t upper stage vehicle to use 
liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen as propellants. As the upper stagE 
for the Atlas Booster, this combination has been the launch vehicle 
for Surveyor, Mariner, PioneEr, DAD, and a series of communication 
satellites. 
The D-IA Centaur upper stage vehicle, using the Atlas as the booster 
stage, utilizes several shroud designs for spacecraft protection 
dictated by spacecraft size and mission requirements. Thermal protecti"" 
for the Centaur vehicle during prelaunch and ascent is provided by 
jettisonable insulation panels. 
The VD<ing spacecraft requires a large diameter aeroshield. This meant 
an increased diameter shroud would be required for spacecraft enclosure. 
The larger diameter shroud would also be heavier than existing shrouds 
and aerodynamic loading during ascent would tax the strength of the 
Centaur. One possibility to enhance structural capability would be to 
make the Centaur tank heavier and redesign the present insulation panels 
to be capable of carrying structural loading. ThiS, however, meant 



































Instead, a large shroud that would cover both the spacecraft and Centaur, 
and act as a structural member as well as incorporating insulation for 
Centaur's cryogenic propellant tanks, was conceived and studied. This 
was the design concept chosen and Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inn. 
(LMSC) was awarded the contract to design and build the shroud. This 
shroud has been deSignated the Centaur Standard Shroud (CSS). 
A test program consisting of the following three major series of tests 
was conducted at the Lewis Research Center's Plum Brook Station to 
qualify the CSS for flight: 
1. Cryogenic unlatch tests to qualify the CSS insulation, gas purges, 
and jettison systems under cryogenic conditions (references 2 and 3). 
2. Structural tests to qualify the structural capabilities of the CSS, the 
interstage adapter (ISA), and the forward bearing reactor (FBR) struts. 
3. Heated jettison tests at altitude conditions, to qualify the CSS 
jEttison system operation after experiencing simulated aErodynamic heating 
during ascent. 
This report presents the results of the structural test program that was 
complEted in July 1973. The tests were performed with the active 
participation of GenEral Dynamics Convair Division (GDC), the Centaur 
contractor; LockhEEd Missiles and Space Company, Inc. (LMSC), the CSS 
contractor; and Martin Marietta Corporation (MMC), the Titan contractor. 
A test report has been prepared by eac~ of the three contractors 
(references 4, "5', and 6) pertaining to-'the performance of the teE't 
specimen hardt~are furnished by them. Axial and shear loads, to limit 
load values, were applied to the CSS to simulate various critical flight 
inertial and aerodynamic loads. The values arE shown in figure 1-1. 
Axial loads arE defined as loads acting aft to produce compression on 
the test specimen structures. Shear loads are defined as loads acting 
laterally to produce both shear and bending moments on the test spenimen 
structures such that maximum compression is produced at a specified 
azimuth and maximum'tension occurs diametrically opposite. In addition, 
for some tests, loads vler-e also applied to the hydrogen vent fin and to 
the Centaur truss adapter, the forward seal was prEssurized and relLased, 
and the Centaur was tanked with liquid nitrogen (LN ) to obtain heat 
transfer data and to verify thE performance of the ~BR struts and forward 
seal releasEr at cold temperature. 
The purpose of this report is to provide a composite description of thE 
CSS limit load structural tEstS. ThE report is separated into sEctions 
dealing with specific major componEnts of flight hardware to assist the 
reader concerned t'iith the performance of anyone particular item. A 
description of the facility and the supporting test control and instrumen-
tation systems is presented in Appendix A. 
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TEST HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 
The test h~rdware for the CSS limit load structural tests consisted of 
the following major items and systems: 
1. A CSS with all pertinent bolt-on hardware and the tank section 
insulation installed. 
2. A Centaur flight-weight tank with stub adapter, equipment module, 
truss adapter, FBR system, forward seal and releaser system, aft seal, 
hydrogen vent disconnect sys~cm, and other hardware which intrrfaces with 
the CSS to configure the Centaur to a D-1T vehicle. 
3. Centaur interstage adapter. 
4. Titan skirt. 
5. Test fixtures, structures, and load application systems. 
6. Data acquisition, processing, recording, and display systems. 
7. Test control, alarm, and abort systems. 
The overall test configuration and assembly of this hardware in the Plum 
Brook B-3 facility is shown in figure 1-2. Vehicle stations shown in the 
figure and referred to throughout thi' report are Centaur/CSS station 
designations. The interface of the Titan skirt and the 1SA is Stati.on 
2127.43 and the forward tC1'minus of t"fiE"-centaur/CSS test assembly is 
Station 2882.25. The load application base and the lower distribut ion 
CYlinder fixture supported the test spe('imen and reacted the test loads. 
At the junc·tun (Station 2608) of the conic portions of the biconic nose 
section of thE' CSS, the forward load distribution cylinder fixture was 
mounted on a test peculiar flanged ring. A forward load applicat ion 
fixture was mounted on the forward load Jlstribution cylinder fixtur~. 
The axial loa(' was applied to the shroud by fixture tare weight and by 
four hydraulic actuators acting through ('ables which were connected to 
load applicat ion fixtures at the top and bottoIT' "f the hardware stackup. 
Shear load was applied to the shroud by a hydraulic actuator connectrd 
through a whiffletree to a strap on the 15
0 CSS cone. Shear Joad was 
appli< cl to thO' Centaur by a hydrauliC actuator conneC'ted to a cylindrical 
fixtUIl mounted on rhe truss adapter. The weight of this fixture could 
eithEr be counterbalanced or used to apply axial load to the Centaur. 
A brief description of the CSS, Centaur tank, interstage adapter. and Titan
 
skirt follows. Detailed descriptions of each of the supporting systems 
can be found in the respective spctions of this report. 
Significant differences between the test hardware configuration and the 
flight hardware for the first Titan/Centaur flight (Proof Flight) are 

























































Centaur Standard Shroud (CSS) 
The Centaur Standard Shroud (CSS) encloses both the Centaur and the 
spacecraft, and provides environmental protection for both while on the 
ground and in flight. The CSS general configuration is shown in figure 
I-3. The cylindrical portion of the CSS is IlJ feet in diameter. Total 
CSS length is 58 feet. The payload section (forward of Station 2514.0) 
is of biconic configuration approximately 31 feet long. The nose dome 
is made from stainless steel, but was not installed for the structural 
tests. The two conical sEctions forward of Station 2680.66 are of magnesium 
semimonocoque construction reinforced by internal rings. The cylindrical 
section between the Stations 2514.00 and 2680.66 is of aluminum semi-
monocoque construction with corrugated outer skin and smooth inner skin 
weld-bonded together and riveted to internal rings. Attached to the 
internal rings in the conical and cylindrical section are fiberglas 
insulation blankets. (These fiberglas blankets were not installed for 
these tests.) 
The equipment section, from Station 2459.14 to Station 2514.00, allows 
access to hardware on the Centaur equipment module through doors in the 
CSS structure. This section is of the same construction as the cylindrical 
portion ~f the payload section. 
The forward bearing reaction system between the CSS and the Centaur at 
Station 2459.14 reduces CSS/Centaur relative deflections through load 
sharing during launch and ascent. This reaction path is released in flight 
after maximum aerodynamic loading by a' pyrotechniC system that severs the 
struts which retract to a stowed position. 
The tank section of the CSS which encloses the Centaur LH tank is also of 
aluminum semimonocoquE, corrugated construction with reinforcing internal 
rings. The annular space bch;een the CSS and the Centaur is isolated from 
the remainder of the CSS by fl<xible seals at Stations 2241.78 and 2459.14. 
This annular volume is purged with gaseous helium during prelaunch operations 
to prevent the formation of frozen air. Fiberglas insulation attached to 
internal rings in this section of the CSS prOVides insulation for thr 
Centaur LH2 tank. 
The boattail section of the CSS aft of Station 2213.00 is of riveted 
aluminum ring-skin-str inger construction. 'It contains the aft circum-
ferential separation joint, jettison hinges, and the interface to the 
Centaur interstage adapter. 
The two halves of the CSS are joined along a longitudinal separation joint. 
Each haJ,f' also is joined to the fixed aft part of the shroud along thl': 
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At jettison, all separation joints are severed by a noncontaminating 
pyrotechnil;! system. Eight main springs mounted longitudinally at the 
aft end of the cylindrical tank section of the CSS force the two halve" 
to rotate about hinges and jettison. Four smaller springs mounted laterally 
between the halves assist in the initial separation. Two hinges for ea'~h 
half are mounted at the aft circumferential separation plane. The aft 
conical boattail is bolted to the Centaur interstage adapter and is 
jettisoned with the Titan Stage. 
Centaur Tank 
The Centaur tank assembly used was a flight-wsight tank of the "D" series 
configuration. The basic tank configuration and dimensions are shown in 
figure I-4. The tank assembly is made of type -301 stainless steel and 
is a completely monocoque structure requiring internal pressure for 
structural strength. An evacuated, double-walled bulkhead separates 
the forward liquid hydrogen tank from the aft liquid oxygen tank. 
For these tests, the basic Centaur tank had the following major items of 
hardware and systems installed to configure it to the D-lT design: 
l. Payload truss adapter. 
2. Centaur D-lT equipment module and mass simulated electronic/avioni~ 
packages. 
3. Centaur st~b adapter. 
4. Hydrogen tam< flight vent disconnect system. 
5. Forward and aft CSS to Centaur seals. 
6. Forward seal releaser system. 
7. Forward bearing reaction struts and separation/retract system. 
Details and descriptions of ea,ch of these major items and systems can be 
found in other sections of this report. 
Other Centaur D-lT systems not necessary for the conduct of the tests, 
such as propulsion, pneumatic, and,propellant feed systems, were not 
installed. 
Centaur Interstage Adapter 
The Centaur interstage adapter is the structure that the Centaur and 
CSS are attached to at their aft support points. It provides the inter-
face between the Centaur. ess, and Titan skirt. Details of its construction 
can be found in Section II of this report. It is manufactured by General 
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Titan Skirt 
The Titan Skirt is a structural item providing an interface between the 
Centaur/CSS hardware and the Titan booster vehicle. It is manufactured 
by the Martin Marietta Corporation. 
TEST OLlJECTIVES 
The limit load structural tes. program was a part of an overall CSS 
qualification test program, the objective of which was to qualify for 
flight the Centaur Standard Shroud and new Centaur systems for the 
Titan/Centaur D-IT launch vehicle. The gene<al objectives of the 
structural tests were as follows: 
1. Demonstrate the ability of the CSS, the Centaur structures, and the 
Titan skirt to withstand limit loads, both with and without the FBR struts 
connected. 
2. Determine the lateral deflection of the CSS and the Centaur structures 
at limit loads, both with and without the FBR struts connected, and to 
verify payload to CSS and Centaur to CSS design clearances, under 
maximum differential deflection conditions. 
3. Demonstrate that the FBR struts will release and retract properly 
while under simulated flight load. 
4. Demonstrate-the integrity of the f!rward purge gas seal under 
maximum flight annulus pressure and corresponding CSS/Centaur maximum 
differential deflection. 
5. Determine the degradation, if any, of the CSS thermal insulation from 
aging during the four-month time lapse from the previous insulation 
evaluation performed in the cryogenic unlatch tests. 
Specific objectives for each of the tests performed are given in the 
"Tests Performed" portion of this section. 
TESTS PERFORMED 
The tests were not performed chronologically in the same order as the 
numerical deSignation but, were arranged for structural strength 
conSiderations, optimum test setup, and schedule requirements. A summary 
of the actual chronological test sequence is given in Table I-I. 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The follOWing is a summary of significant results and conclusions from 
the CSS Static Limit Load Structural Test Program. More detailed results 
and conclusions on specific components are included in the following 
sections of this report: 
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1. The test program has demonstrated that the Centaur D-1T and the CSS, 
as a combined structural system, is qualified for flight on the Titan/Centauw 
launch vehicle at loads up to limit loads. 
2. No structural strength deficiencies or anomalies were observed during 
the tests. 
3. Stress levels at limit loads are equal to or less than originally 
predicted. 
4. The stiffness of the CSS boattail structure and the ISA/CSS inter-
face ring was less than originally predicted. To prevent excessive CSS 
deflection at limit load, it is necessary to use the FBR struts to provide 
a lateral load transfer system between the CSS and Centaur. 
5. The FBR system satisfactorily limited the relative deflection between 
the CSS and the Centaur and maintauled the strut loads within design values. 
6. The load distribution at the ISA/Titan skirt interface was satisfactory. 
7. The forward purge gas seal, as modified, withstood the flight maximum 
purge gas pressure and the corresponding Centaur/CSS relative deflection. 
8. Both the forward purge gas seal and the FBR struts released satisfactori-
ly using the flight pyrotechnic systems at simulated flight pr~ssure 
differential, temperature, and load co~ditions. 
9. The CSS thermal insulation did not ",fegrade during the four-month 
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,: Summary of Tests Performed 
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f~ 
F 
r' CSS Max. Max. Total , FBR Shear CSS Payload Axial I~ r 
i( Pri nc ipal Struts Load Shear Shear Load at 
hi Test Test Test Centaur Connec- Azimuth Load, LOild, Station 2127 Ii 
" No. Date Obiective Tanked ted Degrees Pounds Pounds Pounds Remarks Ii 
>I ' 
'i f 3L-25 4/1 1173 Check out facility No tlo 150 8,040 N/A 50,320 Fac ility systems " 
" 
'" systems at 25% load. okay . i: ' 
:' , ii, ;.:, 
3L-25 4/11173 Check out abort 150 8,040 50,440 Abort system okay. 
11', 
sys tem .at 25% load . [I: 
:i[ 3L-50 4/13173 Check out test 150 17,730 50 ,470 Test mon i toring 
monitor ing system system okay. 
H ~f~~~~1 room a t 
I 
L 
co 3L 4/25173 Ver ify s t rength of 150 36,5 10 100,480 CSS reached 1 i mit 
CSS hydrogen dis- equ iva lent ax ia l 
I " connect valve door compressive I reinforcement and load ing . Oe fl ec-,. 'f' equipment module tions we re approx-
Ii doors at limit imate ly 40% 
,: ,: 
equiva lent ax ial greater than Ii ~l 
,} compress ive load . expected . 
4L 512173 Sa lT'" as Test 3L 330 36,910 43 ,320 CSS reached I iml t 
"i: except in tensile equivalent axial 
" ,I, loading. tens i Ie load l ng . I!' : 
!f' 
:!:,. 2L-I 5/11173 Ver ify strength of 270 36,920 43,340 CSS reached limit ~, 
~ CSS hydrogen boost equ iva lent ax ia l ii i. pump and electr ica I tensile load ing. :>: 
:!' : umbilical panel door 
, ~i :' 
[\ ' re inforcements at , ~. 1 imit equ iva lent 



















5/11/73 Determine effects of 
Centaur axial loading 
fixture countcr-
ba lance f orce . 
5/18/73 Determine CSS/Centaur 
load sharing charac-
teristics, and meas-
ure spring rate of FBR 








Centaur Connec- Azimuth 
Tanked ted Degrees 
No No 270 
Yes 90 


















gible effect on 
the change in 
slope of shear 
load versus shroud 
defl ec t i on plot 
(see text for 
deta i Is) . 
Conf i rmed spr i ng 
constants of 
attach ing struc-
tu res d id not 
s ignificantl y 
affect the system 
spr i ng rate. 
A I so, more !oad 
than des i red 
transferred to 
Centaur because 
CSS acts as a 
softer spr ing 
than or iginally 
expected (see 
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CSS Max. Max . Total 
FBR Shear CSS Payload Axial 
Principal Struts Load Shear Shear Load at 
Test Test Test Centaur Connec- Azimuth Load, Load
, Station 2127 
No. Date Ob ject ive Tanked ted Degrees Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Remarks 
lL-2 5/19173 Verify CSS structural No No 90 36,920 N/A 100,440
 CSS reached I t mit 
capability at H2 boost equ
ivalent all ial 
pump cutout and com
press ive 
strength of electrical 
loading. Sual 
umbilical panel door 
pulled out f rom 
reinforcement at 
under its re-
limit equ ivalent 
stra ining cable 
axial compressive wi
th 1.8 psig in 




ward purge gas seal 28,0
80 pounds CSS 
, while deflected . 
shear load. 
I-! 
~ 2L-2 5/23173 Verify strength of N/A N/A N/A Sat i sfactory 




1 L-3 6/4173 Demonstrate capa- 90 None 
100,420 Seal pulled out 
U 
' ~ .. bility of forward 
from under its 
" 
I: ~ 
", purge seal pres-
restraining cable 
:1' ii ' surized to limit wit
h 2.05 ps i g in 
condi t ion. the
 Centaur ICSS 
annulus with no 
CSS shea r loads 
appl ied ,. 
"Bo il - 6/14173 Obtain Centaur Yes Yes N/A N/A 
N/A Bo i loff data 
off" hydrogen tank 
closely corre-
Test heat i ng rate data. 
lated to previous 























TABLE 1-1 (CONTINUED) 
CSS Max. Max. 
FBR Shear CSS Pay load 
Principal Struts Load Shear Shear 
Test Centaur Connec- Azimuth Load, Load, 
Objective om Tanked ted Degrees Pounds Pounds 
Verify FBR system 
capab iIi ty and 
load distribution 
in CSS and Centaur 
at limit load. 
S i I11U late launch 
transient loading 
in FBR system. 
Demonstrat,e FBR 
strut separation 
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load in FBR 
system. Deflec-
tion and load 
sharing charac-
teristics satis-
factory and as 
eKpected. 
satisfactory 
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sure and load test 
of modified 
forward sea 1. 
6/28/73 Same as Test 7L-3. 
6/28/73 Demonstrate forward 
purge gas sea 1 
release at cold 
temperature, with 
modified seal edge 
bead. 
6/28173 Verify strength of 
cutouts at 1 imit 
equivalent axial 
compressive load. 




Centaur Connec- Azimuth 
Tanked ted Degrees 
yes Yes 240 
240 
N/A 
No No 240 
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Seal did not pull 
out from under 
its restraining 
cable with 3 psig 
Centaur/CSS 
annulus pressure. 
St ruts sepa rated 
and retracted 
successfully. 
Sea 1 re 1 eased 
successfully. 
However, the 1 j P 
of the seal was 
not completely 
pulled over the 
edge of seal ring 
by the spring 
loaded straps. 
ess and ISA 
reached limit 
equivalent axial 






























TABLE I-I (CONTINUED) 
CSS 
FUR Shear 
Principal Struts Load 
Test Centaur Connec- Azimuth Test 
D.ate Obj.e~tiv§ _______ , __ TaJ1kecL _:ted_ ,_llJegrees 
7/2/73 Demonstrate 
integrity of 
forward purge seal 
wltW limit pres-
sure and maximum 
defl ecti on. 
7/2/73 Same as Test 6L-3, 
except'at room 























Seal did not pull 
out from under its 
restra'i n i ng cab Ie 
with 3;05 psi g 




between CSS and 
Centaur. 
The test was 
successftilly 
performed. The 
Ii p of the seal 
was pulled over 
the edge of seal 
ring by spring 
loaded straps. 
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SECTION A- A 
/ 
F ORWARD LOAD APPLICATION 
FIXTURE 
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II CENTAUR STRUCTURES 
By R. C. Edwards and R. T. Barrett 
SUMMARY 
The items of structural hardware which interface with the Centaur were 
subjected to loads during the limit loads tests. These items consisted 
of the ISA,'the truss adapter, the stub adapter, and the equipment module. 
All the components \1ithstood the loads satisfactorily without permanent 
deformation. The CSS support I'lng on the ISA deflected more than was 
expected. The thermal effl'ets of LN2 in the Centaur tanl<s were not 
detrimental to tht stub adaptel'. 
DESCRIPTION 
Interstage Adapter 
The, D-IT ISA is a 113-inch long strut'tural spacer between the forward end 
of the Titan skirt and the aft end of the Centaur vehicle. It also supports 
the CSS through an external ring flange at Station 2180.1I8. It is an 
all-aluminum sheEt and stringer structure with 10 cjrcular rings. ThEre 
are bO hat srctiol1 stringers with leturn flanges on the aft end. Thirty-s1x 
internal longeron fitt ings are included in the aft bay of thE ISA to match 
up with the Titan skirt 3ti intnnal longerons. Each longeron has 2 bolts, 
for a total of 72 interface bolts. A bearing pad l'its between the rings 
at eac'h longeron l'onncction to ensure controlled load distribution on the 
Titan skirt ring. Strain gages WEre installed 011 the shroud support ring, 
the structural maintenance aucess doors, and in areas adjacent to these 
doors, as well as on the longerons. For details of instrumentation, see 
reference 7. For each test, only the gages in the highest predicted load 
areas were monitored clue to instrumentation limits. 
Truss Adapter 
The Centaur truss adapter is 120 inches in diameter and lIg inches in height. 
It consists of 211 aluminum tubular struts equally spaced around the 
circumfprence. The struts were attached to 12 fittings located on the aft 
end o~ 'Ie Centaur loading cylinder test fixture and to 12 fittings located 
on the _ urward end of the stub adapter. The wall thicl<ness of the struts 
used in the test assembly were slightly below the design minimum value. 
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However, the assembly was not a qualification item in the test program 
and was not subjected to full limit load. It was primarily acting as a 
spacer to support the Centaur loading cylinder test fixture. Two strain 
gages were located at mid-height on each of four struts. Each pair of 
gages on a strut were located 1800 apart on the radially inboard and 
outboard surfaces. 
Stub Adapter 
The stub adapter as used on the Titan/Centaur vehicle is a cylindrical 
structure 25 inches in height and 120 inches in diameter. The adapter 
consists of titanium skin and stringers reinforced by aluminum rings. 
Two axially oriented strain gages were located in the base of the 
stringErs at 264~ and 2680 azimuths. Two pairs of bacJ< to back strain 
gage rosettes were located on the skin at 2660 and two additional pairs 
of back to bacl< rosettt's were located at 1800 • 
Equipment Module 
The Centaur equipment module is a truncated conJcal aluminum structurE 30 
inches in height. The diameter of the base, whh;h is attached to the stub 
adapter, is'120 inches; the diamEter of the forward end is 60 inches. Tile 
construction of the equipment modulc' is skin/stringer with reinforcing 
rings. A pair of baek to back strain gage rosettEs \qas located on the 
skin near the base at 1800 • Two axialJ..Y oriented strain gages were 
located at the basE of each stringer on either s;de of 180 • 
TEST RESULTS 
Interstage Adapter 
CombinEd axial, bending, and shear loads were imposed on the 1SA by the 
Centaur tacl< and the CSS. The recorded stresses were lower than expected. 
The CSS boattail support ring outstanding leg was monitored to verify the 
assumptions used in its analysis. Comparisons of mEthods are sho\qn in the 
Test 4L plots (figures 11-1 and 11-2). All stress plots for this ring 
(figures 11-1 through II-5) shmq very Imq stresses (less than 12,000 psi 
versus a material yield allmqable of 42,000 psi). The ring deflected more 
than \qas Expected but was not damaged. 
The axial component of the load in'the 
closely approximates the applied axial 
figures 11-1 and 11-2. 
'\ CSS support ring diagonal leg 
equivalent load as shown in 











The use of the FBR struts did result in a reduction in stresses on the 
CSS support ring (figure 11-5) but it was not possible to make a direct 















The FBR system reduced the highest load seen at the CSS interface to a 
value significantly less than the load experibuced during the structural 
testing \qi'thout the FBR system installed. Thus, the ISA can safely 
sustain at least 125% or the limit load when the FBR system is installed. 
The structural maintenance access doors distributed the load satjsfactorily. 
The close proximity of these doors to the Titan/Centaur interfacl! at 
Station 2127 created a requirement that they provide equal load distributio
n 
at the interface. To determine their effectiveness, the stringers on the 
structural doors and adjacent to the doors were monitored during Test 
5L-2. Stringer 50, located on a structural door, indicated a stress of 
17,300 psi compression. Stringer 51 adjat1ent to the door, indicated a 
stress of 19,270 psi compression, which shows the effectiveness of the 
structural door. A stringer gage on the opposite door showed a tension 
stress of 15,270 psi For this test. 
Other gages were monitored on the ISA, and none indicated stresses above 
yield during any tests. 
Truss Adapter 
The Centaur truss adapt8r functioned as anticipated when subjected to 
13,500 pounds of axial load and 10,000 pounds of lateral shear load with 
an associated bEndIng momFnt. The lateral shear load was reacted primarily
 
by truss struts locatld at 90
0 to the line of action ot' shear load. The 
bending moment was rl'ac ted primar ily by truss struts al igned \qith the line 
of action of the shear load. Very small values of strut bending Were 
noted. The maximum compressive load imposed on a truss adapter "trut waf' 
4,500 pounds. Thi,; value is well within the allowable strut compressiVE 
load of 7,600 pOl"llis. 
Stub Adapter 
The stub adapter was subjected to sheat', axial, and bending loads applied 
through the FBR systl'm and the truss adapter. The magnitude of the stresse
s 
in the stringer s was small, indicating that the stub adapter satisfactorily
 
distributes the concentrated loads fyom thE' truss adaptEr struts. 
The magnitude of the skin panel shear and compression stresses appeared to 
be Jess than haJf the allowable shear buckling strl'SS of 7,500 psi and 
the allmqable compression budd Lng stress of 7,600 psi, The shear stress 
was linear for the full range of loading giving a further indication that 
the skin panels did not buckle. The skin bending stresses were also very 
small. 
LN2 was in thE Centaur tanJ~s during Tests 6L and 7L. Tht effect 
lower the stub adaptEr skin temperature to approximately -60
0 F. 
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Equipment Module 
Since the Centaur equipment module was not locate~ in a direct load path, 
the applied test loads did not load th~ module to its full design strength. 
The recorded stresses were causr-d only by the deflection of the stub 
adapter. The a~ial and bending loads in the equipment module stringers 
were very small. The magnitudes of the maximum principal stresses and ,[ 
shearing stress in the module skin were not significant. J 
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS 
The structural capability of the ISA \~as not degraded by the limit load 
tests. ThE structural maintenance doors in the ISA distributed loads 
satisfactorily and at no point w~re the loads above yield. The use of 
tht, FBR system reduces the loads in the ISA. 
The truss adapter and stub adapter were found to be well within their 
structural capabilities. Th" loads w~re distributed uniformly and the 
use of cryogenics .in the Centaur tanl<H had no deleterious effects. 
The equipment module \~hich \~as not tested to limit cond itions was not 
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III CSS/CENTAUR BOLT-ONS 
By T. L. Seeholzer, W. A. Groesbeck, and H. M. Tang 
SUMMARY 
The follO\~ing major CSS/Centaur bolt-ons were evaluated during the 
Structures Test: 
1. Forwal'd Bearing Reaction System (FBR). 
2. Forwal'd Seal ami Release (FSR) System. 
3. LH2 Vent Disconnects. 
The FBR system was su"cessfully tested for adequate strength, proper 
stiffness. and separation function. Tests verified that installation 
of thE' FBR systEm I~as required to limit de flc"tiol1s between the CSS 
and Ccmtaur to acceptable levels. Test data ind i cate that the FBR 
system can reliably sustain 125% or limit design load. Shock data were 
obtRined during FBR sE::paration. These data indicated shock levels would 
not adversely affEct CLntaur elcl'trunie equipment. 
Forl~aTd seal structural adequacy and releaser system operation I~ere 
verifi.ed under conditions of cryogenic temperatures, maximum delta 
pressure, and displacement aflsociated with flight loads. Tests also 
substantiated that the LH2 vent di"col1l1e('ts separate prematurely Iqithout 
tile FBH system installEd [jut optratl' Hatisfactorily when the FBH is used. 
DESCRIPTION 
Forward Bearing Heaction System 
The CSS/Centaur FBH system provides load sharing and limits the relative 
deflection between the CSS and the Centaur vehicle during flight until 
the vehicle has passed through the period of significant aerodynamic 
loading (approximately 100 seconds after liftoff). The FBR system, located 
at Station 2450, consists of six spring loaded double action struts. The 
strut major structural components are aluminum. Previous component 
testing of the struts (rE',:erence 8) has shown structural capability to be 
in excess of 125% of limit load. 
The basic strut system is illustrated in figures 111-1 and III-2. The 
spring rate of the system must be compatible with the relative stiffnesses 

















maintain payload-to-CSS clearances at acceptable levels. Conical steel 
washers arE utilized to produce the required sp~'ing rate in tension and 
compression. See Section VI for a discussion of stiffness prop~rties. 
The ini.tial strut design (30,000 #/inch) and the redesigned strut 
(6,500 #/Inch) are shO\m in figure III-3. 
Separation of the FBR is accomplished by redundant explosive bolts. 
FollowIng bolt separation, the strut halves al'p rt'tracted against the 
ess by a spring loaded rl!tractor and against the: stub adapter by a 
tension spl'ing (fIgure 1II-2). ExplosIve separation bolts are locat"d 
as shown in figure 1II-3. Bolt separation is caused by actuation of 
two elLctru-explosivE' d('vIl'es (cartridges). F iring of either cartridge 
will Heparate the bolts. Pressure produced by the cartridge is converted 
into a forl'c by means of two pistons and a si.Lil''Jne rubber force amplifier. 
(See figtlr8s III-4 and III-S for bolt and cartrIdge details.) The 
resultant force fracture8 the bolts in the groov<,d area. Thl:' bolt design 
has been sUC'l'essfully employed on the Atlas/C£'ntaul' vehicle for nose fairing 
separation. 
F iftel"n ac"elerometers wer" attaC!hed to the mass s emulatEd Glectron k 
pad<ages and to the FBR struts ["01' Tl sts 6L-2 and 7L-3. The simulated 
packages w(';r" mounted all the Clntaur equipment module. Figure 111-6 
shows the location of thE ael'llurumcters. 
The accelerometers dl'sIgna ted 900A through 9l4A had Identical locations 
and orientations to thuse pleviously installed on Cryogenic Unlatch 
Test No. 1 (refl'renl'(! l). S inl'" there WGre nu ac""lcrometers attached 
to the R.F. disconlll!ct panel [or the previouf' Cryogl'l1il' Unlatch testing, 
a"l!elElometers 95 llA and 955A \~crc added to m"asuro the rEsponse of the 
panel during FBR strut firing. Sec reference 7 for instruml'ntation details. 
Forward Sl al ami Release SystEm 
The for\~ard sual, illustrated in figure 111-7, is located at Station 2454 
between the CSS ami C,mtalll "tub adaptGr. Tho seal consists of a silicone 
rubberized dacron fabric attal'het\ to the stub adapter' by bolts and retained 
on the CSS forward bulkhead by a cable and retaining mechanism. A 5/16-inch 
diameter segmented teflon bead on th, outboard edge of the seal holds the 
seal under the cable. This bead \~as "hanged I'rom 3/16-I;nch silicone 
rubbe~' to 5/16-inch teflon aftel Structural Test lL. See figure 1II-8 
for bead details. 
A redundant explosive bolt is employed to release the seal. This is the 
same bolt design used for the FBR separation (see figure 111-4). Two 
bolts, one at each split line, are attached to the seal retaining cable 
as shown in figun 111-7. When the bolts separate the cable tension is 
relaxed and th~ seal releases. Seal release assist retractors are located 
around the periphery of the seal to assist in raiSing the seal bead over 
the retainer lip. Two seal retractors are located at the LH2 vent nozzles 






































































LH2 Vent Fin Disconnect 
The hydrogen vent disconnect is an extensible duct connection between the 
fixed vent nozzle on the taru< and the vent fin inlet on the inside of the 
CSS. The function of the disconnect is to accommodate the differential 
motion between the tanl< and' the CSS during prelaunch and boost flight 
phase. and to provide a release mechanism to disconnect the vent ducting 
from the fixed vent nozzles at CSS jettison. The vent fin disconnect 
configuration is illustrated in figure III-io. The design is a telescoping 
tube section with the inboard end attached to the vent nozzle and the 
outboard end attached to the CSS fitting by means of spherical ball joints. 
The disconnect mechanism is engaged by Extension of the tubes to the full 
free length of travel as limitell by internal stops. Release of the 
disconne('t can be accomplished in one of two modes during CSS jetti""n. 
In the primary mode a continued pull on the disconnect ducting in the 
bottomed out condition (CSS rotating a\~ay from tank) shears two pins at 
the vent nozzle retainer ass8mbly. Siwaring the pins permits the inboard 
duct seetion to slide out and thel'eby release the latching lugs on the 
vent nozzle. The dUL'ting then pulls clear of the vent nozzle. The 
secondary moel,: is used if tl", pins fa il to shear. In this mode the 
continned outward pull on the d i,seonnect forc8ably pulls the duct 
assembly off thc nozzle by bending the latching lugs. ThE latching lugs 
are designed to bend in this manner at a load slightly above that 
requil'ed to shear the pins. The t1isc'onm!(,t detailed design is shown in 
figure III-ll. 
TEST RESULTS 
Fon~ard Bearing Reaction 
The FBR system, inl'lud ing the eRS and stub adaptlr attaching structures, 
was originally estimated to haVe> a spring rate 01 73,000 #/inch. ThE 
first tEst of the system for stllfness eharacteristics was performed in 
Test lL-l. Test results. as shown in Table III-l, indicated the system 
spring ratE was actually 81,000 #/inelt. Since the combined spring rate 
of the FBR struts only was aPl'roximat"ly 90,000 #/inch. the spring rate 
of the CSS and stub adapter attaching structurE, K (Strueture), was 
determined from: 
1 = 1 + 1 
-K (Sy stem) K(Struts) KeStructure) 
K(Structure) was thus found to be equal to 800,000 #/in..,h. 
The 10\~er than expected Gtiffness of the CSS as determined from Tests 3L 
and 4L indicated that 81,000 #/inch in the FBR system would transfer 
unacceptably high loads into the Centaur vehicle. Consequently, it was 













accomplished by changing the combined spring rate of the si:x FBR struts 
to 19,500 #/inch. Because of thu gEometric relationship shown in 
figure III-1, the equivalent spring rate for each strut was then 6,SOO 
#/inch. 
During Tests 7L-2 and oL-1 thE 19,000 #/inch FBR system was successfully 
tested. This system provided thl p1'oper stiffness between the CSS and the 
Centaur vehie1e and a1sn 1imit<:d the CSS-to-pay1oad deflection to aceeptab1e 
values. Results of thesr. tests un the FBR system are oummarized in 
Table III-l. 
The FBR system loads and the i'ldivldual strut loads were determined by 
,;train gagE's mounted inside the struts as shO\~n in figurE 111-3. The 
FBR struts Were individually calibrated to determine the load vs. strain 
relationship and to verily the strut spri.ng rate of 6,500 #/inch. A 
typical spring rate calib1'ation is shown in figurl 111-12. Ma:ximum 
tension and I-ompression strut luads during tLsting are listed in Table III-I. 
Thc ind i.vidual struts w<.;re designed to 8,000 pounds limit load. This 
val ue was not e:xcceded dur i ng the test ser ies. Post -t"8t inspection 
VI rifi( d that no damage or yield ing o('Qurred in any O'trut or attaching 
hardware during testing. 
The FBI{ system total J oad at scparat il)n was 10,110 pounds for Test 6L-2 
and 0,S28 pounds for Tu:;t 7L-i. Figures III-13 and III-Iii are plots of 
the envelopcs of the al-I-"lt'rat ;IlIl responses for TI sl~ oL-2 and 7L-3. A 
I-:)mpal i;;on uf these two plots with tlu previous Cryogenic Unlatch Test 
data has bl'en made. For till' fnquenC'ie!? above 200 Hz •• the shark 
responsEs of the packagcs were grl'ater when the FBR 8truts were loaded. 
r h,'tlrc III-1S shows the siwek quali[il~ation specifi!-ation for packages 
mount~d 011 the Centaul' equipm. nt module. Comparing l"igures 111-13 and 
111-]1/ with I'il,\ure III-Ie" it ; I-oncluded that the shoek responses when 
tht: rBR struts WCl-C l"ddcd are wIll below the qual i l' ieat ion lEvel. 
Separat ion of the FBR system, wh,,,, subj" .. ted to expected flight loads, was 
evaluated ill TI sts 01,-2 and 7L-j. The r"sul ts of thes(, tests are listed in 
Table III -2. II] 1 struts s( paratcd properly ami retracted normally. 
Post-test inspcction vI'ri I ied all pyrotechnic car tridges fired. The 
maxi.mum dynamic e:Xl'ursion of the: CSS relatiVE to the Centaur, following 
FBR scpa1'ation, was 0.022 inches. This was within acceptable design limits. 
Forward Seal and Release System 
ThE pressure capability of the fonqard seal was tested in Tests 1L-2 
and lL-3. The original retaining bead failed to hold the 3 psi limit 
pressure during these tests. As a result, the seal was redesigned and 
successfully tested on 5L-1 and 6L-l. Test results are summarized in 
Table 111-3. In Test 6L-l the seal limit pressure capability was 
verifiEd at a CSS/Centaur relative deflection produced by limit FBR 
system load of 20,000 pounds. In Test 5L-1 the seal limit pressure 
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which would be produced by limit PBR load and worst case tolerance stackup
. 
Par this test the PBR struts were not connected in order that excessive 
loads would not be transmitted into the Centaur vehicle. During seal 
pressurization TEst 6L-l, the forward seal retaining cable loads were 
monitored. Cable loads varied by 35 pounds, or less than lJ% of the 
installation load. Pigure III-l6 shows the cable load fluctuation during 
Test6L-1. 
Due to the redesign of the forward seal bead for pt'essure capability, 
two tests (5L-3 and 6L-3) of the PBR system were ,'onducted. These tests 
verified that the seal redesign did not adversely affect seal release. 
The two tests, conducted at ~N2 and ambient temperature conditions, WEre 
completely successful. In aacft test all explosivE cartridges fired; 
the bolts separated and properly released the retaining "able. The 
aSf,istor straps IHted the seal over thE' lip in local areas. LH2 vent 
r(!tractor straps successfully rptral'ted the seal over the vent nozzles. 
LH2 Vent Fin Disconnect 
The differential deflection betwFen the CSS and thp Centaur tank without 
the FBR installed was mort' than prEdicted. In one test the shroud 
deflection exceeded the extension capability of the disconnect resulting 
in release of the disconnect ml'l'hanism. The vent disconnEct can extend 
to a maximum length of 17.19 inches betwLen the cEnterline reference of 
the inner and outer spherical ball joints before engaging the disconnect 
r!Jlease mechanism. During T<:st 2L-1, with limit load applied at the 
2700 azimuth, the disconnect extended length was just short of the limit 
stop at l7.llJ int'llcs. 011 Test lL-2, with the limit load applied at 90
0 
azimuth, the disconnect was extended to 17.59 inches. This travel 
rl'sultl'd i.n the telescoping seetions bottoming out, thereby actuating 
thF release mechanism. 1\ post- test inspection conl"irmed that the 
disgolll1ect had l'eleas(u. The vent diseol1nect is located at azimuth 
ll~ -30'. I r the sheal' load hall been applied at til is azimuth, the local 
deflection of the CSS at the dis"ol1nel't would havL been even greater. 
In tEsts condul!ted with the FBR struts in place the disconnects performed 
satisfactorily. At limit load conditions the max imum extension of the 
disconnect was approximately 0.1 inch from the normal position. Test 
results verified that the LH2 vent disconneet dGsign is adequate only with
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SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS 
All CSS bolt-ons successfully withstood limit design loads imposed in 
the Structures Tests. However, both the FBR system and forward seal 
required desib'11 modifieations as a result of these tests. The spring 
rate of the FBR system was changed from 73,000 #/inch to 19,000 #/inch, 
after Test JL, to be compatibl<: ,~ith the CSS stiffness. Tests 3L and 
4L data vel'ificd the need for an FBR system. i\ 19,000 #/inch FBR system 
was sUl'cessfully tcsted in Tests 6L and 7L. 
Separation tests of thE FBR struts under load verified the 19,000 #/inch 
spring rate system functioned properly. Test data at FBR separation 
(Tests 6L-2 and 7L-3) indicated shocl< levels did not exceed Centaur 
equipment qualification values. 
Previous component testing of the individual FBR struts by the contractor 
(reference 8) verified the structural capability of the struts to be in 
"xoess of 125% of limit design loads. All stress levels monitored during 
the limit load test, with tlw FBR system installed, were well below 
predieted stress levels. It is concluded that the FBR system can reliably 
sustain 125% of limit des ign luads. 
The <lriginal forward seal bead was redesigned to withstand 3 psi pressure 
as a result of initial testing. The new larger diameter seal bead was 
then successfully tested to 3 psi on Tests 5L and bL. SC'paration tests 
or the forward seal rcl"aser vl'l'ified the redesigned seal bead did not 
advcrscly affect test I ('sults. . 
In the tests without the rBR system installed, the LH disconnects separate
d 
prematurely. Following installation of the ll!tlesignc'~ FBR system, the 
LH2 vent disconnt'l't st toke l'apabll ity \~as shown tu bl: adequate. 
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ActuQ.l Max. FBR Ma:x. CSS/ 
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51'(kh~~~e, K Load Defl. Lbs. In 
81,000 8,800 .096 
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TABLE IU-2 r 
Summary of FBR Separation Tests 
~ ... ........ .., 'IT' .J..I..I •• '"' "" .... "'In 
Condition After 
Condition at Seoaration Seoaration 
Test Mrocimum Maximum Max. FBR 
Maximum 
and FBR System CSS/ Strut 
Dynamic 




Azimuth Lbs Defl.-In. Lbs CSS/C
entaur Results 
All cartridges fired, 
bolts separated, 
T&-3 6,528 .3030 2,264 Ten. 
.402 and struts retracted 




All cartridges fired, 
" bolts separated, 
I 6L-2 1O,1l0 • 
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Forward Seal Pressurization Tests 
Test Maximum Maximum 
and Annulus CSS/Centaur 
Shear Pressure Deflection 
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FIGURE m-l. FORWARD BEARING REACTOR SYSTEM. 
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FRACTURE PLANE STRUT SEPARATION PLANE 100i 




NI) NOMENC!A TURf: 
1 HOUSING 
2 RETAINER 
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IV TITAN SKIRT STRUCTURE 
By R. W. York 
SUMMARY 
The loads applied during the limit load test program verified that thE' 
Titan skirt lISA combination could sustain the design loads Without 
permanent deformation. Stress levels recorded throughout the Titan skirt 
were less than limit v'llues and, in general, as predicted. Load transfer 
across thE Titan skirt lISA interface was evenly distributed. Load 
distlibution in the skirt aft of the ISA doors was essentially as predicted. 
All test objectives were accomplished without damage to the Titan skirt. 
DESCRIPTION 
The Titan skirt is the most forward section of til(] Titan vehicle. It 
js a 10-foot diameter, 75-ineh long aluminum eyl inder of ring re i.nl'orced 
sl<in and str ingtn' construction. A Titan guidanc, equipment truss Is 
mounted in thl' Lorward end 0[' the structure. Details of the Titan skirt 
configuratIon are shown in figures IV-I and IV-2. 
The TLtan skirt was mounted on the lower distribut ion cylinder fixture. 
Shimming and grouting were utilized as required to obtain 100% contact 
between the sk irt and the lower distribut ion c'yl inder. The 132 bolts 
that fastened the Titan skirt mounting rjng til the lower distribution 
cylinder were supplemented by 24 C-l'lamps placed two each in line with 
Titan stl'ingcls 1, 4, 7, 10, n, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31 and 34. The 
C-clamps I.ere torqued to lOO-lSO ft.-Ibs. and then fixed by welding the 
screw thread to the ('lamp body. They were subst ituted for bolts that 
were not installld. Follm.ing completion of Tests 3L, 4L, and 2L-l, but 
prior to Test lL-l. the existing steel bolts and nuts at Station 2127 
intcrfaL'e (Titan skirt /ISA) were rc,plaf't'd with flight-type bolts. This 
resulted from a night hardwal'e spec I Heat ion chang" to incorpOlate 
stress-corrosion rEosistant bolts • 
The instrumentation On th" T ital ski t is deser ilJed in reference 7. 
OBJECTIVES 
As stated in Section I, the specific objective of the test program 
regarding the Titan skirt was to demonstrate its ability ""0 I.ithstami 
limit loads introduced through the CSS/Centaur strilotures. The design 































design limit capability of 864,000 pounds compression and 720,000 poun
ds 
tension equivalent axial limit load at Station 2127.43 (Titan skirt/ISA 
interface). Axial and shear test loads that were applied to the 
CSS/Centaur structures were selected to produce these equivalent axia
l 
loads at the Titan skirt forwarll Station 2127.43. Detail"d objectives 
Wc.1T to verify the structural capability of the Titan skirt and th" 
load transfc.r distl'ibut ion at the ISA interface for thG equivalent ax i
al 























21100 ;,i~2 in Centaur 
900 LN2 in Centaur 
T EST RESULTS 
Test lL-2 - The applinl loads of 36,900 pounels shear and 100,400 pound
s 
axial l'ompression l'"sulted in an .lqujvalcnt ax ial loau of 866,690 pounels 
compression at Stat ion 2127. The design limit value at this intC'rface
 
is §64,000 pounds lwmp"Qssion. The shear load wu, appl ied at 90
0 
azimuth 
(90 to the CSS spl it J ine) and resulted in maximum compression loads 
being dtveJopcel ill Titan skirt stl'ingers 14 and 15. Tht: maximum eompr
eRsivf 
stresSCh resulting from bending moments indul'Gd on thC~l string( rs "oJ( 1 { 
Inwel' than prGd iet"d intliuat ing the ISA structure was ~t· UTeI' thaI. 
ant ie' ipatcod. The aVe! age stl inge! stress near tIll! inlLl'faue was 22.81
4 
psi. on stringer Ill, and 24,461 psi on stringer IS. This indicate,; a 
re1 at ively unH·orm load d i str ibut ion across tlu i ntll'lal't: as predleted
. 
Stringer stress levds art or the intl'rfaee Wel" !-,;cnerally lower than 
ant it: ipatcd. Nu tens i.l c strLsses wer" measurLd dUl ing this tes t. See
 
Table IV-.t for a summal'y of the data. 
Test <!L-l - The applil'd loads of 36,900 pounds shear and 43,400 pounds
 
axial compression devdoped an equivalent axial load of 722,890 pounds
 
tension at Station 2Jn. The design limit value in tension is 720,000
 
pounds. Till' shnar 10u<1 ,~as applieel at 2700 azimuth (90
0 to CSS split line) 
and rGsulted in maximum tension loads being developed in Titan skirt 
stlingers 14 and 15. Stringers 14 and 15 experienced maximum tenHtle 
stresses, near Statiun 21n. of 31, 913 psi and 35,329 psi, respectivel
y. 
These values were higher than predieted and resulted from increased 
stringEr bending moments. However, these values are well within the 
1 imit allowables. The average stringer tensile stress near the intel'r
ace 
was 22,904 psi in stringer ill and 24,705 psi in Stl inger 15. These 
values indicate essentially a uniform distribution of load. Tensile 






























The !'ompI'cssian stresses in str ingors 32 and n (180
0 
opposite stringers 
:I II anti 1 S) WL rc lowC'r than experic'nced in Test lL-2 becausE the axial 
.,nmprussJve ] oad requirements Wl re lower. See Table IV-2 for a summary 
"I the data. 
Tt!Ht 3L - The app.l jed loads of 36,Soo pounds shear and 100,500 pounds 
axial I'omprl ssion resulted in an cquivalcmt axi.al load of 858,4§0 pounds 
"ulllf'rl's>;il)l1 at Rtatiol1 21n. The shear loatl appllcation at 150 azimuth 
(31J' "II thc' eHH split line.) ""mlted In maximum pompression loads being 
tl"v<clopud in Titan sl<irt stringers 20 and 21. Thc maximum compres
sive 
Htrl ss l'eHult illg I rom indu"l·el bending moments was 27,545 psi recorde
d 
IHI thl 'JlIthoard l.langl or stringer 20 ncar thG interface. The same
-
HLrillgu IX)JU!';uluud :l7,2l1H psi "omprcssioll str'ess on the inboal'd flange. 
I\V( I'ag{ stl'ingll' struss( s J1eal' lhe inter('aL'L were 22,j96 psi on stringer 
~O, allli 22.IIIJ2 pHi Oil stringer 21. ThEsL valu<s indicate a uniform
 
lllstr'ihutiCJn CJI loud il"ross the interl'ac". Compressive strcsSLS a
ft of 
lIw jllt"l'I""I'l' WI'" gl!lll'rally lcss than prudil,ted. Maximum tensill stre!Os 
.d 2H,117 psi waH 1l!I'CJrded on thl inboard I.Tangc 01' stringer 3 (180
0 
Il]lpusilt, lite t:0Il11Jl'(;ssiull stringl.!)'s) n<..ar the jnt('rra(~l!. ThIs was 
aJljll'oxilw,Lcly .lU, highu' thall prlidil!tl!d hut weI.! within thE' limit 
iJ.U'Mah.l. s. Sc" Tabll' IV--J ['or a summary of tha data. 
Tl,bt '11, - Tltl' a1'1'J iell loads ai' 3b,900 pounds shear ami lI3,.1oo pound
s axial 
('umprtssioll r!!slllLad i.1l an cljtlivahmt axial tl!nsioll .load 0[' 722,990 pounds 
<.It SLaL ion <!In. The: shear load was upplil d at BUD a,dmuth (30
0 off 
til" eSH S]11 it I till) ,,,,d resu.! ted in max imum tension loads being cit'veloped 
ill Titan skirt st!'ingers 2(] ami 21. Stringers 20 and 21 (xpC'rienecd 
1l1"xi1llUIll tl!nsiJc strLHSCS ncar thc intarra"" a\' 2b,HHl! psi and 28.21
9 psi, 
l'cspc(!tivl:iy. Tlll:Sl.! maximums wc;re \V'ithin .l2~~ of the: preui(!trd values 
bllt wI'.l.1 withi" til< J im1t allowabll's. 'rhc av"rag( stringer tensile 
HL!'ISS ,"as 21.11'1'1 psi in stringer 20, and 21,£1110 psi in stringcl' 21
. 
Thesl! va.ilJ(,,,, inel iI'ute ('Hsent ially a uni rorm distribution of load. Tensil( 
stl'!!SS('S al't or till' i"tl!l'['a(!" I'ollowed the IXPl!ctp<i pattern of distribution. 
StJ'csscs 011 till. (!lllnprCss ion H1<11' 01' the Titan skirt wel'e small and, in 
gl'JlI J'u.i, l'o.i.iCJw(,d tit" pn'clktl!d pattern. See Tablc IV-II for a summary 
01' till! data. 
Test SL-<! - TIl(' arJpli.l'd loads or ;6,600 pounds shear and l!4,300 pounds 
axial l!lllnp1'('s.;ion t'csultad in an equivalent axial tension load of 715,760 
pounds at StaLion 2127. The shear load was applied at 240
0 
azimuth 
(hO) oil' tIll! CSH split line?} and resulted in average compression loads 
or 22,JHZ Tl"i in stringer 29, 21,:ll[9 psi in stringer ~O, and 2o,3Ul psi 
ill Sl!'illgCI -J]. This tndi<'atc!s a uniform distribution of load across the 
inturl'al!l!. Tmlslll str"sses Wl'l'C not rel'orded during this test. S
ee 
Ti'lblc IV-C, ['or u ;;ummal'Y of the data. 
Test uL-1 - The applied loads ot' 36,400 pounds shear and 107,400 po
unds 
ax i.al C!omprl'''SiOll l'esultC!d in an oquivalcnt axial load of 862,830 p
ounds 
comprGssion at Statioll 2127. The shear load was applied at 240
0 
a;dmuth (GOo olT tltl' CSS split line). This resulted in maximum compression 














29 and 30 are in line with the ISA a~cess door immediately forward of 
Station 2127. The influence of this access door on load distribution 
across Station 2127 \~as determined to be negligible. The average 
compressive stress levul across the three stringers was 22,798 
psi at stringer 29, 21,765 psi at stringer 30, and 21,226 psi at 
stringur 31. No tensile stresses were recorded during this test. 
The Centaur tanks,contained LN, during this test. The presence of 
LN2 did not appeal' to affect tfte Titan structure. Approximate 
temperatures ,'xperienced were 200 F at the interface ami 400 F at the 
base a I' the Titan sl<irt. The load level aehieved dUl'ing this test 
l'epl'es,'nts 99.9% of design limit equivalent ax ial load. Structural 
COllstra.ints in the ISA and the CSS pl'Qvented attainment of 100'/0 design 
limit luad i[1 tllG Titan skirt. SeQ TablQ IV-6 for a summary of the data. 
TEst 7L - The appliml loads of .:16,500 pounds shear and 105,500 pounds 
axial compresHion I'esultl'd in an equivalent axial load of 863,480 pounds 
eomgrQssion a t Station 2127. The shear' load \~as appli('d at 900 azimuth 
(90 to CSS split linc). This resulted in maximum compression loads 
bcoing dl'vclopcd in Titan skirt stringcrs 14 ami 15. Maximum compressive 
stresses l'u,orded in these stringers near the inter[a,'c were lower than 
predictcd. The val'iat ion of "l'uss-sectional stress level in either 
stringer was not as great as pr,'dieted indicating the ISA strueture was 
stiffm' than anti<'ipated and transferred a smallef stringer bending 
moment ac'oss the intet'facl!. ThC' average compressive stress level 
across tilL t\~O stringers n('ar thE' interface was 20.45S psi at stringer 
Ill, anti 22,527 ps.i at stringer 1,. This inuicates essentially a uniform 
distlibution of load across the interface. The CentauI tanks contained 
LN
z 
during this test. The presence of LN2 did not appear to affect the 
T iran stl'U"tul'e. Tens i Ie str~ss"s wore not rocord,,(\ dur j ng this test. 
The load level aehievcd <.lUI ing tilis t< st represents 99.9~: of design 1 imit 
equivaJ, nt a.dal load. StruetuJ al "oIlstraints in the ISA and the CSS 
preve"tE'd attai.nment at 100'), dl!sign limit load in the Titan skirt. See 
Table IV-7 fOl a summal'y or the data. 
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS 
The loads applied during the test program confirmed that the Titan skirt 
strueture, when mated to a Centaur 1SI\, is capable of sUl'taining design 
limit loads without perman~nt uci'ormation When the Centaur stage is at 
either cryogenic 01' ambient temperature conditions. The tests further 
demonstrated that the ISA hardware effectively transferred load in a 
unif01'm manner across the Titan/Centaur interface to the Titan skirt. 
Longitudinal stringer loads expel ienced by the Titan sl<irt aft of cutouts 
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TEST DATA SUMMARY - TEST NO. JL-2, 
Maximum Applied Shear Load Vs = 36,900 Lbs. 
Maximum Applied Axial Load Pax = 100,400 Ibs. Compression 
Inches MMC Direction Maximum Maximum 
Aft of Stringer Predicted Test 
Station No. Value Value 
2127-4 3 PSI PSI 
4.0 15 Axial -13500 -19052 
" 15 " -13500 -19731 
" 15 " -36000 -29,31 
17.38 15 " -24000 -20502 
" 15 " -24000 -21643 
" 15 " -32000 -29993 
33.35 15 " -40000 -23831 
" 15 " -40000 -24263 
" 15 " -24000 -22013 65.90 15 " -13500 -18772 
" 15 " -13500 -19582 
4.0 14 " -13500 -21458 
14 " -36000 -24170 
17.38 14 " -24000 -16554 17.38 14 " -32000 -25434 33.35 14 " -40000 -20224 
" 14 " -40000 -20841 


















TEST DATA S~Y - TEST NO. 2L-1 
Maximum Applied 8hear Load Vs = 36,900 Lbs. 
Maximum Applied Axial Load Pax = 43,400 lbs. Compression 
Gage Inches MMC Direction Maximum Maximum Remar
ks 
No. Aft of 8tringer Predicted Test 
Station No. Value Value "-- ' 
2.12:z.43 P8I P8I 
41908 4.0 15 Axial ·25000 35329 
41928 4.0 15 f! 25000 14081 
42018 4.0 14 f! 25000 31912 
42028 4.0 14 f! 25000 13895 
42328 17.38 33 f! -20000 -23092 
42338 " 33 " -20000 -23461 
42348 " 33 " -26500 -1422 
Out 
42358 33.35 33 " -33500 -23893 
42368 " 33 
f! 
-33500 -23215 
42378 " 33 " -20000 
-23924 1 
42388 65.9 33 f! -12000 -19489 
I 
42398 " 33 " -12000 -178
38 ! 
4240S 17.38 32 " -20000 -20841 
42418 " 32 " -20000 -21
211 , 
42428 " 32 " -26500 -24972 j 42438 33.35 32 " -33500 -20995 
42448 " 32 " -33500 
-21303 

















































































TE8T DATA 8UMMARY - TEST NO. 3L 
Maximum Applied 8hear Load Vs = 36,500 Lbs. 
Maximum Applied AXial Load Pax = 100,500Lbs. Compression 
Inches MMC Direction 
Aft of 8trjnger 
Station No. 
2.1c.7.43 
4.0 20 AXial 
4.0 20 ff 
17.38 20 ff 
" 20 ff 
ff 20 ff 
33.4 20 ff 
" 20 ff 
" 20 " 4.0 3 " 
4.0 3 ff 
17.4 3 ff 
" 3 ff 
" 3 ff 
33.4 3 ff 
" 3 ff 
" 3 ff 
9.0 21 tr 
" 21 ff 
" 21 " 
17.4 21 " 
,. 21 ff 
" 21 " 
33.4 21 " 
" 21 " 
ff 21 ff 
65.9 21 " 













































































TEST DATA 6llMMl1RY - TEST NO. 4L 
Maximum Applied 6hear Load Vs = 36,.900 Lbs. 
Maximum Applied Axial Load Pax = 43,300 Lbs. Compression 
Gage Inches MMC Direction Maximum Maximum Remarks 
No. Aft of 6tringer Predicted Test 
stat; 0/1 No. Value Value 
2.12.7.43 PSI P6I 
43916 4.0 20 Axial 25000 26885 
' j 
43926 4.0 20 11 25000 16002 I 43936 17.4 20 11 NA 20092 
43946 If 20 11 NA 20154 I 43956 If 20 If NA 17241 
43966 33.4 20 1f NA 3556 Out 
43976 If 20 11 NA 16404 
43986 If 20 " NA 19627 
43996 4.0 3 If -12000 -16739 
44006 If 3 If -32000 -22198 
44016 17.4 3 If -20000 -23000 
44026 If 3 If -20000 -22722 I 
44036 If 3 11 -26500 -25434 
44046 33.4 3 1f -32000 -22259 I 
44056 If 3 If -32000 -896 Out 
I 




45296 9.0 21 If 25000 28219 
j 
45306 If 21 If 25000 27964 I 45316 If 21 II 25000 15189 
45326 17.4 21 " NA 24992 
45356 If 21 II NA 24862 I 45346 If 21 " NA 13554 
45356 33.4 21 " NA 22976 
45366 " 21 " NA 221
37 j 
45376 tf 21 II NA 12842 
45386 65.9 21 " 15000 14219 



























TEST DATA SUMMARY - TEST NO. 5L - 2 
Mro(imum Applied Shear Load Vs = 36"GOO Lbs. 
Maximum Applied Axial Load pro( = M.30D Lbs. Compression 
Inches MMC Direction Mro(imum Mro(imum 
Aft of Stringer Predicted Test 
station No. Value Value 
2127,43 PSI PSI 
17.4 29 Axial ) -24000 -20995 
17.4 29 If -32000 -23369 
17.4 30 If -24000 -20563 
17.4 30 If -32000 -22136 
17.4 31 11 -24000 -20jl2 
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TABLEIV-6 
TEST DATA 8UMMARY - TEST NO. 6L-1 
Maximum Applied 8hear Load Vs = 36,4COLbs. 
Maximum Applied Axial Load Pax = 107,400 Lbs. Compression 
Gage Inches MMC Direction Maximum Maximum 
No. Aft of 8tringer Predicted Test 
staTion No. Value Value 
212.7.+~ P8I P8I 
44518 17.4 29 Axial ) -24000 -215198 
44538 17.4 29 .. -32000 -240788 
44548 17.4 30 " -24000 -20409 
44568 17.4 30 .. -32000 -23122 
44578 17.4 31 " -24000 -20378 
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TEST DATA SUMMARY - TEST NO. 7L ~ ::t 
Maximum Applied Shear Load Vs = 36,500 Lbs. 
Maximum Applied Axial Load Pax = lO;:;,SOOLbs. Compression 
Inches MMC Direction Maximum Maximum 
Aft of 8tringer Predicted Test 
station No. Value Value 
212.7.43 P8I P8I 
4.0 15 Axial -13600 -17664 
4.0 15 " -13600 -18250 
4.0 15 " -36000 -27098 
17.4 15 " -24000 -19854 
17.4 15 " -24000 -19885 
17.4 15 " -32000 -27128 
33.4 15 " -40000 -21242 
33.4 15 " -40000 -21550 
33.4 15 " -24000 -20748 
65.9 15 " -13600 -16093 
65.9 15 " -13600 -17184 
4.0 14 " -13600 ~20008 4.0 14 " -36000 -20903 
17.4 14 " -24000 -14024 
17.4 14 " -32000 -23061 
,33.4 14 " -40000 -16739 
33.4 14 " -40000 -20163 
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V CENTAUR STANDARD SHROUn STRUCTURAL STRENGTH 
By K. I. Davidson and George S. Sarvay 
SUMMl\RY 
The CSS lim tt load structural tests demonstrated thl" abilitv of the
 CSS 
to wHhstand a series of d<'sign limit loading ,'onditions wh-tch were
 
appl ied at val'ious Sh,'oud a7. imuths. AI sO, the tl"sts d"terminl"d the
 
cl'leeUv(,ll("ss of the l'BR syst(,m in sharing loads between the CSS and til<' 
Centam' veh11'le. Al] test objl ctives ,.ere achicv"d and 1.0 stl'uctural 
dld'il'illnl'ics were notl!u. In general, tht' results or the strain gage 
data '.LI'" in gllnd a~r"l'm('nt with pl'edlcted Stl'('SS l('vds. Thl" tests 
demonstrated that t"ne highest stl'ess regions in till CSS oc"urr(l] in the 
I'ing cllmplllJellts ad,ial'Illt to the "il'"umfcl'l'ntial separation joint. Thes~ 
al'eas ill'<' til( most I'ri tical CSS stl'uetul'al regillns. but the stress level s 
arc salely belm. lhe a,L.1owablc 1 imits. TIll' result" of the testing 
ind i!.!aled thilt the st i nllcss uf the boa"ttail strth'tlll'e is less than
 
pl'cdl"ted, tlwl'eby 1'l'<juJring the usc or th" l'BR "y~tem. Various tests 
''''''c IXl'l'llrml:d tll cva.luatl' the intLl"'aetiun elle"t~ 01 th" FBIl system. 
In general, "tl'ess dala '''In'I''!!'isllnS indieatL' that the CSS stress le
vels 
art 01' the l'BR sYstcnl UI'I 1'M('1 with the FBR systelll ''''Illlll'led than ,~hen 
II is not. Ref";' to S""Lions III and VI for I'Ul'thll' dis('us,don on the 
FBR system. 
neSCRIPTION 
The CSS stru<, tural "nn I"igura t iOIl used during l he tests I" i] lustratetl in 
I'igure V-]. The shroud "Ill']osed the £l1t ire Centaur vehjl'lc and was 
mOllntl!(] at its art end (Statiun 21HO.1!H) to th" ISA. Till uverall height 
or thl' CSS test specimen stl'Ucturl' WaR approx imatcly hH7 inches. w
hil" 
itH major diameter wa~ IbH inphl~s. The figure: also shows the various 
sc"tiolls ol" the shroud and the Sl"parat ion planes. 'fhe nos' I'on(" .;eet ion 
is a bi('onic l'onJ'iguration wi til a 25 degreE' hall' an~l(' ['ol'ward CUlle and 
a IS degree half angle aft cuneo The b1con1<' skin is {"abl'il'ated ["rom 
magnesium-thorium sheets which are reinforced by internal ring" (figure V-2). 
The 21!-Lnch radius stainless steel nose cone dome structure wa", no
t 
installed dul' i ng the static luads tests. 
The lGS-inch diameter eylindrical portion of the CSS is <'onstructed
 of an 
alumil1L." skin ,.hil'h is strengtlwned by external longitud inal corrug
ated 
stiffeners as shOlm in figure V-3. Thl sheets arc joined together by a 
pl'ucess whil'h ut il izes a eomb ination of spot weld ing and aluminum epoxy 
adhesjv" bonding. The shell i~ internally stiffened by three-inch deep 
ze( rings ,.h1ch aI''' spaced appruximately 15 luches apart. The rings 
















The cylindrical portion of the CRS is mated to th" 120-inch diameter
 
ISA by a eonical transition boat tail section which has are-entrance
 
half angle of approximately 37.4 degrees. This structure provides th
e 
load path [or transferring the axial loads ami bending moments from the 
CSS into the vehicle at the ISA. The construction utilized in this 
region of the CSS is a riveted ring, hat section stringer stiffened 
aluminum conical shell. The details of the eonstruct ion are shown in
 
figure V-Li. 
To fac.ilitate the l"abril'atjon, assembly, and shipping of the CSS segments. 
rOUl' i.'i."lLl jOints, as shown in ftgurc V-l, are provided. The details of 
tlte type 0[" ,joint used at the [our locations are shown in figures V-2. 
V-Ii, and V-5. 
TIn, CcntaUl' vehIcle a"ecs~ requ il'cments throu~h the CSS al'e shown in th
e 
flat patt,,,'n 01' fi~\llre V-b. The structural dam's are identified by 
shaded al'ea;; while the rema i n i ng Upl'ltIngs arc Id lIg"d to allO\~ for umb
ilical 
al'''''''S to the Centum' vehi('l". The struetul'al dours arc designEd to take 
the flight loads ,~Ililc till' hinged doors arc not load carrying members. 
HowevCl', th!.: struvtur" around the hinged door "p,'n ings is r" inror"ed 
to 
insure stI'uctural integrity or the CSS. 
F ih'l,Ire V-7 illustrates a typieal ('1'OSS sect ion of the structural eomponents 
of the longitud inal and eireumh rent Lal separat ion jo ints. The joints 
are designed I'or thl' max imum combinat ion of extcl'na.1 IJ i.ght loads ami 
internal l'ompa1'tm("nt pressure loads. 
Thl struetul'al arl'ang('m~nt 0 I' the hin:;,!;e brackets. wh i"h are 10l'ated at 
the 
bast of the CSS between the art field and intl'rl'al'," joillts, is Ulustlateti 
ill figuI'(" V-So A pair or hinges is located 011 eal!h hall or the CSS. Th" 
l'ol'Wal'd hinge l'itt ing .j( tt iSlIns with the CSS while til(' art hlnp;(" "itting 
anl1 suppOl't ;;truetul'L 1'cma.in wit h the veill,,'''' 1'\1e fUlll't jons or the 
h i.nge,; are to l'ontrol the pivot alll1 l','lcasl: act ion or ea,'h CSS haJ 1'
. 
DUI ing til<' launeh phas,", ol n iglrt the upper and lower hinge' l'ittings 
are 
not in eontra"t. Loads ther"l'oI'l are nllt tl'ansll'l'I'ed through the hin
gE 
littings untU the time ul' CSS j"ttison. 
The eight longItudinal thruster sp!'ings, whi"h plovjde the main jctt Lson 
forl'e, al'e lo"at(,d at the bas" o[ the CSS b"twc( II the art l'll'l.tl joint 
ami the d.reumr""ntial separation plane (li~l< V-q). Th(' Spi ings are 
loaded aft"I' .instal.latiun Dj' the CSS on the vehl"le and the [on'l: is 
stored unt il the separation .juints arc severed. Consequently, the 
structure adjae("llt to the Spl' Lngs is d"signe:1 ['01' both store~ spring 
anti ;.'light a"l'ouynam il' load". 
Ail extl'rna.+ vent 1'i n used to vent gaseous hydrogen (LH2) from the C, ntaur 
vehicle is ("oullted all thl) CSS. The vent fin strUL'tule location is shewn 
in figures V-l and V-I, ~ml its l!onfiguratiun j 5 shown in t"igurc V-I0. 
The CSS hard,~ar" used to m,)unt the vent fin is ues i.gned to withstand 








Strain gage instrumentation on the ess structural components was 
ava.Llable in all tests. Approximatccly 190 measurements \~l re plovided 
for T"sts lL and 2L while Tests 3L and ilL had approximately 160 
meaSU1·ements. The struin gages were generally located in regions of 
expected 10\~ margins of safety 01' in those areas where analytical predictions 
1.11'£0 diffie'ult beuause of the complex nature: of the load paths which result 
From highly redundant structure;. In addition to uniaxial gages, a large 
p01'tion of the gages were located in a back-to-back pair uonfigul ation 
to m<'asurc axial louding as well as bending effects. Typiual strain 
gage installations are shown in figul'CS V-ll and V-12. See reference 7 
for mOT'E d,~ta iled instrumcntatjon information. 
TeST RESULTS 
The following subsections del ineate, in chron<> og.it.!al sequence, the 
gcno'al rcqu il'ements and results for l ach test eondUion. Reference 7 
conta ins gl'eater detail of the test l'equirt'mcnt>'. 
Test 3L - The shear load was appUed in the 1500 azimuth concurrently with 
the maximum ax ial cumpl'essive loads. This cundit ion subjeeted the CSS 
to maximulll limit equivalent ax ial l!Omp"Essive loads in the' following 
regions: 
1. Hydrogen dis('onncet valve: l!utout and rc ini"orcement (1500 azimutH at 
Stat.i.on 22fi5). 
2. Equipment mociule uuur (135" a7..imuth at Stat iun 2117H). 
3. T-II umbi.lieal .. llUtl "lrttlut and reinl'ol'ecment (1510 azimuth at Station 21')7). 
4. Circumfcrentiab separation joint stru<!tur, acijat'ent to tht cietonator 
blo"k opening (180 azimuth ut Station 2211). 
The test load levels were suuccssfully aeh ieved a rt( l' several pl'el iminary 
loadings were performl!u at ]O\~Cl' levels to settle uut the hardwar... 1111 
struC'tul'al hardware withstoud the loads without damage. The post-test 
i.nspE.;tion indicated that the soft aluminum washers wldch are used under 
fasteners at the field Joints (Stations 2241. 78 and 2514) \~ere deformed 
at various azimuth 10l'ations. Since the diserepaney was random, it was 
concluded that the defol'Tl1ations were the result of the bolt preload 
operation. These washers were changed to steel for the fJ ight vehicle. 
Bolt torque readings were taken after each series of tests and those 
which were dd'icicnt were retorqued to proper specification limits. 
The LH2 fill and drain valve cutout (Item 12 in figure V-6) had strain 
gages located on the door longerons and doublers. These gages are 
















for these instruments are shm~n in Table V-l. A comparison of ~!lis 
information shows that the actual strEsses were below the predicted 
values for this test except for gages 11293, 4298, 4300, and 4301 located 
On the 10ngerons. These had g:~eater local bending effects than had 
been antieipated. However, the stress levels were below design al1m~L'.b1es 
amI no structural damage \~as observed. 
The equipment module aeeess duors (Item 1-2 shown in figure V-D) and 
payload pi"k-up arm doors (Item 1-6 in figure V-6) were instrumented 
with strain gages 011 the door 10ngerons, skin, and stiffeners. The 
gages used to investigate the equipment module doors are numbers 4260 
through 4273 while those for ptlyload pick-up arm doors are identified as 
numbers 4246 through 4253 and 4256 and 4257. The stress levels j'or the 
equipment module duors show excellent agreement with analytiea1 predictions 
as shown in Table V-lAo Gage 4266 was slightly above the predicted value. 
Some of the actual stress level s for the paY]'oad pick-up arm duors 
exceeded predictions by more than 25 percent, as indieated in Table V-1A. 
This increase can be attributed to a different load distributiull in the 
redundant structul'e than had orig:inall y been assumed. Hm~('ver. a rev iew 
o [ the data indicates the stress 1evc] s arc low and brlow the des ign 
allowables. 
The Station 2209 ring-Circumferential separation .ioint region was instrumented 
by a combInation of houp and back-to-back axial gages. The gage's were 
elustered in the shear load a;<imuth regiull as well as al'Olmd dEtonator 
b10l'!< uP' lIings. The actual test strt'SS values and eall'ul ate" ax ial and 
bendilll-l stress cffeets are shown in Tables V-IA and V-lB. A comparison 
or the circllm!'''''ClItial gages, which ""re lO"ated on the Stat 'on 2209 ring 
shows that the hoop stresses in the IS00 to IHOo azimuth legion were higher 
than pled ictC'd. This in"rease can be attributed to the reduced ,. ircllm-
ferential shell stiffness in thL region of the T-Ii panel and d .. t<lI,ator 
bloe!, openings. The ax ial and bend ing stress effc(,ts show that ,he 
circuml"erC'nt.ial Sl'paration :ioint has higher p"ak load concentratinns at 
tho; c',mprcssion a7. imuth than at thE tension azimuth. Also, the data 
indtcates that the stl'PSS"S. in general, were grcatest in the 1500 to 1800 
az imuth region of the Stat iOI1 2209 ring. 
Test 4L - Th i.s test "as pert"ormud by applying the shear load at the 3300 
azimuth ('oncurrTnt1y with minimum axial compressive loads. Th' 3300 
direct Lon was ehosen to apply max imur. 1 imit equivalent axial tel1sil, 
loads to the struetura1 component~ ind icated in tie subset·tion "Test 3L" 
and, in addition, the following t"!lsion-critica1 components: 
1. FiE'ld joints and longeron bathtub fittings. 
2. Boattail structure (in hoop compression \~hich results from tensile 
meridIonal loads) • 
The desired test loads were achieved after the second loading attempt. 
The tension-critical structural components withstood the loads without 
any damage. The summary of stresses is shown in Table V-2. They an' 
all beJow allowable levels. The comments for the remaining hardware 








Test 2L-l - The shear load was applied at the 2700 azimuth concurrently 
with the minimum axial compressive loads. This condition subjected the 
shroud to maximum limit equivalent axial ten",ion loads in the follmqing 
regions: 
1. Hydrogen boost pump door and reinforcement (900 azimuth at Stations 
2197 and 2227). 
2. Electrical umbilical cutouts and reinforcement (900 azimuth at 
Station 2468). 
3. CIrcumferential joint structure lo~ated between Stations 2209 and 2214. 
4. Tension-critical eomponents (fIeld joints and longeron bathtub fittings). 
5. Boattail structure in hoop compression which results from tensile 
meridional loads. 
The hydrogen boost pump door (Item 15 in figure V-6) had strain gages 
mounted on the door stiffeners, skin and adjacent reinforced structure 
and longerons. These gages are identified as numbers 4060 through 4088. 
As indicated in Table V-3, predil'ted values for the hydrogen boost pump 
doors were not available. However, the aptual stress levEls achieved 
during the test were quite small and no structural anomalies WE're noted. 
•. ,._. ____ '.r,g§.. electrical umbilical panel door (Item ~ in figure V-6) was instrumented 
by strain gages located on the longcrons and doublers. The gages are 
listed in Table V-3 and are identified as numbers 4023 thl'Ottgh 4031. The 
!. data show that the reinforeement 10l1gerons located on each sIde of the 














the load path is approximately symmetric about the opening. ThE' stress 
intensity in the cent"" longeron i,; approximately of the same level as the 
outer c'omponent. However, since the l']'OSS seet ional area of the center 
longeror. is largel' than the other two adjacent sti fl'ening membl rs, a 
gl'eater port ion of the peak load is .,arried by the centel structural member. 
A combination of hoop and back-to-back axial strain gages was mounted on 
thl' Station 2209 ring circumferential separation joint region. The gages 
were located in th" 900 and 2700 shear load azi.muth regjon. The tEst stress 
values and ('alculated axial and bending stress "ffects are shown in Tables 
V-'i and V-iB. A ('omparison of the axial and bending stress rl,sults reveals 
that the 90 degree azimuth of the ring is less SEnsitive to peak load 
concEntrativl1s compared to the 2700 azimuth regign. '6he stress intensity 
in the hardware located on eithrr side of the 90 /270 shear load azimuth 
is greater than the values on the maximum load line, indicating that the 
peak load concentrations are greater in these regions. These higher peak 
values can be attributed to the increased stiffness of the upper and lower 
hinge bracket longerons. 
V-5 
. I 
Test lL-2 - The orig~nal requirements for this test were to apply the 
shear load in the 90 azimuth Qoncurrently with the shroud maximum axial 
compressive loads. This condition subjected Items 1, 2, and 3 in the 
subsection "Test 2L-1" to maximum limit equivalent axial compressivE loads. 
The test procedure was modified to include an additional combined CSS/Centaur 
annulus pressure and relative motion test for the forward seal. The 
desired CSS test loads were achieved after the forward seal had separated 
prematurely at a lower annulus pressure level. Strain gage data did not 
reveal any loading anomalies and the post-test inspection of the shroud 
did not indicate any structural deficiencies. 
A summary of stress levels for this test is shown in Table V-4. In 
general, the comments stated in the subsectiol1 "Test 2L-l" can also be 
applied for this test. 
Test 2L-2 - The vent fin loads (axial, radial, tangential) 'oere app] ied 
simultaneously during this test. These loads subjected the vent fin 
attachment and CSS bacJ<up hal'dwarc to their maximum limit design loads. 
The tests were successfully performed to the desired load levels and no 
stru('tural anomalies were observed. The CSS structure, which was located 
behind the fin vent stru<·ture, had strain gages (back-to-back) located 
on the ring segments and longjtudina] longerons. A summary of the predicted 
and a('tual test values is shown in Tablr V-5. A comparison of stress 
levels does not indieate complete correlation bet'o",'" predicted and actual 
values. However, th, actual stresses achieved during the test were low 
in magnitude, indicating that the CSS vent fin ba('kup structure is lightly , 
loaded for the design condItions. 
Test 7L-2 - This test was performed to evaluate the interact ion effEcts due 
to an installed FBR svstem. Various combinations of fixture axial loads, 
900 azimuth CSS shear-loads, and 2700 azimuth payload shear loads were 
applied. ThE primary objectives of the test were: 
1. Determine the load distl ibution within the FBR system when the CSS 
maximum design shear load is applied. 
2. Verify the strul'tural lntegl'ity of the CSS. and FBR system. 
3. Evaluate spring rates of the CSS and FBR system when subjected to 
limit desigP loads. 
A secondary objEl,tive of the test was the correlation of CSS stress levels 
,oith those obtained without an FBR system. 
The comparison ('an be determined by referri.g to Table V-6. In general, 
the stress levels in the CSS structure aft of the FBR system Were lower 
than those obtained during Test lL-2. Summaries of the stress levels are 
listed in Tables V-7 and V-S. 
Other Test Conditions - The primary objectives of the rema~n~ng tests, 
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were the evaluation and verification of the structural and functional 
capability of othEr (non-CSS) hardware. Consequently, the CSS hardware 
stress levels will not be discussed except to state that the magnitudes 
were lower than those d~scribed in the previous subsections. ThE strain gage 
instrument characteristics and the CSS stress levels for these tests are 
summarized in Tables V-g, V-lO, V-ll. V-12 and V-13. 
SUMMARY or TEST RESULTS 
The CSS structure sw·cessfully demonstrated the ability to withstand 
various combination,; of design limit loads. The test objectives were 
successfully achieved with no structural defiC'ien"ies observed. The 
boattail structural stiffness "as less than predi\'ted. 
Post-test inspectIon indicated that the soft aluminum washers whi"h are 
located at the flangeci field joints (Stations 2241 and 2514) WE're deformed. 
As a consequence, the aluminum washers ,~cre changed to steel for flight 
vehicles. 
Stress levels in various door and cutout reinfor(·t:mcnts were, in general, 
low and belO\~ the allowable design values. 
The stress levels in the Station 2209 ring peaked highest adjacent to the 
detonator blo"k openings and in the 1500 to 1800 azimuth region. These 
areas of the CSS ,~ere the most highly stressed reg ionF; however. the 
stresSES WErE: belo" the allowable design values. 
The v(mt fin attachmcnt and CSS backup structure suc('essfully "i thstood 
a l'ombionation of three sjmultaneously applied max imum limit design loads. 
The stress levels achievC'd during the tl'st were very 10\~ indicating that 
the CSS vent fill backup stru\'ttll'( is 1 ight ly loaded. 
Various load tests Were performed to (valuate the interaC'tiuJ1 effec':s of 
the FBR system on CSS and C."ntaur structures. The rEsults conf lrmed that 
stress levels in the CSS aft nr th" FBR are luwe) ,"h('n the FBR system is 































4-262 24-77 • 2 
4263 24-77 .2 
4-264- 24-77 • 2 
4-265 2477 .2 
4-266 24-77 • 2 















STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 3L 
AZIMUTH COMPONENT D PREDICTED 








14-2. D STIF AX - 2900. 
14-2. D STIF It - 2900. 
137. D SKIN It - 3500. 
137. D SKIN It - 3500. 
134-. D STIF It - 3500. 
134-. D STIF It - 3500. 
157. LONG It - 5670. 
157. LONG It - 324-0. 
151. CORR It - 7100. 
151. CORR It - 7100. 
128. D STIF It - 2900. 
128. D STIF It - 2900. 
152. LONG It - 6950. 
152. LONG It - 7720. 
14-4-. CORR It - 8830. 
14-4- • CORR " - 8830. 
14-4-. CORR It - 9120. 
14-4-. CORR It - 9120. 
133. CORR " - 6950. 
133. CORR " - 6950. 
120. CORR " - 6100. 
120. CORR " - 6100. 
158. LONG " - 64-4-0. 
158. LONG " - 8070. 
152. LONG " - 6960. 
152. LONG " - 7770. 
144. CORR " - 9300. 
14-4-. CORR " - 9300. 
158. LONG " -1004-0. 
158. LONG " -10320. 
151. LONG It - 4-930. 
151. LONG It - 7760. 
133. LONG It - 4-60. 
133. LONG It - 6510. 

































































































































































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 3L (CONTINUED) 
AZIMUTH COMPONENT D PREDICTED 
DEG. I VALUE 
R (PSI) E 
C MAXIMUM 
I T STRESS I 
I 0 N 
165. D. STIF AX - 4-100. 
163.8 D SKIN " - 4-100. 
163.8 D SKIN " - 4-100. 
125. D STIF " - 294-0. 
125. D STIF " - 294-0. 
lSI. LONG " - 8160. 
151- LONG " - 4-750. 
133. LONG " - 3680. 
133. LONG " - 6650. 
158. LONG " - 9720. 
158. LONG " - 5310. 
14-2. LONG " - 5870. 
14-2. LONG " - 7760. 
143.8 DBLR " -10200. 
162. LONG " - 7780. 
162. LONG " -10530. 
14I. LONG " - 6080. 
14-l. LONG " -11200. 
143.8 DBLR " - 804-0. 
14-I. LONG " - 'f4-30. 
14-l. LONG " - 7040. 
17L LONG " 1960. 
17L LONG " - 7&20. 
165. D STIF " - 6250. 
165. D STIF " - 6250. 
157. LONG " 820. 
157. LONG " - 9070. 
17L LONG " 1390. 
17L LONG " - 994-0. 
165. D STIP " - 5780. 
165. D STIF " - 5780. 
157. LONG " - 1070, 
157. LONG " - 964-0. 
14-2. LONG tt 
-
4-4-0. 
142. LONG " -14-700. 









- 2911. 10 
- 3533. 11 
- 2385. 9 
-- 8 
.. 9061. 7 
- 564-8. I 6 











- 6196. 10 
- 64-4-3. 2 
-1053l. 1 
- 2885. 2 
-13086. 1 
- 6269. 10 
- (,287. 2 












- 4-4-70, 9 
1264-. 8 













STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 3L (CONTINUED) 










lf317 2220.lf LIL. LUi'll; AX - ''''''U. 
lf318 2202.8 llf2. LONG AX - 6900. 
lf319 2201. 11+2. LONG AX - 95lfO. 
lf320 2202.6 160. LONG AX - 5lf50. 
4321 2200.7 160. LONG AX -11370. 
lf322 2202.lf 17lf. LONG AX 960. 
lf323 2200.6 17lf. LONG AX -11550. 
lf32lf 2185.') 160. LONG AX -13lf30. 
4325 2185. 160. LONG AX - 6710. 
lf326 2213. 161.1 RING AX -6lfOOO. 
lf327 2213. 161.1 RING AX lf9000. 
lf328 2211.6 161.1 s-z AX - 6700. 
lf329 2211.6 161.1 s-z AX - 6700. 
lf330 2209. llflf.1 RING AX 19500
. 
lf331 2209. llflf .1 RING AX -31500. 
}332 2210. llflf.l RING CIR 12lfOO. 
lf333 2210. llflf.1 RING erR 12lfO
O. 
lf33lf 2209. 161.3 RING AX 1'l500
. 
lf335 2209. 161.3 RING AX -31500. 
l~336 2210. 161.3 RING CIR 12700. 
lf337 2210. 161.3 RING erR 12700. 
lf338 2209. 1[i1.3 RING CIR 12700. 
lf339 NO GAGE-- ---------- ------------- ------ ----------
lf3lfO 2213. 3lf1.1 RING AX lf300
0. 
lf3lf1 2213. 3lf1.1 RING AX -33000. 
li jlf2 2211.6 3lf1.1 s-z AX 46(10. 
lf3lf3 2211.6 3lf1.1 s-z AX lf600
. 
lf3lflf 220'l. 3lf1. 3 RING AX -13890. 
lf3lf5 2209. 3lf1. 3 RING AX 21750. 
lf3lf6 2210. 341.3 RING CIR - 8lfOO. 
lf3lf7 2210. 3lf1. 3 RING CIR - 8lfOO. 
lf3lf8 2209. 341.3 RING CIR - 8lfOO. 
lf3lf9 2209. 3lf1. 3 RING CIR - 8lfOO. 
lf350 2209. 323.lf RING AX -13890. 
lf351 2209. 323.li RING AX 21750. 
lf352 2210. 323.lf RING CIR - 8lfOO. 
lf353 2210. 323.lf RING CIR - 8lfOO. 
V-I0 





























































































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 3L (CONTINUED) 
AZIMUTH COMPONENT D PREDICTED 









lOj. HNGF AX 0 
77. HNGF AX 0 
283. HNGF AX 0 
257. HNGF AX 0 
171.0 RING eIR 13 ,900. 
171.0 RING CIR 13,900. 
171.0 RING AX 18,000. 
171.0 RING AX -30,000. 
172.3 RING CIR 14-,630. 
172.3 RING CIR 14-,530. 
172.3 RING AX 18,000. 
172,3 RING AX -30,000. 
173.5 RING CIR 15,350. 
173.5 RING CIR 15,350. 
173.5 RING AX 18,000. 
173.5 RING AX -30,000. 
186.5 RING CIR 13,780. 
186.5 I RING CIR 
13,780. 
186.5 RING AX 16,500. 
186.5 , RING AX -26,500. 
I 
77. HNGL AX - 3,570. 
257. HNGL AX 7,160. 
283. HNGL AX 4,330. 
103. HNGL AX - 6,700. 
24-. CORR AX 3,700. 
114. CORR AX -10,600. 
































































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 3L (CONCLUDED) 







2209. 6.5 RING AX -11290. 
2209. 6.5 RING AX 17240. 
2209. 6.5 RING cm - 8490. 
2209. 6.5 RING CIR - 8490. 
2209. 353.5 RING AX -12810. 
2209. 353.5 RING AX 19860. 
2209. 353.5 RING CIR -10000. 
2209. 353.5 RING CIR -10000. 
2339. 141.2 CORR AX -15700. 
2339. 141.2 CORR AX -15700. 
Symbols for harnw~re domuon~nt~ ~tr~in ~ap.en: 
- door stiffener 
- longeron 
skin corrugation 

























super ~ip doubler at separ~tion joint 
- hinge fitting 
- hinp.e longeron 
Symbols for direction (orientation) of str~in gage mounting: 









































































































STATION 2209 CIRCUMFERENTIAL JOINT STR1SSES FOR TEST 3L 
i 
0 TYPE TEST STlU:.ii3 TO~AL AXIAL BENDING 
R GAGE VALUE COTLRECTION STRESS STRESS STRESS 
I INSTAL EFFECT EFFECT 
E (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) I (PSI) (PSI) REF. 
I N MA'l. POISSON MAJ( • FIG. T V-ll. DATA EFFECT 
, I 
, 
·CIR 27 18658. 6219. , 
'. AX 25 30954. 3717,. : 
AX 26 I I -- -- ! 
icIR 
I 
30 19100. I 6367. , ! ! 
,AX 25 35449. I 41816. , 
! AX 26 
--
I 
--I i , 
. CIR 24 23866. 7955 • i , AX 25 33030. , 40985. 
AX 26 
-- I -- I ; i I 
CIR i 24 ; I I I 26040. I 8680. I + AX 125 25899. 345 7'J. -783l. i -42410. I I , AX 26 -58922. -50242. I 
I I I 
: CIR I 24 24430. : 8143. I I 




CIR 24 25778. ! 8593. 
j AX 25 i 10303. , 18896. -6458. ±25354. 
: AX 26 ! -40405. ! -31812. , 
! CIR 27 -1104!. i -3680. AX 25 i -13159. I -16839. S086. ±2192:'. 
i AX. 26 , 30692. 2 2701 • 
CIR 27 -10742. -3581-
AX 25 -22536. 
AX 26 -5884. 
CIR 24 -18568. -6189. ~16539. AX 125 - 4724. I -10913. 5626. 
AX: 26 28355. 22165. 
CIR : 24 -16653. -555l. 




1 '~Vl>. l 
I 
1-1 
STATION 2209 CIRCUMFERENTIAL JOINT STRESSES FOR TEST 4L 
GAGE I AZIMUTH I 0 TYPE TEST STRESS TOTAL AXIAL BENDING 
NUMBER i R GAGE VALUE CORRECTION STRESS STRESS STRESS 
'DEG. I INSTAL EFFECT EFFECT ; , 
, E SEE (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) 
I N FIG. MAX. POISSON MAX. 
T iV-H. DATA F.FFFCT JJ 
l 
, 
, I 4332 144. CIR! 27 ! -14477 . -4H20. j 4330 " AX' 25 I -24HU. -29156. 10898·1 :!:4UCJ54. 
4331 " AX' 26 5377(]. SO'l53. j i 
4337 16l. CIR ~U -1878H. -bUd. i i ; 
4334 " AX 2" -2Stl7S. 
! bl);!U •• :111258. - ~4 i is. 
• 































! 4U9 711.2 


















h· 4139 2S4. 
i'" 41'+2 " \";, 





























' .... , 
\1 J 
TABLE V-IB 
STATION 2209 CIRCUMFERENTIAL JOINT STRESSES FOR TEST 2L-1 
o ! TYPE ! TEST STRESS TOTAL AXIAL BENDING 
R GAGE VALUE CORRECTION STRESS STRESS STRESS 
I i INSTAL I EFFECT EFFECT ! E I SEE (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) 
N ' FIG. MAX. i POltSEON MAX. I , , 







































STATION 2209 CIRCUMFERENTIAL JOINT STRESSES FOR TEST IL-2·.1 
GAGE AZIMUTH, 0 TYPE TESr I STRESS TOTAL P,xIAL BENDING 
NUMBER R GAGE VALUL ! CORRECTION STRESS STRESS STRESS 
DEG. I INSTAL EFFECT EFFECT 
E SEE (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) I (PSI) N FIG. MAX. POISSON MAX. T V-H. DATA EFFECT 
I~ 
. 4119 74.2 CIR 27 13394. 4465. 
4122 " AX 25 3005. 7470. -7393. ±14853. 4123 " AX. 25 -2572l. -22255. 
4125 90. CIR 27 10022. nH. 
4128 " !IX 25 H15 77. 21918. -4293. ~25211. 
4129 " AX 26 -33846. -30505. 
4131 105. CIR 27 13635. 4S45. 
4133 " AX 25 3045. 7590. -8527. :!:16152. 
4134 " AX 26 -Z9190. -2454:'. 
4139 254. CIR 27 -10642. -l5117. 
4142 " AX 25 -5564. -911l. 6741. ±15852. 
4143 " AX 26 26140. 22593. 
414S 270. eIR 27 -8723. -2908. 
Ll1l}S .. AX 25 -10362. -13270. 2507. :!:15 777. 
4149 " AX 26 21191. 18283. 
ll151 286. CIR 27 -9001. -3001. 
4153 " AX 25 -1562. -4Sb3. 5346. + 9909. 
4154 " AX 25 18256. 152S5. 
Symools for orientation of st~ain gag p mounts: 






Axial stress calculated from: 
6 a - (d in + c> out ) / 2 ! 













































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 4L 
GAGE STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT 0 PREO ICTEO 
NO. OEG. I VALUE 
R (PSI) E 
C MAX. 
T STRESS 
"",-'" I . 
i 0 
N 
4246 2505. I 142. o STIF AX 1710. 
4247 2505.1 142. . D STI F 1710. 
4248 2504.9 137. D SKIN 2060. 
4249 ~ 137. D SKIN 2060. 4250 , 134. o STIF 2060. 
4251 2504.9 134. o STIF 2060. 
4252 2505.4 157. LONG 3340. 
4253 2505.4 157. LONG 1910. 
4254 2505.3 151. CORR. 4190. 
4255 2505.3 151. CORR. 4190. 
4256 2505.1 128. o ST1F 1710. 
4257 2505.1 128. o STIF 1710. 
4258 2487.5 152. LONG 4~;,o. 
4259 2487.5 152. LONG 4720. 
4260 2487.6 144. CORR. 5400. 
4261 2487.6 I 144. CORR. 5400. 
!' 
1', 






. ;264 133 • 4230. 
4265 133. 4230. 
4266 120. ! 3540. 
4267 2477 .2 120. CORR. 3540. 
!;' 4268 2468.9 158. LONG i 4030. 
;; 
i' 
4269 2468.9 158. t I 5040. 4270 2468.8 152. 4350. 











4272 2468.9 144. CORR. 5810. 
4273 2468.9 144. CORR. 5810. 
4274 245~.5 158. LONG i 6490. ; 4275 2454.5 158. I 6670. 4276 2454.1 151 • I 3160. 4277 2454.1 151. 4980. 4278 2451.5 133. T 300. 4279 2451.5 133. LONG 5500. 






















































































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST ~L (CONTINUED) 
GAGE STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT 0 PREO ICTEO 








4281 2446.4 165. o STIF AX 2640. 
4282 2446.4 163.8 .0 SKIN 2640. 
. J'f283 2446.4 163.8 o SKIN ·2640. 
4284 2446.5 " o STI F 18
20. 
4285 2446.5 125. o STI F 1820. 
4286 2429.3 151 • LONG 5480. 
4287 2429.3 151. 3190. 
4288 2428.8 133. 2610. 
4289 2428.8 133 • 4490. 
4290 2414.3 158, 6640. 
4291 2414.3 158. 3630. 
4292 2294.7 142. 4410. 
4293 2294.7 142. LONG 5830. 
4294 2276.4 143.8 OBLR 7740. 
4295 2265.3 162. LONG 5940. 
4296 2265.3 162. t 8050. 4297 2265.3 141. 4650. 
4298 2265.3 141. LONG 8560. 
4299 2254.7 143.8 OBLR 6170. 
4300 2249.0 141 • LONG 3410. 
4301 2249.0 141. t 
, 5420. 
4302 2234.9 171 • -1520. 
4303 2234.9 171 • LONG 5910. 
4304 2234.4 165. o STIF 4850. 
4305 • 165. o STIF 4850. 
4306 
22L.4 
157. LONG - 640. 
4307 157. t 7030. 4308 2228.1 171 • -1080. 
4309 2228.1 171 • LONG 7730. 
4310 2227.0 165. o STIF I 
4500. 
4311 2227.0 165. o STI F 4500. 
4312 2219.6 157. LONG 840 •. 
4313 2219.6 157. + 
, 7530. 
4314 2220.1 ;42. } 340. 4315 2220.1 142. Y 11480. 





















































































































































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 4L (CONTINUED) 
·STAT lOr;' AZIMUTH COMPONENT 0 PREO ICTEO TEST TYPE 




c MA..,(. MAX. SEE FIG. 




2220.4 171 • LONG AX 6890. 6608. 4 
2202.8 142. . LONG 5450. 4215. 2 
2201. 142. 7540. 9738. 1 
2202.6 160. 4310. 2841. 2 
2200.7 160 • 89,i'O. 9770. 1 
I 
2202.4 174. - 760. -- 2 
2200.6 174. 9130. 10181. 1 
2185.9 160. 10890. 2092. 5 
2185. 160. LONG 5440. i 0371 • 4 
2213 • 161 .1 RI~G 49940. 35214. 22 
2213. 161 .1 RING -38240. -21763. 23 
2211 .6 161 .1 s-z I 5230. 2437. 20 
2211 .6 161 • .1 s-z r 5230
. 5677,. 21 
2209. 144.1 RING -13500. -24330. 25 
. i 
I 
2209. t AX 23000. 55779. 26 2210. CIR - 9690. -14477. 27 
2210. 144.1 CIR - 9690. -15994. 30 
2209. 161 .3 AX -13500. -28075. 25 
2209. ! AX 23000. 54442. 26 2210. CIR - 9910. -14636. 27 2210. CIR - 9910. -18788. 30 
2209. 161.3 RING CIR - 9910. -15635. 24 
N 0 G ~ G E 
2213. 341.1 RING AX -56550. -46702. 22 
2213. 341 .1 RING 
t 
43400. 36835. 23 
2211.6 341.1 s-z - 6050. 6370. 20 
2211 .6 341.1 s-z - 6050. - 4344. 21 
2209. 341.3 RING 17500. 33513. 25 
2209. 341.3 r AX -29000. 3966. 
26 
2210. 341.3 CIR 11020. 16367. 27 
2210 • 341.3 .!, 11 020. 16929. 30 
2209. 341.3 t 11020. 14439. 29 
2209. 341.3 C1R 11020. 12832. 28 
2209. 323.4 AX 17500. 25738. 25 
2209. 323.4 t AX -29000. -47748. 
26 
2210. 323.4 CIR 11 020. 16327. 27 
y: 




































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 4L (CONTINUED) 
STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT 0 PREO ICTEO 








2210. 103. HNGF AX 0 
t 77. f 0 283. 0 
2210. 257. HNGF AX 0 
2209. 171.0 RING CIR -10620. 
t CIR -10620. AX -12500. 
171.0 AX 21000. 
172.3 CIR -11160. 
t CIR -11160. AX -12500. 172.3 AX 21000. 
173.5 CIR -11680. 
t CIR -11680. AX -12500. 
173.5 AX 21000. 
186.5 CIR -10120. 
18t.S 
CIR -10120. 
AX . -11000. 
2209. RING AX 18000. 





283. - 5980. 
103. AX 5050. 
2294. 24. tORR. AX - 6900. 
2214. 















































































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST ~L (CONCLUDED) 
STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT D PRED ICTED TEST 
OEG. t VALUE VALUE 
R (PSI) (PSI) 
E 
C MAX. MAX. 




2209. 6.5 RING AX 14500. 7374. 
.t t AX -24000. 
-34602. 
CIR 12150. 23645. 
6.5 I CIR 12150. 14680. 
353.5 t AX 16500. 7437. 
~ AX -26500. -37504. 
t RI~G CIR 13630. 24611 • 2209. 353.5 C1R 13630. 16407. 
2339. 141.2 CORR. AX 11400. 9694. 
2339. 141.2 CORR. AX 11400. 8769. 
See figure V-IA for symbol list. 
V-21 











































































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 2L 
COMPONENT D PREDICTED TEST 
I VALUE VALUE 
R (PSI) FOR E TEST NO. 
C 2L-l 
T (PSI) I 
0 
N 
CORR. AX 5900. 358. 
CORR. AX 5900. 5892. 
CORR. AX 5690. 4065. 
CORR. AX 5690. 5715. 
CORR. AX 5470. 
--
CORR. AX 5 l170. 4890. 
CORR. AX 5420. 
--
CORR. AX 5420. 5008. 
LONG AX 3030. 3122. 
LONG AX 3030. 3653. 
CORR. AX 4010. 5636. 
CORR. AX 4010. 3564. 
LONG AX 4690. 3153. 





CORR. AX -- 6859. 
CORR. AX I -- 4684. LONG AX 
-- 1498. 
LONG AX. -- 3090 









LONG AX -- 5654. 
OBLR AX 
-- --
LONG AX 2230. 1686. 
LONG AX 6910. 5714. 












CORR. AX -- 6442 
CORR AX 













































































































































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 2L (CONTINUED) 
COMPONENT D • PREDICTED TEST TEST 
I VALUE VALUE VALUE 
R (PSI) FOR FO'l E TEST NO. TEST NO. 
C 2L-l 2L-lA 
T (PSI) (PSI) I 
0 
N 




LONG AX -- 1588. 1334. 
LONG AX -- 2668. 2033. 
LONG AX 4470. 4340. 3309. 




LONG AX -- -- - 316. 
LONG AX -- 1093. 968. 
T..ONG AX -- 7307. 5813. 
LONG AX 6450. 7013. 5330. 
LONG AX 44lfO • 5300. 3952. 
CaRR AX 




caRR AX 9890. 913l~. 7130. 
CORR AX 9890. 8427. 6570. 
caRR AX 9890. 7934. 6173. 
CORR AX 9890. 8662. b7l7. 
caRR AX 9630. 8680. 7068. 
CORR AX 9630. -- --
CORR AX 9630. 8680. 6650. 
CORR AX 9630. 8633. 0717. 
CORR AX 9630. 8650. 6859. 
CORR AX 9630. 9046. 7041. 
LONG AX 5320. 6680. 5457. 
LONG AX 2550. 980. 858. 















































































































































STRESS RESULTS POR '£ES'£ 2L (CONTINUED)·· 
AZIMUTH COMPONENT D PREDICTED TEST TEST 
DEG. I VALUE VALUE VALUE 
R (PSI) FOR POR E TEST NO. TEST NO. 
C 2L-l 2L-lA 
T (PSI) (PSI) I 
0 
N 
104. HNGL AX -- 3892. 3546. 
104. HNGL AX -- 3287. 1989. 
104. LONG AX -- 3747. 3497. 
104. LONG AX -- 4267. 30'.i4. 
104. HNGL AX -- 4325. 4671. 
104. HNGL AX -- 6055. 4152. 
101. D STIP AX -- 3255. 2497. 
101. D STIF AX -- 2529. 1811. 
99.1 D SKIN AX -- 3185. 2396. 
99.i D SKIN AX -- 3883. 3094. 
91.4 D SKIN AX -- 4642. 3701. 
91.4 D SKIN AX -- 4885. 3823. 
90. D STIP AX -- 3382. 2086. 
90. D STIP AX -- -- --
77. LONG AX -- 2622. 2622. 
77. LONG AX -- 5974;. 3951. 
77. HNGL AX -- 3979. 6660. 
77. HNGL AX -- 4238. 2681. 
104. LONG AX -- 2341. 2185. 
104. LONG AX -- 4931. 3887. 
104. HNGL AX -- -- 3373. 
104. HNGL AX -- 4757. 3719. 
103. HNGL AX -- 8580. 6250. 
103. HNGL AX -- -1347. -1041. 
90. D SKIN CIR -2640. -8157. -6657. 
84.9 D SKIN CIR -2640. -6004. -50BO. 
79.8 D SKIN CIR -2640. -4388. -3657. 
99, D STIF AX -- -- 1593. 
99. D STIF AX - .. 4838. 4217. 
Bfr. D STIF AX -- 949. 827. 
86. D STIF AX -- 5551. 4528. 
84.8 DSKIN AX -- 6864. 6010. 
84.8 DSKIN AX -- 9193. 7247. 
103. HNGL AX -- 9592. 6802. 
103. HNGL AX -- 1899. 2328. 
V-24 
I rt~I)Ira 




























































































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 2L lCONTINUED) 
STATION JAZIMUTH 'COMPONENT i D PREDICTED I TEST I TEST 
DEG. I VALUE VALUE VALUE 
R (l'S I) I FOR FOR 
I E I TEST N0·1 TEST NO. 
C 2L-l 2L-LA 
T I I (PSI) i (PSI) I ' , 
0 , , 
N I 





HNGL I AX -- 10765. I B251. 21B5. 103. HNGL AX -- 9592. I RIBl. 21B5. 90. SKIN I CIR -- 11374-. HS9S. 
21B5. I B4-.9 SKIN i CIR 1214-6. I 9521. --
21B5. I 85. STRG , AX -- -- --
2185. B6. STRG AX -- 7010. ! b04-B. 
2185. 79.8 SKIN CIR -- 32845. I ~7952. 2213. 74-.6 RING AX 4-994-9. 124-8. I 1<;29. 
2211.1-> 74-.b s-z AX 5230. - 9930. ,-11857. 




2211. b I 74-.6 s-z AX 5230. -33689. 1-27970. 2210. 74-.2 RING CIB -8350. -10202. - 7683. 2210. 74-.2 I RING CIIi -8350. - 4-323. ,- 3563. 
2209. I 74.2 I RING CIR -8350. -13279. ,- Y9f!2. 
2209. I 71f.2 RING AX -13500. -- I - 1%1. 2209. I 74-.2 RING AX 23000. 224-~A. 17291. 
2208. I 74-.2 I RING cn -8350. - 8723. - 7324-. 
2210. I 90. I RING CIB -8350. - 764-3. - 624-4-. 
2210. ; 90. I RING CIB -B350. - 5964-. - 5084. 
2209. I 90. I RING 'CIF -8350. 4954-. - 4-1(,3. -
2209. I 90. iRING j AX 13500. -14-557. -11361. I 
2209. , 9L'. RING AX 23000. 26986. 21151. 
2208. \ 90. RING CIB -8350. - 9Hi3. - 7124-. 
2210. 110S .4 RING CIE -8350. - 9762. - 7324-. 
2210. , 105.4- RING CIJi -8350. - 4-603. - 4-003. 
2209. : 105.4- RING AX -13500. -- - 400. 
2209. ; 105.4 RING AX 23000. 21955. 1684-9. 
2213. i 254.6 RING AX -56580. -33689. -27970. 
2211. 6 I 254-.6 S-Z AX -6050. - 14-0B. 
-
604-. 
2213 i 254-.6 RING AX 4-34-00. 13217. 12006. 
2211.6 ,254.6 s-z AX -6050. - 1127. - 684-. 
2210. ,254-.4 RING cn 9500. 12792. 10062. 






























































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 2L (CONTINUED) 
, 
IGAGE I STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT . D PREDICTED TEST TEST ' TYPE 
· NO. , , DEG . . 1 VALUE VALUE VALUE I GAGE , 
, I R (PSI) FOR FOR i INSTALL. , , 
, E 
I 
TEST NO. TEST NO. : SF FTC . 
I C 2L-l 2L-lA I V-ll. , 
, I T i , 
! 
, 
1 I 1 (PSI) I (PSI) ; 0 i N 1 
~141 2209 . I 25~. ~ RING CIR 9600 . 13716 . 10785 . 2~ 
~1~2 2209 . ' 25~. 4 RING AX 17~00. 737~ . : 7575 . 25 
~1~3 2209. 25~ . 4 RING AX 2900u . -30583. ·-23!J53. 26 
2208. 25~ . ~ CIR 9600. I 'I2GO. , 41~4 RING 12190. 2R 
~1~5 221U . 270 . RING CIR 9600. 'l5~1 . 7735 . , 27 
4l~6 2210 . 270 . RING CIR 9600. G~52 . ~688. 30 
~1~7 2209. 270 . RING CIR 9600. 10263 . 809b. j 24 
~l~B 2209. 270. RING AX 17500 . 12230 . 9059 . i 25 
4149 2209. 270 . RING AX 29000 . -2 333~ . -179B9 . 26 
~150 220B. 270 . RING CIR 9600 . 12591. '15Bl . 2:3 
~151 2210 . 285.7 RING CIR 9600 . 11226 . 8377 . 27 
~152 2210 . 2B5 .7 RING CIR 9bOO . hOll . LlIl~ . 30 
n53 2209 . 285.7 RING AX 17500 . S770 . 11~07 . 25 
<l15~ 2209. 285 .7 RING AX 29000. -2LI211 . -l!Hi28 . 26 
~20B 2~53 . 3 113. CORR AX -- 1222. I &56 . 12 4209 2453 .3 113 . CORR AX - - l~3'1 el 17 " 13 
~210 2~~~ . 5 1111. RING CIR -- -- -- --
~211 2~~3 . 6 11~_ RING CIR -- -- -- --
~212 24~~_5 ~11~ . RING CIR -- -- - 501. --
1j213 i NO GAGE- --- ----- ---------- --- f- --------- --------- ---------- ---
4214 I 24~0.6 . 117. LONG AX -- 1302. 'JR4. 3 
~215 ,2 11~0 .1 : 117. LONG AX - - 4B92. 3271. 1 
~216 i NO GAGE-~-------- ---- - ----- --- .--------- --------- ---------- ---
~217 1 NO GAGE- -------- ---------- --- ._------- --------- ---------- ---
~21B 2431 . 112 . B DBLR AX -- 1266. 1031 . 15 
~219 I 2431. I 117 . LONG AX -- 112~. 1217. 2 
4220 2'131. i 117 . LONG AX -- 279S . 2604 . 1 
~221 2~25 . 112 . B DBLR AX -- 2032. 1561. lS 
~222 2431 . 110G . LONG AX -- B12. 90S . 2 
~223 2~31. 
, 
2986. 225S. 1 i 106. LONG AX --
422~ 2~35 . :I 11~ . RING CIR -- -- -- --
~225 2~3S .3 11~. RING CIR -- -- -- --
~226 2~3S. 3 112 . RING CIR 
-- -- --
--
~227 2~3S. 3 112. RING cm -- -- -- --
~228 2399 . 3 1113 . CORR AX -- B053 . 6173 . 
12 








































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 2L (CONCLUDED) 
AZIMUTH COMPONENT i D PREDICTED TEST 
DEG. I VALUE VALUE 






103. HNGF AX 0 - 3190. 
77. HNGF AX 0 - 3526. 
283'. HNGF AX 0 1679. 
257. I HNGF AX 0 
-
92~ . 
77. HNGL AX -- 112b4. 
257. HNGL AX -- -11368. 
283. HNGL AX 
-- -10008. 
103. IINGL AX -- 11597. 
2~. CORR AX 3310. 3689. 
114. CaRR AX 8~50. 10461. 
204. CORR AX -5060. - 5337. 
2<)4-. CORR AX -10200. -10630. 
• 

































































































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST lL 
AZIMUTH COMPONENT D PREDICTED 














87. - 9780. 
84. - 9400. 
84. - 9400. 
~O. ,It- - 9310. 
80. CORR. - 9310. 
89. LONG - 5140. 
89. LONG - 5140. 
88. CORR. - 6800. 
88. CORR. - 6800. 
71. LONG - 7950. 













89. LONG - 3520. 
89. LONG' -10920. 





88. CORR. 'V --








I L-2. I IL-I.2 
(PSI) (PSI) 




- 805. - 626. 
-8270. -2179. 
- 775. - 537. 
-8123. -2149. 
-4587. -1248. 




-6191 • -1548. 
-6365. -1654. 
-4889. -1365. 
-6227 . -1610. 
-7093. -1767. 
-2590. - 687. 
-5199. -1229. 
-3932. - 999. 
-6539. -1588. 
-6358. -1560. 
-4805. - 999. 
-8633. -2096. 
-8593. -2002. 
-3339. - 687. 
-9140. -1904. 
-6593. -1296. 


























































, '''~''~,Qh . 
1 I I I 





(STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST lL (CONTINUED) 
GAGE STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT 0 PREO ICTEO 
TEST TEST TYPE 
NO. OEG. I VAL
UE VALUE VALUE GAGE 
R (PSI) FOR FOR INSTALL. 
E TEST TEST SEE FIG 
C NO. NO. V-ll. 
T 1 L-2. 1 lL-l.2 
I 
0 . (PSI) (PSI) 
N 
• 
4036 2453.3 84. CORR. AX --
-2116. - 507. 12 
4037 2453.3 84. CORR. 
NOT USE 0 -- 13 
4038 2440.3 106. LONG 
NOT USE 0 -- 3 
4039 2440.4 106. LONG --
- 3810. - 953. I 
4040 2441 .7 89. - 6750. 
- 6895. -1561. 2 
4041 2441.7 89. - 8190
. - 6063. -1683. 1 
4042 2441.5 71. --
- 1592. - 375. --
4043 2441.5 71 • N
OT USE 0 -- --
4044 2429.1 89. --
- 1498. - 437. 5 
4045 2429. I 89. --
- 9679. -2508. 4 
4046 2414.2 89. - 9450. 
- 9839. -2399. 7 
4047 2414.2 89. LONG - 6510
. - 6734. -1592. 6 
4048 2414.2 88. CORR. --
- 8074. -1908. 12 




-10064. -2385. 13 
4050 2384.8 89. -141
50. -12563. -2826. 14 
4051 2384.8 89. -141
50. -12151. -2709. 15 
4052 2384.8 87. -141
50. -10069. -2355. 12 
4053 2384.8 87. -14
150. -12151. -2709. 13 
4054 2279.3 82. -128
00. -10307. -2206. 12 
4055 2279.3 82. NO
T USE 0 -- 13 
4056 2279.3 79. -128
00. - 9949. -2146. 12 
4057 2279.3 79. -12
800. -11475. -2296. 13 
4058 2279.3 75. , V -1280
0. - 9979. -2116. 12 
4059 2279.3 75. CORR. -1
2800. -11710. -2355. 13 
I 
I 
4060 2249.5 102. LONG - 6910
. - 8282. -1729. 7 
4061 2249.5 102. LONG - 3310. 
2818. -- 6 
4062 2249.5 89. CORR. --
-12328. -2385. 14 
4063 2249.5 89. t NOT USE 0 -- 15
 
4064 2249.5 90. --
1342. - 328. 12 
4065 2249.5 90. CORR. --
-- --
13 
4066 2249.5 79. LONG --
- 7716. -1818. 7 
4067 2249.5 79. t -- 4381. 368
. 6 
4068 2233.5 104. --
- 2871. - 812. 2 
4069 2233.5 104. LONG --
- 9978. -1453. I 
4070 2234. 104. HNGL AX --




STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST LL (CONTINUED) 
GAGE STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT D PREDICTED 
NO. DEG. I VALUE 






4071 2234. 104. HNGL AX 
--
4072 2234. I HNGL , l' --4073 2225.9 LONG --4074 2225.9 LONG --4075 2227. HNGL 
--
4076 ,I' 104. HNGL 
--
4077 101 • D STIF 
--
4078 101. D STI F 
--
4079 99.1 D SKIN --
4080 99.1 o SKIN 
--
4081 91.4 o SKIN --
4082 91.4 o SKIN 
--
4083 , Y 90. o ST,I F --
4084 2227. 90. o STI F 
--
4085 2225.9 77. LONG --
4086 2225.9 77. LONG 
--
4087 2227. 77. HNGL --
4088 ?227. 77. HNGL 
--4089 2220.6 104. LONG 
--
4090 2220.6 104. LONG 
--
4091 2221.0 104. HNGL 
--
4092 2221 .0 104. HNGL 
--
4093 2202.4 103. HNGL , ~ --
4094 2202.4 103. HNGL AX 
--
4095 2204.7 90. o SKIN C1R 3500. 
4096 2204.7 84.9 o SKIN CIR 3500. 
4097 2204.7 79.8 o SKIN CIR 3500. 
4098 2195.8 99. o STIF AX 
--
4099 I 99. o ST1F , f' --4100 86. o STIF --4101 86. o STI F --4102 84.8 o SKIN --
4103 2195.8 84.8 o SKIN 
--
4104 2192.4 103. HNGL , >- --4105 2192.4 103. HNGL AX 
--







1 L-2. I I L-l .2 
(PSI) (PSI) 
- 4324. - 778. 
- 6226. 605. 
- 4712. -1061 • 
- 5591. -1011 • 
- 2594. -1730. 
-16426. 
--
- 4012. - 790. 
- 3557. - 593. 
- 3790. - 819. 
- 4578. - 940. 
- 5063. -1092. 
- 5730. -1183. 
- 3285. - 664. 
- I ~29. - 156. 
- 3214. - 749. 
- 6917. -1232. 
-- -1903. 
-16771. - 692. 
- 2559. - 624. 












- 5733. -1209. 
1899. --
- 7034. -1302. 
-10240. -1855. 
-11210. -2061 • 
-10619. -2021 • 



























































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST lL lCONTINUED) 
GAGE STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT D PREDICTED 
NO. DEG. I VALUE R (PSI) E 
C 
I. . T I 
0 
N 
4106 2192.4' 77. HNGL AX --
4107 2192.4 77. t --4108 2185. 103. --
4109 I 103. HN~t AX --4110 90. SKIN CIR --4111 84.9 SKIN CIR --4112 86. STRG AX --4113 86. STRG AX --
4114 2185. 79.8 SKIN CIR --
4115 2213. 74.6 RING AX -64000. 
4116 2211 .6 ! s-z 1 - 6700. 4117 2213. RING 49000. 
4118 2211.6 74.6 s-z AX - 6700. 
4119 2210. 74.2 RING CIR 10700. 
4120 2210. 74.2 ~ CIR 10700. 
4121 2209. 74.2 CIR 10700. 
4122 2209. 74.2 AX 19500. 
4123 2209. 74.2 AX -31500. 
4124 2208. 74.2 CIR 10700. 
4125 2210. 
'I t 10700. 4126 2210. 10700. 4127 2209. CIR 10700. 4128 2209. AX 19500. 4129 2209. AX -31500. 
4130 2208. 90. CIR 10700. 
4131 2210. 105.4 CIR 1070u. 
4132 2210. t CIR 10700. 4133 2209. AX 19500. 
4134 2209. 105.4 ,L- AX -31500. 
4135 2213. 254.6 RING 1 43000. 4136 2211 .6 t s-z 4600. 4137 2213. RING -33000 •. 
4138 2211 .6 254.6 s-z AX ·4600. 
4139 2210. 254.4 RING CIR - 7300. 
4140 2210. 254.4 RING CIR - 7300. 
. 
\1-31 








-13249. -2021 • 
- 4898. -1102. 
-14062. -2449. 














-26721 • -5044. 
12190. 2283. 
10022 • 1883. 
8859. 1682. 
7374. 1442. 


















































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST lL (CONTINUED) 
GAGE STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT D PREDICTED TEST 
NO. DEG. I VALUE VALUE 
R (PSI) FOR E TEST 
C NO. 
T 1 L-2. I I 
0 . (PSI) N 
4141 2209 •. 254.4 RING CIR - 7300. -12480. 
4142 2209. 254.4 Ii' AX -11000. - 5564. 4143 2209. 254.4 AX 20000. 26140. 
4144 2208. 254.4 CIR - 7300. - 6564. 
4145 2210. 270. - 7300. 
- 8723. 
4146 2210. I - 7300. - 2843. 4147 2209. CIR - 7300. - 9842. 4148 2209. AX -11000. -10362. 4149 2209. AX 20000. 21191. 
4150 2208. 270. CIR - 7300. - 7763. 
4151 2210. 285.7 CIR - 7300. - 9003. 
4152 2210. l CIR - 7300. - 3363. 4153 2209. \ V AX -IIDOO. 
- 1562. 
4154 2209. 285.7 RING AX 20000. 18256. 
4208 2453.3 113. CORR. AX 
-- - 1431 . 
4209 2453.3 113. CORR. AX 
--
- 4651. 
4210 2444.5 114. RING CIR NOT USE 0 
4211 2443.6 114. RING CIR 
-- --4212 2444.5 114. RING CIR 
--
1425. 
4213 N 0 I AGE 
-- --- -- --4214 2440.6 II 7 • LONG AX 
-- - 1937. 4215 2440. I 117. LONG AX 
-- - 7808. 4216 N 0 ( AGE 
-- --- -- --4217 N 0 ( AGE 
-- --- -- --4218 2431. 112.8 DBLR AX 
-- - 2591. 4219 2431. 117. LONG AX 
-- - 1955. 4220 2431 • 117. LONG AX 
--
, 4889. 
4221 2425. 112.8 DBLR AX 
-- - 3621. 4222 2431. 106. LONG AX 
-- - 1217. 4223 2431. 106. LONG AX 
-- - 4032. 4224 2435.3 114. RING CIR 
-- --
4225 114. RING CIR 
-- --4226 112. RING CIR 
-- --4227 2435.3 112. RING CIR 
-- --4228 2399.3 I 13 • CORR. AX 
--
-11765. 
4229 2399.3 113. CORR. AX 






















































































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST lL (CONCLUDED) 
GAG~ I STATION . AZIMu;rH I COMPONENT D PREDICTED TEST TEST . TYPE 
. NO. DEG. I VALUE VALUE VALUE GAGE 
R (PSI) FOR FOR INSTALL. E TEST TEST SEE FlO C NO. NO. V-ll. 
T 
I 1 L -2.1 I L-1.2 
0 . (PSI) (PSI) 
N I 
I 
4603 2210. 103 HNGF AX 0 -- -- 31 
4649 2210. 77. t. 0 - 2748. - 550. 31 4654 i 283. 0 - 7473. - 769. 31 , 
I 
4659 '2210. 257. HNGF AX 0 
- 5715. - 330. 31 
4695 2181 i7. HNGL AX -- -20401. 
-3379. 18 
4969 I 257. t -- 12329. 1932. 18 4697 283. -- 12289. 1932. 18 
I 
4698 2187 103. HNGL AX -- -19399. -3460. 18 
.. 
4901 2294. 24. CORR. AX - 6400. - 6488. -1306. 12 
4902 I .114. ~ -1162Q. -13427. -26(18. 12 4903 204. 1890. 2306. 423. 12 4904 2294. 2~4. CORR. AX 7030. 8690. 1614. 12 



























4089 222 0.6 
4090 2220. f, 
4091 2221. 0 
4092 2221. 0 
4093 2202.4 
4094 2202.11 











4213 NO C 
,- 1, __ ,~~,.o __ .'_ 
TABLe: V-5 
STRESS RESULTS FOR TES, 2L-2 
AZIMUTH COMPONENT 0 PREO ICTEO 








106. LONG AX 
105. LONG AX 
106. ~ONG AX -9400 
106. LONG AX -720 
102. LONG AX 
102. LONG AX 
104. LONG AX 
104. LONG AX 
104. HNGL AX 
104. HNGL AX 
104. HNGL fIX 
USED 
104, rnNG AX 
104. HNGL 
104. HNGL 
101. D STH 
101. D STH 
99.1 D SKIN 
99.1 D SKIN AX 
104. LONG AX 
lOll. LONG 
104. HNGL 
lOll • HNGL 
103. HNGL 
103. HNGL AX 
99. D STH AX 
99. D STH AX 
103. HNGL o\X 
103. HNGL AX 
103. HNGL AX 
103. HNGL AX 
105.4 RING eIR 
105.4 RING AX 
114. RING eIR 4690 
114. RING eIR -4790 
114. RING eIR -6580 
































































































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 2L-2 (CONCLUDED) 
GAGE -STAT I oN- AZIMliTH COMPONENT 0 PRED ICTED 









L:214 2440.6 117. LONG AX -9400 
4215 2440.1 117. LONG AX -720 
4216 NO G GE ------ ----------- ---- -----------
4217 NO GJ GE ------ ----------- ---- -----------
4218 2431. 112.8 DBLR AX 
4219 2431. 117. LONG 5030 
4220 2431. lJ 7. LONG -1790 
4221 2425. 112.R DBLR 
4222 2431. 106. LONG -10,830 
4223 243l. 106. LONG AX -1740 
4224 2435.3 114. RING crR -9490 
!j225 114. 22,170 
4226 lJ2. -3250 
4227 2435.3 lJ2, RING CrR -3250 
4698 2187. 103. HNGL AX 
4902 2294. 11 l l. CORR AX 


























































STRESS COMPARISONS OF TESTS lL AND 7L 
(WITH AND WITHOUT FBR) 
GAGE STATION I AZIMUTH COMPONENT D PREDICTED TEST 










-4021 ! 2469 




4035 ! 2453.5 
4052 ! 2384.8 
4053 ! 2384.8 

























































































E 1 L 
C I 












































































I i213L=0 (PSI) 
: 









































































































































































TABLE V-6 (CONCLUDED) 
STRESS COMPARISONS OF TESTS 11 AND 7L 
(WITH AND WITHOUT FBR) 
AZIMUTH COMPONENT D I PREDICTED I TEST 
DEG. I VALUE VALUE 
R ' wlo 
E 11 I FBfl 
C (PSI) , 11-2.1 




84.9 SKIN eIR - -18602. 
8G. STRG AX - 4901. 
8u. STRG AX - 1-9450• 79.8 SKIN eIR - , -17374. 
1 
74.2 RING eIR 10700. I 13394. 
eIR 10700. I 6653. I 
AX 19500. I 3005. 
74.2 RING AX -31500. I -26721. 
I RING I 105.1l eIR 10700. 13635. I CIR 10700. 6131. I ! 
AX 19500. , 3045. 
105.4 RING AX -31')00. i -2919 O. 
I , 
254.4 RING eIR -7300. -106 l I2. 
eIR -7300. -3403. 
I~ -11000. -5564. 254.1l RING 20000. 261 l10. ; 
I I 
285.7 I RING eIR -7300. 1-9003 • 
eIR -7100. : -33G~. 
AX -11000. 1-1562 • 
285.7 RING lAX 20000. I 18?5b. , 
i ! 
!AX 103. HNGF 0 -
77. ! II ; -2748. 
283. , I 0 -7473. 257. HNGF lAX 0 ' -5715. , 
77. HNGL ,AX - -20401. , 
257. I - 12329. , 
283. I 12289. 










i i -6400. 
, -11620. 
1890. I 7030. 
-6488. 
-13427. 
I 2306. 8690. 

























































































































GAGE STATION AZIMUTH 
NO. DEG. 
4001 25fO. BB. 
4002 B8. 
4003 , B7. 
4004 j B7. 4005 B4. 4006 B5. 
4007 BO. 
400B 2520. BO. 
4023 2478 B9 
4027 2469 B9 
402B 2469 B9 






4052 2384.8 B7. 
405~ 2384.8 87. 
4054 
"f' 82. 4055 82. 4056 79. 4057 79. 4058 75. 
4059 2279.3 75. 







4065 t 90. 406& 79. 
4067 2249.5 79. 
, 






4111 21R5. B4.9 
4112 ; B6. 4113 B6. 
TABLE V-7 
FOR TEST 7L-2 (WITHOUT PAYLOAD SHEAR) 
COMPONENT 0 PRED ICTED TEST 
I VALUE VALUE 
R 













Corr. fiX -31BO. 
Dh1r. AX -2355. 
Long. AX - 531. 
Long. AX -5398. 
Long. IX 1093. 
Long. 1 -1111. Carr. -6466. Carr. 560. 










Carr' • -3709. 











Skin bR -7119. 











































































TABLE V-7._. (CONCLlIDED] 
STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 7L-2 (WITHOUT PAYLOAD SHEAR) (CONCLUDED) 
GAGE STATION AZI MUTH COMPONENT D PRED ICTED TEST 
DEG. 1 VALUE VALUE 













4120 2210 CIR 2564. 
4122 2209. AX 2323. 
4123 2209. 74.2 Ring AX -12280. 
413) 2210. 10S.4 I~r CIR 5329. 4112 2210. 
11.4 
CIR 312S. 
4133 2209. ~ 1')63. 4134 2209. R~ng -12759. 
4139 2210. 25'1.4 Rr~ CIR -6724. 4140 2210. 
21.4 
CIR -176~. 
4142 2209. ~ - ::1%3. 4143 2209. l\ . .Lllg 13796. 






4153 2209. ~ -2322. 41,,'1 2209. Rjng 9501. 






4654 283. 0 -s 037 • 
4659 257. X 0 . -4114. 
4695 2187 77. Hng}. IX -0140. 
4696 
JH7 
257. t 4389. 4697 283. 4328. 
4698 103. Hngl. X -0321. 
• 
. 
At' 4901 2294 24. Corr, -2051. 
4902 t 114. t -4909. 4903 204. - 116. 
4904 22Y4 294. Cerr. !AX 3265. 


















































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 7L-2 (WITH MAXIMUM PAYLOAD SHEAR) 
C,AGE STA', 10", AZIMUTH eOl1PONENT D PilED ICTEO TEST TYPE 
NO. DEG. I VALUE VALUE GAGE 






4001 2520. 88. T' AX -- 12 4002 88. I 
-6740. 13 
40m 87. -6122. 14 
4004 87. -6446. 15 
4005 84. ~ -- 12 400b 84. -5593. 13 4007 80. -- 12 
4008 2520. 80. Corr. AX -5446. 13 
4023 2478 89 Dblr. AX -4004. 10 
4027 2469 89 Long. AX -1248. -
4028 2469 89 Long. AX -7394. -
4032 24r·5 89. Long. AX - 312. 2 4033 89. Long. ~ -3651. , ~ 4034 88. Carr. -7180. 12 
4035 2453.5 SH. Carr. AX -1413. 13 
4052 2384.8 ll7. C rr. AX -6257. 12 
4053 2384.8 117. -6652. 13 
4054 22r· 3 82. -6257. 12 4055 82. -- 13 
4056 7,). -6406. 12 
4057 i 79. -6211. I"' 4058 75. -6019. 1~ 
4059 2279.3 75. Carr. -6917. 13 
4060 2249.5 102 •. Long. -5989. 7 




4063 89. -- IS 
4064 90. - 89. 12 
4065 90. Carr. -6740. 13 
4066 79. Long. -5513 • 7 
4067 2249.5 79. Long. AX -- 6 
4104 2192.4 103. Hngl. AX -6857. 19 
4105 t 103. ; \ -1929. 16 4106 77. -7101. 19 









STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 7L-2 (WITH MAXIMUM PAYLOAD SHEAR) (CONCLUDED) 
GAGE STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT 0 PRED ICTED TEST TYPE 
DEG. I VALUE VALUE GAGE 




0 I· N 
4111 21r' 84.9 Skin cm -10693. 11 4112 86. Strg. AX 2450. -
4113 21~5. 86. Strg. AX -5485. -4114 79.8 . Skin CIR -9272. 11 
I 
4119 2210. 74.2 Ring CIR 6452. 27 




CIR 7856. 27 
4132 2210. CIR 4728. 30 
4133 2209. A)( 2684. 25 
4134 2209. Ibng A)( 
-18788. 26 
4139 2210. 
214 Rr~ CIR -(1363. 2i 4140 2210. CIR - )203. 30 
4142 2209. AX -S444. 2'> 




4151 2210. 2H5.7 Ring CIR -7124. 27 
41:'2 al0. , Jng CIR -2562. 30 4lSo 2209. A)( -2322. 25 41,:,1; 2209. 285.7 AX lliS99. 26 
400,:) 22.1 O. 103. Hngf. AX 0 -1079. 31 




4695 2187 77. Hn~l. AX -886U. 18 
4696 : 2:':-". t 6932. 18 4697 283. 6871. 18 , 1 
4698 2187 103. Hngl. A)( -9072. 18 
4901 2294 24. cor' A)( -3003. 12 4902 ; 114. -7246. 12 4903 204. 1040. 12 
4904 2·294 294. Carr. AX 5693. 12 
See figure V-IA for symbol list. ! , 
: .. I 
V-41 
.-.,-" . , ~-
TABLE V-9 
STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 5L-2 
GAGE STATION AZIMUTH I COMPONENT D PREDICTED' NO. DEG. I VALUE 







I+B5 22B 251+. RING AX 
I+B7 22B 251+. RING AX 
1+139 2210 251+. RING CIR 
4-11+2 2d09 254-. RING AX 
1+143 2209 254-. RING AX 
1+1+09 2220.9 237. LONG AX 
1+1+10 2220.9 237. LONG AX 
4-I+B 2192.2 238. D STIF AX 
41+14- 2192.2 238. D STIF AX 
1+695 2187 77. HNGL AX 
4-696 2187 2"7. HNGL AX 
4-697 2187 283. HNGL AX 
4-698 2187 103. HNGL AX 
4-901 2294- 24-. CORR AX 
1+902 2294- 114-. CORR AX 
1+903 2291+ 204-. CORR AX 
4-904 2294- 294-. CORR AX 

























































STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 6L-lA 
, I PREDICTED GAGE STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT D TEST TYPE 
NO. DEG. I VALUE VALUE GAGE 
R (PSI) (PSI) INSTALL. 






4135 2213 254. RING AX -22525. 22 
4137 2213 254. RING AX 8619. 23 
4139 2210 254. RING CIR 5530. 27 
4142 2209 254. RING AX 2363. 25 
4143 
1
2209 254. RING AX -191B6. 26 
4409 2220.9 237. LONG AX -- 5 
4410 2220.9 237. LONG AX - 5212. 4 
4413 2192.2 23B. D STIF AX -- B 
4414 2192.2 23B. D STIF AX - 2B7l. 9 
'}695 21B7 77. HNGL AX 8383. 1B 
tt696 21B7 257. HNGL AX - 6230. 1B 
4697 2187 2B3. HNGL AX - 6109. 18 
4698 2187 103. HNGL AX . ott! " . 1B 
4901 2294 24. CORR AX 4103. 12 
4902 2294 114. CORR AX 3178. 12 
4903 2294 204. CORR AX - 62(1R. 12 
4904 2294 294. CORR AX - 4187. 12 
See figure V-IA for symbol list. 
V-43 
TABLE V-ll 
STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 6L-IB 
! 
GAGE STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT D PREDICTED 
NO. DEG. I VALUE 






4135 2213 254. RING AX 
4137 22:\.3 254. RING AX. 
4139 2210 254. RING CIR 
"142 2209 254. RING AX 
4143 2209 254. RING AX 
4409 2220.9 237. LONG AX 
4410 2220.9 237. LONG AX 
4413 2192.2 238. D STIF AX 
4414 2192.2 238. [) STIF AX 
4695 2187 77. HNGL AX 
4696 2187 257. HNGL AX 
4697 2187 283. HNGL AX 
4698 2187 103. HNGL AX 
4901 2294 24. CORR AX 
4902 2294 114. CORR AX 
490', 2294 204. CORR AX 
4904 2294 294. CORR AX 

























































GAGE STATION AZIMUTH 
NO. DEG. 







4008 2520. 80. 
4023 2471l 89 
4027 2469 89 
4028 2469 89 
4032 24;3.5 89. 
4033 89. 
4034 88. 
4035 245:l.5 88. 
4052 2384.8 87. 







4058 , 75. 
4059 2279.3 75. 







4067 2249.5 79. 
4104 21r·4 103. 4105 103. 
4106 77. 
4107 2lYd.4 77. 
4111 2lR5. 84.9 
4112 t 86. 4113 86. 
4114 218S. 79.8 
TABLE V-12 
FOR TEST 7L-l (WITH MAXIMUM PAYLOAD SHEAR) 
COMPONENT 0 PRED ICTED TEST TYPE 
I VAL!.'E VALUE GAGE 
R (PSI) (PSI) INSTALL. 












\ -7~6. 13 
I - 0 12 
Cor~"'. I\X -75b. 13 
Dhlr. A}{ -618. 10 
Long. A}{ -- -
Long. AX -2653 -
Long. AX 3309. 2 
Long. , 1493. 1 
Carr, , -15 RD. 12 
Corr. A}{ 3358. 13 
Carr. A}{ -388. 12 
I 471. ,13 
-447. 12 
I -- 13 
-626. 12 
324 13 
-1117 • 12 
Carr. -206. 13 
Long. -715. 7 
Long. 0_ 6 
Carr. -- 14 
t -- 1S -- 12 Carr. 795. 13 
Long. • -388. 
7 
Long. A}{ -- 6 
H~l. AX -1102. 19 
t ~ -- 16 -- 19 Hngl. A}{ -- 16 
Skin CIR -1194. 11 
Strg. A}{ -- -
Strg. A}{ -- -
















STRESS RESULTS FOR TEST 7L-l (~lITH MAXIMUM PAYLOAD SHEAR) (CONCLUDED) 
GAGE STATION AZIMUTH COMPONENT 0 PRED ICTED TEST 
NO. DEG. I VALUE VALUE 






4119 2210. 71( 2 Rrg eIR 801. 4120 2210 r eIR 481. 4122 2209. AX --4123 2209. 74.2 R~ng AX 
--
/'131 2210. 10S.4 Ring eIR --
4132 2210. t , erR 481. 4133 2209. AX --4134 2209. 105.4 Ring fIX -2!l83. 
4139 2210. 2)4.4 Ring erR -1962. 4140 2210. 
. t erR 2LJo. 4142 2209. AX -1241. 
4143 2209. 254.4 lUng AX ] 242. 
4151 2210. 285.7 Rf'l erR -1121. 4152 2210. t erR 441. 4153 2209. AX -1922. 4154 2209. 28:'.7 Ring AX 1362. 





Jgt. 1 0 -2435. 4654 283. 0 -2855. 4659 257. 0 -2EB7. 
4695 
2f7 77. Hng1. AX -1240. 4696 257. Jigl. f 333. 4697 283. 27<!. 4698 2187 103. AX - 998. 
4901 2294 24. Carr. fIX - 722. 
4902 t 114. t : -1473. 4903 205. -1329, 4904 2294 294. Carr. AX ~76. 















































STRESS RESULTS FOR ROSETTE GAGES: 
4680, 4681, AND 4682 
STATION: 2185 
L· COMPONENT: SKIN 
AZIMUTH: 140 DEG. 
TEST TEST TEST TEST 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM SHEAR 
VALUE VALUE VALUE 
I (PsI) (PSI) (PSI) 
3L 625 -14,853 7739 i 




STRESS RESULTS FOR ROSETTE GAGES: 
4683, 4684, AND 4685 
STATION: 2185 
COM'?ONENT: SKIN '-j , i 
AZIMUTH: 143 DEG I I 
TEST TEST TEST TEST I 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM SHEAR 1 , 
VALUE VALUE VALUE i 
(PSI) (PSI) (PSI} I 
I 
lL-1.2 237 -1292 765 I 
lL-2.1 2,346 -6436 4391 1 , 1 
" 
, I 
2L-1 7,056 -4343 5700 
I 2L-lA 4,828 -3120 3974 
I 3L 4,756 -13099 8928 
4L 11,141 -877 6009 
5L-2 8,060 -8676 8368 
6L-lA 7,638 -2704 5171 
6L-lB 7,751 -2583 5167 
',I 








TABLE V -13 (CONCLUDED} 
STRESS RESULTS FOR ROSETTE GAGES: 
4692, 4693, AND 4694 
STATION: 2185 
COMPONENT: SKIN 
AZIMUTH: 151 DEG 
I 
1 
TEST TEST TEST TEST i 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM SHEAR 
:. j 
VALUE VALUE VALUE 
, 
I 
(PsI) (PSI) (PSI) I 1 
3L -901 -10.579 4839 I I 
4L 6912 3111 1901 I 
5L-2 14,310 -14,375 14,342 
6L-1A 9100 -9406 9253 





















i'l E«UIPI·II, IJT :EC.:(ION 
I f-----J!j.ill---I-+-- 2.4S'l.14 
jd 
Ill, TANK Sac..TION 
I' '-II -···--~~,~~'~·~cl~:·~~,~T 
II, -- --' - C \ ~.(_U I'~ "'t:.;~t'.\-: -;-\"''-'L -;:;.--",,,I~I"Ic.:>N JOINT 
1----11 / ---t-- Z7.41.18 
- _._.11. ... _1_, ~4~'-i~~~0 
I· I BOArTAIL S~-ncN 
~"'~1.'t ---r'-- f ;!.ISoAfl 
1 ZO : ICI~ tNTE~ :>TAGiE: API\PTEIt 
I----'.--~ ----t-- 211-1,1.3 
TITAI'l S~II1..T 
I 
FIGURE V-I. CENTAUR STANDARD SHROUD (CBS) CONFIGURATION. 
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TYPICAL - /, "~I _. 
"P;' ''" -~, .. {
2SO . t L t 
./ . t Ai 1.00 CLO.l40 
0.080 +-. 7 nn STA 2806.95 
'v.::., c:MZ1A'TS MAG W:GS 
MAC~:iNED FROM ROLLED 
RlrlG FGhSI',G BLANKS 
r"'''-\'O Jc\~T 
STA 
2680.66 CORRUGATION CAPS 
114 DIA A286 CRES SCREWS I \ >:-- . SEAL~ I ~ .. ...".=--- ' ----' 1 
--
_- _ 0.080 
~ _______ SELF'SEALING 3.00 
-- I PLATE NUTS ±h 
. ~ 
3.0011 . 
.. ,_"'~ ~,.ml- ." 
RING MACHINED i b FROM STRETCH-FORMED BAR 
~ l.OO~ sum METAL RING. TYP. 
6061-T4 AL AGED TO T-6 



















LOCAT! GrJ (STAl 
2680.66 - 2514.00 
2514.00 - 2458.10 
.2458. 10 - :mU8 
2316.78 - 2241. 78 
2241.78 - 2209. OJ 
;;209.00 - 2180.48 









I--- 2.35 , I HAT SECTION j 0.75 V1" 0.025 ALUM 7075-T6 LLJ I CLAD (WELDBONDED \.. TO SKIN SPLICE) h ~\ 
~ .. 
PANEL SPLICE JOINT 
ALUM SHEET 7075-T6 CLAD 
k'- : "':" , -'~~~",,' .~~~-~----~~,~~-~- .~-.--.--.--- .~-.--.-.---.- .. 
. ~~- ---------_."- C" 
L 











STA STA STA SIA 
2209.00 2197.25 2188.25 21BO.48 IR n.75-f-9.00+-7.77 :L-t::¥-?l _ ~ ---.... LMSC GDC 
I J ~-._ , 1 100• W 
" OIA !J~l :u ~~ . g - 0.040 STGR 
! ~~ ~'r~ 1- 2.BO -- 7075-T6 AL 
I ~.......... HAT SECTION CLAD 
I '1",·;1:::- 0.080 GUSSETS 
II ~'", 7075-T6 AL CLAD 
_. Iii . "} FIELD JOINT 
,-{---J r1 0-385 . 
7075-T6 AL ~ HOLES 
156. 2G ,DIA CLAD -, EQUALLY ~ . . _ I \ SPACED 
~--\ 
~''-~--.-'' • ..124. 38 B. C. 
, RING '" I 
FIGu~E V-4. BOATTAIL INTERFACE STRUCTURE. 
~,_. __ " __ ~_~'-:""_._2-"""""-':':_··_' ~' ____ ~ __ '















5116 DIA BOLTS 142 PLACES AT ~ 
ALTERNATE CORRUGATION VALLEYS 




AD6 RIVETS BASIC 
1
- L..J --L.J --- -LJ----- -------.:,--!30- I r-- . 
k-- 2.95 Z . "I. "'- AIR SPACE~' ~~~ BEFORE BOLT 
I I . PRaMD 
707S-T73 AL RINGS 




FIGURE V-5. CYLINDRICAL SECTION FIELD JOINT DETAILS. 
.:L .:;.. 
k~ ____ ._-.- . __ _ 
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SUPER-ZIP TUBE FRANGibLE OOtiD! IRS 
lalH6 ALUM. 




SllIC('''E ELASTOMER . 
lAC 40 "374' Willi (1.161-16 AL COLLARS 
6 PLAr.I~ NO. 1~1'31"'C~E,',S ANO 
. LAC 4~.nf.\ PRIMER ;-3116 DIA 1015.16. Al WCKDOlIS 
I-- I·..J r mi""'''.''". f',ATE NUIS 
TRAP:\ 1'-' ,6- I A 28(· ;i,~.1. .~ ~E:r7.S\=' C"JJ\l / "'.-y '-,,..=-J? Tf - - ,-- \ 
RA:llIS ,,' - ' --- I . 'C. ;~;~ CUSHION~ ~. \: COI"HlGATION 
1.46 SEAl 51: ICO'" ROBBER 
MII.-R-IS41 CLASS liB 





MAWINED FROM IIM31 A 
MAGNlS,;'M EXtRUSION 
LONCdTUDINAL. JOINT 
lONGERON 1014-TISll Al. 

























L •. ~. . . '. -",' '" - ,,- , 
BRACKET f 70?5-T73511 AL. 
""' __ FORWARO 
I." 32.78 ----
STA / HINGE AFT FTG--... 
2241. 78 MA.RAG I NG STEEL 
HINGE FWD Fr,J 
CRES 17-4 PH 
COND H1075 
GR 250 
= c:::::::::J [:::)x,@ 
~ '" ~TA 2209.00 


































~0t;J ~i1 .S~. 
.-
0.6d8 O'A !7-4 PH COND H-900 
5.::':) N~A.X a.D. x ~3.05 F"Ri::c lG. 
12. j'j COM~<::ESSED LG. 
10 ~ /:v'.x SOLID LG. 
206 La/I"'. sr'iU~G ~..ATE ACCESS DOOR 
FOR COCKIN3 
SPRINGS __ 
STi>. / / !/4 DIA PI>-:, 203 CRES 
2241.78 SPRIN3 RET COLLARl '1 2024-T35! Al Jlt G. t ..... __ -.H ' 
. j 7 
i r12OD.0-J.::::t..QQOflQ... - --~ 
L"",,~' 





JAM NUT r A 286 CRES 
jl J},j~ F-;!~; I if 
u ur2=oli5&tT:1eI\aOOoo~;.·~Jlir{ _ . .J 
"\ ~ ___ -.J 
L INNE~ GUIDE 
END CAP ~ \ '\ 3.7420.0. x 0.150 WAll SLEEVE 2024-T351 Al 
2024-D51 AL \ 2C24-T~511 AL ' 
4-- F::::R' .. ,\';;'R 0 L OUTE~ GUIDE 4.0C 0.0. x 0.125 WALL 
2024-T3511 .~L 
EJECTOR SPRING ASSY .. 4 PER SHROUD HALF 
FIGURE V-g. THRUSTER SPRING SYSTEM. 
.. 
1/2-20 BALL END 
17-4 PH CRES 
COND Hl075 
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INTERNAL LOJJG.ERO..,S 3, 
~'O 




A.T \-\INGe: ALA 1 





! I' '"YO' I<'IL Zo 
30 
b 
I-' "~a ~ 10 




,,,,8'0 _~7l\ z(, 
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''l. 
:\ D" 14_ Lf\~ 





I S1'1\. ?"a.~~.C t,wO '2."l.\'3.~ R\NC,S 
.§KIN I c..OR~1.'6ATI 0. tJ 
(. \ I<.~' :M Fe R 1':-,-", ,,'- FR"''-'' 1 \::\..I; \:)01..113'-,_'1'_" 
FIGURE V-II. STRAIN GAGE INSTALLATION LOCATIONS. 
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W!oS~ h65lS ). (h683S /4659S FWD 
L682S', I ;jL68LS IL690S ~ ~'il J(L68SS (L69lS I (!i6925 II ~,,,~ JL r v<~693S ~ _____.;::::- t::,.=-_ .. ~ I h691:5 I ~"§i;:;.-=-.,..".. Z; 
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lJ,oO L65SS) lh30 
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OTA. 2lBS -~ "2.6 f ::1 I /~. 
5!CTI0li B-B 
-------. ~- -- I 000011 . I 1510 
--=B---' 
FIGURE V-12. ROSETTE STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS ON BOATTAU. 
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VI STIFFNESS PROPERTIES 
B), R. P. Miller and T. F. Niezgoda 
SUMMARY 
Stiffness propH'tics were detll'mined 1'01': (1) the CSS both with and 
without, the :FBR in place, (~) the FBR syst,,01, and (3) the Centaur, ISA, 
and THan skirt. Data Wl"l'e acquired that indicated that the CSS and 
Us attachment t() the ISII l'xh ibited l('ss stiffn£'ss thantIlC' analyt Lcal 
llIodel had p,edict<.:t1. The deviations [rom C'xpected values we)'e primarily 
in the aft pmtion oj 'tI", boattaiJ. and in the intel'stage strUt'ture. 
The larger than expectCllI CSS ,k nec t ions 1'(: suI ted in excess i Vl' elearance 
loss bet,~"en the CSS uml Ccmtaul'; til is necessitated the use of ~he FBR 
system wit ich reduced the (d "al'ance loss to ar,ceptable va Luc's. Hevisions 
ware made to the analyt kaL model to tal,e the test findings, into account. 
TeST CONfIGURATION 
The Titan ski1't. IRA, Centaur vehicle. and the CSS wert mounted as shown 
in tigure I-2. Tho e"t iJ'e test spec in18" assembly was mounted tn and 
t'antill'Vel'cd [rom u relative 1y "tire eylindrieal steel base. 'rhe steel 
base cylindc1' wa,; l'C'straj ned ill the town' by shea1' t ips to th" main tower 
stl'uctural memheT s. 'rhe t Ol~('l' S truetUl'e wa s 1'(' j J\ rOl'ee'd hy ('ross brap ing 
in the sel!tion whe) u thl.! base <'yl indt'l '~as atta(']wcl 't-, inl'n:.as(' load 
,'apab; 1 ity and to ,;tilTell tit" bust nf ti,e te~t setup. 
The C};S and CentaUl' werc .Loatie'cl by axIal and lat,,!'a.l .Loatls whjci' reSUlted 
ill the desired shea!' loads. axial luads, am] moment cl.istribution over the 
"ntil'( test spel!lmen. Th" J,oad applicat ion systems arc; des('} ibed In 
Appem" i x B. 
String type deflectomC'ters Were used to obtain deflection data. A 
sehC!matjl! of the general jnstl'umentatton setup is shOlm in figlll'cVI-l. 
This figure reprt'!;cnts the baHlc instrumentation plan [or each tcst azimuth. 
A clefinitjon of the ciet'lcl!tOlneter 10C!ations for (fadl test, is contained in 
rcfel'tmce 7. The deHIC!"tum( ter locations wel'C specified to provide data 
L' to define (J.) latel'al displ.ae(!IlILnt of tht' test structure to allow accurate ,_.' determination 01 tIm ckfle"teel ,;hape, (2) axial dene"t ion and rotat:i.on 
ol cross suotional plan"s, (3) raellal d:i.spla(!emt'nt to define distortion 
or out of roundness of the l!ylindrical shells, ell) relative moti.on b"tween 
CSS and CentaUl', (5) FBR spring rate, and (6) both plane l'otation and 
lateral motIon of ,the base cylinder to isolate the effedt of the test 
fixture from the 'tl.!st specimen. The, instrumentation was located in a 




of the dLfI'L'I't!l1t sect ions of tht: tl'st spt?vimcll assembly, such as Titan 
s1< i rt, ISA, boritttlil. CSS, Hl1c1 CnrtaUi. All J atcra1 de ~lcetolllcteJ.'s ,~el'e 
l't: i'el'l'J1l!eli to tht! towt?r stl'twtllre. Thu axial and plane rotatioll instru-
I\lGJrtat Ion was l'C I'Cl'lllll"'ll ,tu 'th" 1'01'wal'tlenc1 0 l' the base cy1 i nder Qxcept 
1'01' thoSQ illStl'UlIll'lI'tS ntOl1itol'illg tlw Illotion 01' the base cylinder. Tlwse 
Illotions WenT l'~rOl'Gnl'ud tu the tm1Jen' $tl'1H~tlU·(. Tn assurl~ that tho tower 
provIded u stable ]1l! rUlleJ1l'U, und tu tiJ.1 ow "[0]' l'Oll't!l!ti.ollS .i r ]I('qu i]:t(~d 
in the avant of tOW01' mot lOll ("rom- 'tV',ind 01' tl st lllads~ a laser refCrel1f!e 
\~as es'tabl islH!cl. Th1'llugllOUt ll'sti.J1g till' tOWl'I' Illotions Wl'l'e of ne~1 igible 
amp.! itlL(l! • 
]h la't'ive Illotion between the Centa1.l1' and tho CSR was 111('asured by instru-
ntc'nta'tioll as illus'tratm] ill rib'l.ll'G VI-2. I\t the l'BR lova'tioll tlw desired 
lltl~USU'I'( "ment at~l'ul'a(~y ,'uqti _i J'("d to defino tho rBH spl'in~ rate waH aeh1eved 
by lrt iJ i:dn:..o; ,:; ix dl']'[,,<'tr1lllctl'I'S. Tile aV(!1"age I'ua,li.np; or two illstl'ument~ 
1\ and B, Ol'icnted ti.lll:..o;cnt i ally front J-lw ess lIuutl'aJ axj". prov i dml CSS 
d.islJlaeUlllclrt. 'i'he d rHpla(,t~ljleITt -or the Clin l"aul' was dl'tU]lJllincd lJY cOllibiITing 
tilt! output 1'1'0111 tlw l'uUl' dull"l!tontetcl'S e.D. C. r. By computing the 
tiLl'l"'l'"Il<''' ill disp.l[Il"IIl"nts oJ' t1", CSS and Cl'lltaw'nGut]'al axes, the 
liel'lacli,oll III tit" [01£1.1 I'BR systmn was nbtaj,nau t.ith most of the .Joeal 
,ITt:l,ts t:J illl i Ilated. '1'h .. I'BR .1 IIml t~as dutCl'm i)H'd J'l'nm 'lite "al ibratacl 
Bt~"ILdll gaged rBR stl'uls. 
Thl.? de t'll't' tUIIll' l ('l" ()Ul"]HI t~ \'ll'l'C lIIullitlJl"cd and I't~('u]'lkd as dpSl!1' i.bl.~cl tn 
App('nd Ix B. 1\ eatlluli,' Hay Tuhe (CRT) al:lot.,'d (lil'''''[ nbHl'l'vat i()ns 0 I.' 
sUl'h PiIJ'UI11t't(!)'H' aH l.'1 Ul-!H-St'l'l jOlla] plal10 1'1lLnt iOll~ .. aVl'l'agc outputs I ]'om 
tun:..o;elltin,l li,>]'lc<'hn"c[,','s. FTIll der.l.ections.'-Illti "ystl'l" luads. The clisplays 
~"l" I'C -ll)lllu ted ('Vl']'Y 2 :-':u ·tllllh~. In udd it j nIl 1 (I d j ~ i t.uI d h:::p.l ays a v [deo 
"Bell' Chal't" wus II['i I iY,l'ti hl """lIto]' all (',l'iti,'a.1 "hall)!els. This dC'vive 
IJ.l'uV iu{'d i.JlBt.:.tnl Ulll~LlllB JBHl'SHll1ent as to .lite .I i Ilea I' i ty I) (' the 1"('1 atlulIshjp 
bi.:tWCCI1.loud an(l-d(cllt.~'til)llllnd ll\dleat"iolls i)l" any-yiQ]d.in~ ll~'I'u:r'l'ing-
7]1 -the tl!Ht stl'lIt'tUI'( H. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
'fhl' tpst", "Ul'e "on<lll"t,,<1 ill U 1'II1'0no10giea1 sequen,,'C' d it-tated by strut!tura1 
Htl'L,n!.!;th""llS LtJG,,'i illll"_ I:'-I<'h tustP"(tV iclod <1,,1'1,,'1 iOIl <lata that ·j!urthor 
til! I' j n,,(1 tli,' !; t i J' I'nl's~ ,'h'-lI'UI't, l' ist ies "I' tllu <lVI pal L HtI'lll"tU1'e so that the 
{ i nu..! .cIl;~· i n i,t.l Oll or !-: b·u(~·tllrtlj sot ,j rl"ness lHtOpC itt i c.s cvo] ved- tJll:ioughout - tht1 
1'".-;[ Hl'l'i,'''. The ]'(sults al'(' d is"uHsetl J'irst 1'],0111 " ge\1('l'a] tost series 
v Lew r<lllO\~,'d' hy a 111'es,ntaL-inll '-Ind' d i s"us" i "n, n]' ea('h test in <'IlI:'ono-
.i U!.:, ·'\,U I UJ'titH'. 
fI.!J d,'I'.l""t ion datu l'ell'Ortl'ti hlT" ill is Jl1'Gs(mted w['tl; the plane l'otat.i.olJ 
alld t I1ms] at innal u ['[C(its 0 r tile 'test J' ixtUi u ,base cy 1 imler !'","ovcd. The 
an ill illt of the T i.l an skiJ't wao; 0 l'a non 1'1 Lght typelksign and the effect 
or 'the rotation of tliisjoint has also b,'cn l'emoved [1'010 the data. Thus, 
tht: d,' i'1"ct i.ons described a1'<:' oj' the test spec imcll fi.xad to a l'igid base 









The ·test results indieate that the CSS and its attachment to· the ISA
 
exh ibit less stiffness than the analytil'al model (Appmoix C) predicts 
(s('e figure VI-3). This deviation from expeeted values ex tsts p:r.imarlly 
in the aft boattail seetion of the CSS and the ISA. This results in
 
lateral deflections of the CSS at Statillll 2h80 that exeC'C!d expel~tld 
valueR by 116~(. to SON dcplmd :Lng upon shear az tomth and thl exteJ1t of 
"cxerc.is ing" that the- stl'Ul'tUI e- was exposed La PI'tOl' to "ollel"ting t
est 
data. Rev is ion>' Ivel'o mado to tho analyt leal l110dc I of the boattail 
section ll[ ·the CSS follmv.ing Tests 3L and lL-2. SOL' figUl'O VI-4. T
he larger 
·than expeeted CSS deflel'tions l'esults in exct:ss ivc' l'leal'anoe loss be
tween 
the CSS and Centaur and neeess Ltatl's thl' use 0 I' the FBR system to 1 i
mit 
l'clativl 1Il0tIon. FU1'thel' tests Wlle "ollllul'tcd that deCined the stif
fness 
l'hal'acterist ies "d' tIll: CSR, FBR, and Ccntaur sys'tl'lIl. The rcsults of 
tIll,;e tests veJ,il'ied the stilt'ness or thl' l'BR system to be 19,000 1b
s./in. 
as Uxpl,,,ted, and dUl11onstl'ated that the r'('lat tve 1110·tion between the eRS 
ilnd Centaur under lindt load 1V.it'h liw rBR system i.nstalJud, is held 
to an 
,,,'l'lvtabll valuu (sec Seet inn III \.'01' a ueser [pt ion 0 r the FBR system). 
The latel'al duflcction or the l!umpositu CSS, FBR, and CentauI' system
 is 
compared to prGd icteLi VulllUl'; based upon revised boatta il stIrrn6sses
 in 
L1gtllLS VI-S and VI-C). 
In tests \vhe1'6 ·the Centaur vehlelc was subj eeted to j at ural loads it 
exhibited st ifrnes,; propcn·t i (!,; approx imately 11)% less than expected. 
Ree figure,; VI-7 and VI~fI. 
Thl'Oup;hUl(t testing th" dei'lt'l'tion data fuJ' the Titan "kh't and the a1't 
Sl'" t ion 0 r thl' ISlI indica ted l'los" agl'eement \'lith expel'tud values. 
The test series yielded data that indicate'S a non-1 incar l'l'lationshi
p 
betwlllJ latl!ral Joad and lat,l'al dl flection. This 110n-I incal "hara
cteristil' 
,~ attl·ihuted tu ·s.1 ippap;c' within rivlted joints as [", il,tion is overeomc 
wi eh app] ied IoaLi. 
TWu n'v i s(xl alla] yt il:al boattatl st tHness moclels WCl'P (\t!velopPd to de l'inl 
till rlexibility or till' CSS (lIppendix C). Revision 1 i~ based lIpon the 
l1on'ina1 test data fot' a load up to 25% of limit. Revision II is base
d 
upon the test def] "l'rion at .1 00;; 01 l.bnjt load' CIl Test 1T,-2 \Vhieh 
prl)v ided the max illlum Later'al de Gel!t ion. lIellnlpal ;son of test data and 
predicted values 1'1'om th, l'evisl d analytical modt'J 's shown ill figul
'l's 
VT-4, VI-5, VI-G,VI-9. and VI-10. 
Test .:It, - The first test of the series, 3L, appliu: tlw shear load i
n the 
1<;0 de~rec azimuth. Prior to Test 3L several loadings below SOJ.c were 
ilpplinl in oroc'1' til "Iwck out test equipment. As a result, tIll' stru
cturE' 
was exercised ill the 1~0 degree azimuth and all sla-'k waH removed 1'1'0111 
test rL:xtures and tCHt specimen joints. 
Figures VI-ll through VI -14 present lateral derlectionversllsshear 
load 
for Stations 26~tM~. arc! end of CSS), 2209 (forward cnd of ~oattail) '. 2l8~te:~J!\~ail), .and 2127 {forward end of Titan slnrt) , The 



























deflection versus load !'e.lationship fo!' cach station is "ompal'eo to 
expected valul's. The expeoted values arc based upon the analytical 
stiffness lIIodel in Appendix C. The figures indicate the deflC'l'tion of 
the 'test staekup \~as gl.'cater than expeeteo by 36% at Station ~fiRO. 2590 
at Station 2209, 12% at Station 2180 and less than 1% oil'J'eJ.'enl'l! at 
Station 2127. The load versus deflection curves show some non-lineal'ity 
thl'oughout the .loading. ThIs is attl'ibuted to fl'i('tion being overcome 
within tho riveted and halted connoctions with:in th,' test strUl'turl' and 
results .in some resi,dua] de FOl'matiun when all loads are l'amoved. At a 
po.int whOl'c the she.ur load l'CU(!IU!s approximately SIlOO pounds the curves 
shaw a pl'onllunccd change :in slope. This point in tit" .load-defleetion 
curves L'O incieles with the upplication of axial. load. However. this same 
change in the slope was indieated by data 1'1'010 Test 2L-IA wlten no axial 
load was present at tlte SOOO-pound shear load point (see figure VI-1S). 
Assesslm:nt 0 r tit i s anomaly iml i,'ut,,>, that 'the test strul'ttu'C' undergoes 
a change in sti.ffness at apPJ'oximutel,y 2S% or limit site aI' load. 
Instruml!ntatjoll located at the bolted l'il'C'tlmferential joints of the 
test Htl'lll'tun to measure ,ioi nt gapp ing indicates that discel'n.i.h] C' gapping 
of the Joj nt's bq>;an at approx imatd y 25% ur lImit load. IIIhile tlte 
quantitat iv" values or the gapJl ing llIeaSUl'Gments are "mall and I imitecl 
to .I ucal aI'e'as, their o('l!urrence co inc ides Idtlt the point of change in 
the overalJ structural stiffm'"s. ! t is bE!lieveel the changl;' in stIffness 
Is protlul'e<l by dl.storti,on 0 r the bll.! ted l' ll'cllmfel'ent lal :i oints as shear 
load is applied, and -by the I)V("l C'ondng 0[-' Fl'iC'tionaJ. fn]~ees In connections 
throughuut the test stl'lH.!tU)"u. 
Figure Vl-:I shows th" lateral dd'h'etjon versus station lor lim it load 
and '-'''IIIl'al'''>' thl! IlIl'aSlll'cli to the expel![ cd pro file. 'rh i s i'igur'C' i nd.iqates 
that the lIIa:jor cieviatLolI h'olll eX]J(,(,tcd ele!i'.icct.illll oc'cur's l'o~,l!'cI or 
Statiull 2] 77 • The l'elat ive de 1'1,,' t i 011 blltl<eell the Cent aliI' al1(1 CSS is 
;;11<''''}1 1" be 2.1 l11<'hl's at the LH2 vent (Stat inn 2~~O) anel ~.l inches at the 
Vik ing biushield loeut ion (Stat iOIl 2672). Thesc ml'asllr'e<i relative 
d ispl'" <'lIIcutH "olllpul'e to analyt ieally pl'ed.i.l'ted valul!s 01 1. 2S and 2.5 
inches respcctively. 
The rutatiuns or "rus[;-se('[ "mal plane" at limit load arc presented in 
figare VI-I(, and <Ire! l!ompal'eu tc, prod il!Led values. The data indicates 
'th'l't 'the ul'tual rota'tiollS 1'00't'lal'CI or Station 2177 C'xl'uedcd the pl'ec1il'ted 
by a Hignifi<'tlnt wnollnt. The chunge in I oLatiun between Stations 2209 
and 2(,80 was as expeeteli. Figul'C VI-lu lllustrates that mt'asured rotation 
01' the tulu.l stl'ucture execl'cied pl'l!d:i<·tcci values clue to caUSlS primarily 
i.n the boatta i1 s('etioJlbCltwl'('n Stat ions 2177 and 2209. 
F igun VI-17 presents the mra;;ureu c1ef.L"etnl profile or thE' CSS at limit 
load cnmpaL'ed to the predicted profile. J\t Station 26HO the lIIea!'urecJ 
deflel" ion was ~6~:' greater than prnliL'tpcl, 
Figure VI-1S shm~s ~th" shear load versus deflC'etion relationship for the 
CSS at Station 21160 inde.pendent or the displaeements, rotation, and 
translation below Station 2177. The test da'ta arc Clompared with predicted 
values which were made using the original CSS stiffness model and also 
with computed valuesincorporat ing revisions to theboattail stiffness 
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Figure VI-9 compares the deflected profile of the ess to computed values 
from the original stiffness model and the revised (Rev.ision 1) model. 
The data in figures VI-IS and VI-7 indicates that the flexibility of the 
'ess, exh:ibited in Test 3L: can be adequately defined analytically by a 
revision to ·the boattail portion of th,' stiffness model only. 
Test liL - Test 4L duplicated Test 3L exeept that the shear load was oriented 
in the 330 degree azimuth, or 180 degrees from the Test 3L shear azimuth. 
The axial loau for Test liL was re-duced. The' deflection data from Test liL 
indicated approximately the same results as Test 3L and the same l!Omments 
apply. Figures VI-19, VI-20, VI-21, and VI-;!2 present the shear versus 
lateral deflection at Stations 2680, 2209, l180, and 2127, respectively. 
Figure VI-23 presents the deflected profile of the entire structure at 
limit load. F igu1'l: VI-2li presents rotation of cross seetional planes 
versus station fOl' llmi"t load. The deflected profile or the ess at 
limit load, .lndepcmlent -of the rest of the test structure. Is presented 
in figtn'c VI -25. For both Tests 3L and liL the test strueture had been 
exercised by shear loadings up to SIY/c of lim it load to remove slacl< in 
the test fixtures pl'ior to collect ing data. 
Test 2L - FollOl~ing Test liL thc shear load \~as positioned to the 270 degree 
azimuth 1'01' Tests 2L-l and 2L-IA. For Test 2L-l no excl'cis(" loading was 
appliGci to the structure before testing. The resulting data indicated 
that lateral deflections of thc tust stac1<up I~el'e appl'OX illlately 7% greater 
than those observed in tIw previous tests. FLgurcs Vl-2b. VI-27. VI-2S. 
and VI -29 pl'esent tIl(! shear loud versus de [lection at Stations 2680, . 
2209, 2180, and2l27, l'espectivd.y. F:lgurc VI-30 shows the dc[lecterJ 
profile ['01' Test 2L-l ut l.lm.it load. rigtll'l' VI-3l presents thc plan" 
rotation VQ!'$US stat i on. 
A comparison of the rotation datu l1'om Test 2L-l 10 ith Test liL and Test 3L 
i.ndicatcs that the l'otat ion .In the bnattail se"tjolt between Stations 2180 
and 2209i5 approximately 1(1)(. gl'eatn' ror 2L-l than 1'01' the other two tests 
at limit loall. 
Figtlrc VI-32 shows the dd'leetecl prol ill at :limit load of the ess only. 
The! def1C'ction of the ess in Test 2L-l was about llYfo greater than observt:d 
in th" prt'v ious tests. 
Test 2L-IA was perLOl'mt!d follOWing Test 2L-l and thus the results from 
2L-IA were obtained after the stru(!turc had been eXercjsed to limit load. 
In Test 2L-ll\ the shl!ar load ingwas lim i.ted to BOJ! of the limH load and 
no axial load was applied • 
Figure VI-IS shows the. shear load versus lateral deflection of the ess 
at Station 2460 for Tests 2L-l an.d 2L-lA. This data represents the 
displaeemt!nt relative to Station 2177 of the ess only. The deflection 
of the unexercised structure in Test 2L-l is SE'en to bl l.-"J{. greater than 
the exercised structure in Test 2L-IA at 2S,000-pound shear load. The 
change' in slope at approximately· 8,000 pound shear load can be observed 










Test lL -For Tests lL-l, lL-2 and lL-3 til(! shear load was applied in 
the 90 dqp.'ee azimuth. Test lL-l was conducted to verify the spring. 
rate of the 1'BR system 19hich was designed to have a nominal 73,000 Ib.lin. 
value. The ~'csults of this test are presented and discussed in Section 
III. Figuro VI -33 sh0\96 the deflected profile for Test lL-1. 
After eomplction of TGst lL-l, the FBR was removed and the structure 
loaded to limit load in TC'st lL-2. Figures VI-311, VI-35, VI-36, and VI-37 
sh0\9 thl' simaI' load versus deflect ion for Stations 2680, 2209, 2180, and 
2127, ~'esp"et ively. The de Election of thc ess in Test lL-2 was 
apPl'o:Ximatc.Ly 80){, g:L'cat,'r than prmlil'ted and e:xcceded previous rcsults by 
nearly 30)(', as shown in figure VI-38 wh.Leh compares the ess deflection 
for Tests 3L, llL, 2L-l and lL-2. F i.gul'c VI"39 shows the deflectC'd profile 
of the test s·taukup at li.mit load. Figure VI-40 pl'esents the cross 
sectionaJ pJ ane rotat ion ",Grsus stat Lon 1.'01' limit J.oad. The data indj cate 
·that tlw inl'l'Gasnl dci"lection resulted fl'om an i.ncrease in rntation at 
Station 220<). The .rotation in li,-2 bl'tween Station 2180 and 2209 e:xceed",1 
tha·t o~ Test 3L by 3D'j" Figure VI-lll shows the deflectcd profilC' of 
the ess relativo to Station 2177. 
ThC' increaserl deflections in TC'st JL-2 are attr:ibuted to the structure 
having been ]oackd 'in the oppos Lte d:ireC't.ton in Test 2L. At the 
complet.i.on 0 I" the 2L tests the stl'uc'ture was Id't in a fully e:xerl'.Lsed 
condition with most of the internal rlil,t ional restraints ]'emoved. This 
effect .i.s d,'monstratod by the inC'reased linearLty 0 r the data from 
Test 2L-]A whell eompal'cd to Test 21.-1 (sen Ligtll'Cl VI-lS) , Relatively 
large l'esidual displacnnent 19as evid.mt when the loads 1gere rl'moved, as 
shown in l"lp;urc VI-311. Appro:ximatdy Olle inch or residual displacement 
was indieatl'd at Statioll 2680 fOl' lh(' total test staC'kup. In figure VI-39, 
it is shown that thl reJ.ativc displaC!emellt betwmm the ess and Centaur is 
2.5 i.nehes at Statio" 211G0 and 5.0 ineilCls at Station 2b72, 
The l'esidual displaC!cments observ( d .in tIll! ess after completion of eaC'h 
·test aro summarized in Table VI -1. Thc' tests a]'e lIsted in ordl'r u r their 
nompletion. The data ill ·the table illLi ieate that the ess acquires less 
residual displacement when eXG1'cis(,d 01' .1 oadt'd l'epeatl'dly in the same 
azimuth, incllcating a tightelling or titc st "ul'tura] connections and on-coming 
frictional force. Tests 2L-l ami 2L-.Ii\ applied shear in an azimuth not 
previously loaded. The sum of rC'sidual dLsplanement from the two tests 
was 0.27 inches. When the shear load was ne:xt appJ.ied in the opposite 
Cli.rection (900 ) in Tests lL-l and lL-d the total residual dispJacement 
was 0.56 inehes, or apPl'oximately twi",' the amount indicated in the .2L 
series. These data indicate that theeSS acqu il'es a residual displacement 
of appro:Ximately 0.27 Inches, refel'(!llucu I"1'0m the unloaded position, when 
11.mit shear load 1.s applied. . 
Based upon the information from Tests 3L, 4L, 2L ami lL·2, it was 
determined that the stlif"Iless of the CBS without the FBR system installed 
woul,d not adequately restrict the relative motion between the ess and 
the Centaur at limit load. The allowable clearance was determined to be 
violated at the LH vent disconnClct, the forward seal, and the Viking 
bioshield. Using €he test results, corrections were made to the analytical 
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stiffness model of the boattail section. Two reV~S10ns were made. The 
first, Revision I, was based upon data from Test 3L and the "second, 
Revision II, was based upon data from Tl'stlL-2. The analytical stiff-
ness model "and revisions are presented in Appendix ('. Pigure VI-9 
compal'es analy'tioal valuas of CSS deflection using Revision I wi'th Test 
3L da'ta. Pigure> VI-lo eomparas analytiaal values using Revision II 
tqith Test lL-2 data. Good agreement is evident :in both {'ases. 
Us ing the Rcvision I CSS analytical model, a study was made to determine 
the stiffness l'equil'ed for tIlG PBR system that would (l} limit the 
relative disillacement between the CSS and CentaUl' to acpeptable values, 
and (2). prevent the Centaur vehicle [rom being ovcrloadc'd. The results 
of 'the analysis indicated the optimum spring ratc for the PBR system" to 
be approximately 20.000 pounds per inah (see Section III). 
Tests 7L. GL. and .5L Series - Tests 7L-2 and GL-l were conducted with an 
PBH system nominally designed to have a spring rate 0£,19,000 lb./in. 
installed between the CSS and Gcntaur. The tests WGre similar except 
that In Tes't 7L-2 tht? shcal' azimuth was ot 90 degrees and the strUl'tunl 
had been pl'oviously Gxercised in this di.rection ill Test lL-2. The shear 
azimuth for 6L-l was at 2[10 degrees without previous exercising in this 
direl,·tio.n. 
Pigure VI-5 compares the deflel'tell pro rUe of tlte t"St staakup 1'01' 
Test 7L-2 w:ith analytil'al values obta inetl lIsing bo th Havi sions r and II 
[01' the boat'tail stifl'ness. The 'test data show good agreemcnt with til( 
Revision I analytical values. The measUl'<,d PBR load was 17,200 pounds 
cnmpar"d" to an analytIcal value 0 f 18, ODD pounds 1'01' Revision r . and 
22,050 pounds for RGV ision II. Pigure VI -112 l'Ompar(!s measul'rci PBH load 
velSUS CSS slIGar load with analytical valuQs. Tht: "test data indicatc,:s 
thot thG PBR systelll loud in Test 7L-2 t1aS ] CSH than the p"adicted values 
based upon Rev.i 01011 I ,qh tlc thc mcasul'ed PBR sys tem lO;:ld in Tc::st !lL-] 
ShONS good agl'eamcnt with pl'"dictud volues bascd upon RClvlsion II. 
Pigure VI-7 shows the InClasured Cc::ntaUl' lateral c1Grlel'tlon vel'SUS PBR 
. load :in TGst 7L-2. The data represent till' Centaur and ISA la'tel'al 
dcfleutions relative to Stat 10n2l77. The data indicate that the st i [,fncss 
is non-linear at smaller loads and that "tha structure is approx imately 
111% l"ss stiff in the linear port Lon than predicted. P igu)'e VI-8 shows 
the deflectec1 pl'oIlle of "the Centaur with a 16,300 pouno PBR load in 
Test 7L-2. The data in rigul'e VI-8 ind jea.te that the lowei' than expectE'd 
Centaur stiHnessis aHributable to the ISL\ betwcen Stations 2177 and 2141. 
The measured deflEwted profile of the entirE test struetut"e iSI'ompared 
to analytically ppedieted values in figLll'eVI-6. The uomparison shows that 
the measul'cd defleetions slightly exqeed"d thc: expected values for 
Revision U. The measured I'BR load was ~l, 000 pounds eompared" to computed 
values o[ ]8,800 Lop Revisidn I and 22,0'i0 pounds for Revision II. I'rom 
the pl'ecet1ing dat.a it can be observed that the unexercised strul'tur<" in 
Test 6L-l yielded larger deflections and larger PBR loads than did the 
















In Test 7L-3 the FBR system was releas.ed while loaded at 6, GOO pounds. 
For this pOltion of the test, shear load was applied to the CSS until 
the FBR load reaehed 6,600 pounds. At ·this poin·t the pC/sition of the 
CSS was maill·tained with the shear load actuator, and the rnR system was 
released. The sta·tie deflection and dynamic response of the Centaur at 
Station 2G2ti is shown in figure VI-lI3. It should be mentioned thar the 
dynamil' response observed .in th ts is not directly applicable tu the flight .. '. I 
coml ition be-cause of ·the non-1'1 tght configured test fixtul'e mounted on i 
the CentauL' and because the CSS was l'cstrained in its de fleered posiTion 
by the slmal' load aetuator.. In Test GL-2 ·the FBR \qas suaaassfuJ Iy released 
\qhill' loadcd at 10,000 pounds and exhibited 2'esponse similar ro Test 
7L-3 J'tlsults as shown in figure VI-qll. Test SI,-2 loadc·d the test structure 
to 1 imit load in the 2110 degJ'ee aiimu·th, the same as in Test GL-l except 
that the FBR system was not installed. The data from this tost indica·tc-d 
defleetion ehal'ac·tcl'isU.cs s:i.milar to Tests.3L, IJL and 2L-l. 
For c'ach tust, da·ta were obtaincd to dc·nne radial distortion 01 the 
ldl'l'uIar, C1'OSS seetion a·t seval'al 10ea110ns such as S·tations 2lIGO, 2209. 
2180, and 2127. Thn data imliaatm] that thc out of l'oumlness, as defined 
by a ehange in ,,1"OS'; soutJonal diametc'l', cltd not (',<"eod one-tenth of an 
innh for any test. ' 
The axial stiffness(Js 1'or' all tests were s.i.miJ al' resulL.i.ng ;n tho 
rollmqing axial spr ing 1 ates: 
Titan Skirt 
ISA between Stations 
2180 and 2127 
CSS boattail only 
Total CSS, .including 
boattail Stations 
2680 to 2180 
lJ.3 x lOG Ibs; lin. 
R. (j x lOG Ibs.lin. 
3.3 x 106 Ibs./in. 
0.73 x lOU Ibs.lin. 
The CSS'aSA, and Titan skirt combincdax;ial spring rate was 
0.50 x 10 Ibs./in. 
A summary plot or ·theshear load versus lateral c1isplacement of ·the CSS • 
relative to Station 2177 i.s compared i.11 figure VI-lf with values determined 







SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The stiffness of the CSS boattail and its attachment to the ISA is 
liD to 80'/0 lC!ss than predicted, depending upon azimuth and previous 
loadings, 
The stiffness as indicated in the tests without the FBR system, would 
result :in unacceptable clearance loss between the Centaur and the ess 
at Stat:ion 21160 (LH2 vent disconnect) and Station 2676 (Viking bioshield), The clearancu loss 1S maintained at an acceptable value with ineorporation 
at Station 2460 of an FBR system with a spring ~'ate of 19,000 lbs./in, 
The spring ~'atc of the FBR system as tested is 19,000 lbs./1", With this 
spring rate, the CSS can sustajn _lim:it load without overloading the 
eentau~" vehielc. 
The Centaur vehicle exhib:ited a stj f fness apprOXimately 111% less than 
predicted. The Titan skirt and aft section of the ISA (aft of Station 
2177) exhibited expected and repeatable stifFness properties. 
While the stiffness uf th" CSS varied I l'eBB test -to test. the analytical 
stiffness model, l'evJsed to satisry Test 3L data (Revision I), adequately 
defines the ess s"tifftless up to 30'/c of Limit load. This analy-t j cal model 
is considered suitable [or use in detel'll1.ining transient type loads and 
clefleo"tions. The analyti.('al l11odel,revi;;ed to sa"t.i.sl"y Test lL-2 data 
(Revision II), provides a ('onservativ( rupresC'ntation of the CSS stiffness 










CSS Station 21160 
Test Azimuth Resi(lual DlsJ21aecment Comments 
:3L-50},S 1500 .008" Exercised to 2<;0' _,2 or 3 times. . ... , ,; 
3L-IOO'/o 150
0 
• 094 Exc1'oised in 3L-50}6. 
4L-'100',,6 330
0 
.159 EY.eruised to 25%. 
2L-l 270
0 
.19 11 Not exercised. Pulled 
, 
from Zero Po·siti on. 1 
2L-lA 270
0 
• 080 Exeroised in 2L-l I Maximum Shear of 281'. 
lL-l 90
0 
• 047 Not exu~'cis.ed, 73
1S,nR 1 
Maxi.mum CSS Shear of I 




.513 L'J<eroised in.JT,-l. 
2700 20KrnR 
i 
7L-l Not appJ ieable installed.
 
. ! 
due to I'esi.dual 2rt1>iR 7L-2 900 load remaining installed. ; 
2500 
in FnR system. 
2hBR I fiL-l. installed. 
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FIGURE VI-l. BASIC INSTRUMENTATION ARl ANGEMENT 
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VI I SI MULATED FLIGHT STRUCTURAL INSTRUMENTATION 
By C. \~ . Eastwood 
SUMMARY 
Instrumentat ion which s imulated the type to be used on Ti tan/ Centaur 
flights was inc orporated on the test spe<·imen. The objectivEs of the 
night simulatec' structural instruillents were (1) to verify that structural 
instrument locations would produce usable data. (2) to obtain data t<' 
calibrate the strain measureme nt assemblies . and ( 3) to develop correlation 
between the test a nd 1'1i 5.1ht spec imlns . Test data were sut'l'essFully 
reduced to bending moment valuE" all th< ess and ISA that (' ompa! ed 
favorably with thE b< nding mument s from the appl ied shear load s . Axial 
load values, whit'h constitute only d small part of the total strains , 
did not compare well with til" appl i.ed load values. eaJ ibration factors 
were obtained from the t e st data so that the Uight stra in measureme nt 
data can be carrel' t ed [rom appa! cn t t o actual loads . II chart was rlevelope<;l 
correlating the bending moments (aL'ulated f! om thc simulated flight 
ins trument data on the ess and ISII with the appl ird loads. 
Use of the correlation c hart "ith night data wiLl permit bending moment 
determination at s tat ions alung til< ess and ISA othel than at the flight 
instrument locations . 
OESenPTION 
St r ain gages IOere install rd on thl ISII in the same configuration and on 
the ess in a similar can l'iguration a s those t hat are to be mounted on 
the Proof Flight vehicle . Ncar the art ,- nd of th~ ess four strain gage 
arrsYs we bE JuC'ated at StaU on 2294 and spaced 90 apart at azimuths 24 0 , 
llll , 204 , and 294 0 • a~ shown in r igurE VII -1. Each a! ray <'onsisted of 
two uniaxjal gages mounted on the shroud exter i or sk in cnrruga t ions as 
shmm in f [gul e VIl -2 (b) • Th is connl'< ' t i.on compensated for tempe rature 
variations but also gave an augmented ~ignal voltage output proportional 
to Poisson ' s ratio, whieh was corrected to true valuE' by th, data r eduction 
equations , The stra in gt.':;e arrays va! i . ·d f ) om t he flight in!'trumentation 
in that the flight con[ig'lratiun uses 4 gages in a 4 l eg active element 
Wheatstune bridge circui t array . The fl ight arrangement j ncrcases the 
combined output voltage by a factor of two whieh is corrected by the data 
reduction equation jn dete rmining the true strain . The t es t instal~ation 
was modined from the flight installat ion for simplicity and data reducti on . 
VII-I 
• 
On the forward section of the ISA 4 arrays of strain gages were installe
d 
at Station 2208 as shown in ~igure VII-l and spaced at the same a zimuth
s 
as those on the Cffi (240 , 114 , 204
0
, 2940 ). Each array was configured 
identical to the flight measurement.; and consisted of 4 uniaxial gages . 
The gages were mounted on the sides of the longitudinal stringers on th
e 
exterior of the ISA as shown in figure VII-3(a). The electrical connection 
for each array was configured as depicted in figure VII-3(b). The 
circuit compE'nsated for temperature changes and augmented the output sig
nal 
by Poisson's ratio, which was corrected in the data reduction . The flig
ht 
circuit is a Ij-leg bridge of the same configuration as the CSS instrumentation . 
The locations of the strain measurements were the same on the t es t spec
imen 
as on the flight vehicle . Loca tions on both the CSS and the ISA were 
sElected because of the relatively clear structural areas free of doors 
and cutouts . On the CSS the designated station was the most aft clear 
area, \~hich experiences the largest evenly distributer] bending moment. 
The selected station on the ISA was fOI'\~ard of the CSS/ISA interface and 
experiences the largess bending moment of the Centaur/payload branch of 
the structure . The 90 spacing at each station permitted reduction of 
the data readily into axial loads and bending moments . 
TEST RESULTS 
TEStS 6L-l and 7L-2 , 
. ~ 
Of the 7 basic static load tests that were pc rformld, Tests 6L-I and 7L-
2 
included the flight configured syst em . Bend Lng moments were shared betw
een 
the Centaur and the CSS structures in a manner equivalent to fl ight 
condit lons on these two tests only . 
Bending MomEnts 
The data from each gage array was reduc ed from thl out:JUt signal voltage
 to 
strains and then to strEsses . Since the CSS skin corJugatiuns and the 
ISA stringers are axial member s , the stresses WFre all uniaxial in natu
re . 
Using measurements diametrlcally opposite each other as pairs, e . g . , 490
1S 











axial load, lbs . 
section area, sq . in . 
bending moment, in.-Ibs . 
dista .. ce to neutral ax~s from gage, ill . 
moment of inert ia, in . . 
= Centaur Standard Shroud 
= Interstage Adapter 
VII-2 
-- - -------~- ----- -- -- -- -~-~--
Subscript 1 = Measurement 4901S 
" 2 = " 4902S 
" 3 = " 4903S 
" 4 = " 4904S 
" 5 = " ll905S 
" 6 = " 4906S 
" 7 = " 4907S 
, " 8 = " 4908S 
Subscript 1, 3 = axis through 4901S and 4903S 
" 2 , 4 = " " 4902S and 4904S 
" 5, 7 = " " 4905S and 4907S 





- a I 1, 3 
-p M 1,3 (C) 
51/- - - a If 3 , 
M13 = 
(S2 - 51/-) I1 l 3 




(S3 - 51) I zzlf 
aC 
Combining M 2 • Lf and M 1,3 
• ~ (Mz>,+-l M "ess" - + (M 1•3l 
Similarly, 
M "ISA/1 ~(M,,8l 2-+ (1'1 5,7) 





A graphic representation is shown in figur e VII-4 . 
Strain measureme nt data reduced to bending moments are plotted against 
FBR system loads in figure VII- 5 f rom 0 to 100'/0 llmit l o ad jn 20](. load 
increment s for Tests 6L-l and 7L-2 . Figure VII- 5 also Lneludes plots 
of the mome nts for the same tests as determined from the app) ied loads 
as eorrected for secondary moments cr£?ated by offset 0 r the CSS and 
Centaur masses including the load fbctures . In figurt' VII- 6 the 
measurement data eurV ES are averaged as are the applied loa d da ta curVES . 
By u t ilizing the averaged data fo r the 'two t e sss 6L-l and 7L-2, "hich 
experienced applied shear loads at 2Qoo and 90 azimuth respectively . 
calibration f actors we r e obtained for the moments determined by the 
applied l oads ve rsus th., mom e nts determined by the strain measurements. 
Th e faetor for the moml nts on the CSS at Stat ion 229 4 \~as 0 . 99 and 011 
the ISA at Station 2208 was 0 .79 . Because of averaging and instrumentat ion 
and data r eduction errors, the possible error o f the moments deterndned 
flom the strain measurement da ta and corrected by the ral Lbration f act,rs 
is ~ 1 0'/0 . 
A bending momEnt diagram of the average applied load s for Tests 6L -l and 
7L - 2 is prEsentee! in figure VI I-7 . This diagram elosLly approx imates the 
CSS bending moment design cr Lter ia for 1 imi t load eond it ions . The max imum 
bending moments c alculated from the st rain measu,,?ment test data . and 
corrected by the calibl'at Lon factors, are plott ed on the figure . Fair 
cC l' l't;lation bet"een values from the applied and l'al('u1 a tl ' e! load s was 
obtai.ned . \·nth this eorl'e l at Lon of data, a me thod 01" determining the 
rl ight bending moments at various s t<:lt :i.ons othel' than at the s train 
me<:lsurement locations was devisee! as follows : 
1. The rlight strain ml a SUl'ement da ta <:Ire l'ldueld to bInding 
moment s 011 the CSS and ISA . 
2 . The ISA bt;nding mom,nt vallI<: js plotted as Item 1 in figun VII-7 , 
3 . A straight line Centaur moment diagl am from a zero jnrh-p~:';!l(1 
moment at the FBR station through It! m 1 i s drawn as I tem 2 in thl figure . 
4 . ThE bending moment valul at Station 2291i on the Centaur diagram 
i s obtained as It ,m 3 in the figure . This value lepresents the amount of 
bEnding moment load relief at Station 2294 that the CSS experiences by 
load trans fe r to the Centaur through the FBR syst em . 
S , The CSS bEnding momEnt va lue is plotted as Item 4 in the figure . 
6 . At Sta tion 2294, t he CSS bending moment (plotted as Item Ii) is 
im'rease d by the valu e obtain Ed at Item 3 . This summed value (I tems ' and 4) 
r Epresents the bending moment the CSS would have experienced without 
Centaur load relief . 
7 . A straight line total bendl~g moment diagram from a zero-inch 
pound momEnt at Station 2750 through the summed val'le of StEP 6 (Items 3 








S. The C88 tank section bendiflg mom
ent diagram is drawn as It em 6 . 
Load relief on the C88 is shOlm by th
e reduction in bending moment 
between Item 5 and Item 6 in the figu
re . 
Fl ight bending moment values at any s
tation for , the C8S and ISA can be 
taken from such a diagram constructed
 from flight data . The constructed 
straight line bending moment diagram 
will not be completely representative
 
of the flight loading, however, the e
rror is estimated at :: 1076 . 
Shear Azimuths 
The azimuth of the applied shear loa,d
' was calcul\lrl!d ' from the rcduC'ed 









resultant moment azimuth, deg . 
~ -. .;, ~ :\ 
shear load azimuth , aeg . ~ • r 
24 deg . 
bending mom,nt about axis joining strain measur
ements 
49018 and 49038, in •. -lbs . 
bending. moment about axis joining strain , measu
rements 
L/902$ and lj9048 
bendin~ moment about axis joining stra in measu
rements 
49055 a'nd 49078 '-
ben'd i'ng moment abollt axis joiniAg strain measur
ements 
49068 and 490S8 
+ 
-fr _ [w 
"ISA" T 
The difference between the calculated
 GIr d the applied shear load azimuth 
at limi t load was within + 5 . At sm
aller loads the dif ference was 
greater . Curves ' or the calcula ted sh
ear load azimuths vprsus the perccnt 
applicJ ~hear loads are shown in figu
rE VII- S. 
Axial Loads 
The strain measurement data were also
 reduced t o obtain the axial loads 
by the following equation : 
VII- 5 
I.here : 
a = section al'Ea, sq . in . 
p = compressive axial load, Ibs . 
s = stress , psi. 






The axial loads determined from the strain measuremrnt data varie d 
from 
the applied load values (inc luding load fixture am] simulated proplllant 
weights) by large factors . The c alibration factor for the ess axial 
loads was 0 . 63 and [or the "[SA was 1.60 for ave ragrd data from Tests 
6L-l and 7L-2 . The largF discrepancy between the strain measuremen
t 
determined axial loads and the applied loads is explain!d by the sm
all 
portion of the total strain that the axial luading created as shown
 in 
figure VII-Ii . The pLrcent full scalq instrument error was a large 
part 
of the instrument I'< 'ading in the axial load portion or the strains 
developed in the test, Max imum axial load valU! s for TLsts 6L-l and
 71. - ~ 
\Y'ere: 
Test Appli!' d Strain Olter
min~d 
~ Structure Loads , Lbs. Loads , Lb . 
6L-l ess 19,80S 29,600 
7L-2 ess 19,80S 32 ,89S 
6L-l ISA 77,469 "9 .84 0 
7L-2 ISA 75,87 9 4S , S60 
The axial load calibration factors as determined from the tests c an
 be 
applied to the fljght Data determined loads to obta in actual f] ' ght loads 
on the ess and ISA . A summat ion of the two values will be the axia
l J Dad 





Tests lL through 5L 
Basic Tests lL through 5L were perfonned without the FUR system and, as 
a result . the bending moments on the two branches of the structUI, wer, 
not equivalent to the conditions of the planned flights during maximum 
loads. However, a discussion of the results is included. 
Bending Noments 
Bending moments were calculated from the strain measurement data of the 
CSS by the same m('thod as used for tests with the FBR system installl,d . 
Noments on the ISA \~ere only those c reated by the offset of the Centaur 
braneh of the stru cturt· and were insignificant, being lu;s than l/li% of 
the limit luad moment . The' bending moment values on the CSS for limit 
load conditions as calculated from th" strain measuremcnt data ('ompare 









CSS Bending Noment, 
Applied 
17 . 03 x 106 
17 . 02 x 100 
16.98 A 106 
16.58 x 106 
16 . 90 x l06 
In . -Lbs . 
Calculat ed 
19 . 1 x 106 
18 . 6 x 106 
17 . 5 x 106 
17.0 x 106 
IH.i x 100 
Thl az imuths also were calcula t ed from the stra i n data by the same method 
used for the tests with the FBR system installed. Naximum differen,', 01 
the cal,'ulated a7. imuths from the appl j cd load az imu ths was ~ 5~ ' a t lim i t 
load . 
Axial Londs 
The ax -Cal loads on the CSS as determined from the stra j n ,"casurement data 
varied grl'atly from the applied load values . Again . the low lcvel of the 
straill created by the axial loading was judged to be responsible for th" 








Axial Load, Lbs. 
Applied Calculated 
89,460 










StlMr'IARY OF TEST RCSULTS 
The tEst specimen was configured the same as the flight vehi (' le with the 
FBR system installed in Tes t s 6L - l and 7L-2 . As a result the simul
ated 
flight st r ain measurement data from Tests 6L-l and 7L-2 only are usa
ble 
for cal ibration and correlation for flight use . 
Bending momEnts on the ess and 1SA, as determined from the strain m
eaSllrL-
ments in the t wo tests wit h LhE FBR system i Ilstalled , differed from
 the 
actual applied bending moments by ±. 1 0}6 . The difference is explainld by 
t,.o effects . The first is tha t l ocal discontinuities in the struct
ure 
caused the data to vary from that of a uniform cylindrical struc tur
e , 
and the second is that the full scale instrument error was a signif
icant 
portion of the data readings . 
The aver aged measurement data fo r the ess bending moments differeu 
from 
thl averaged appl iEd loads by + .l% so that the l'alibrat ion facto! for 
the apparent Lo actual valu,~ I.as 0 . 99 . ror the 1SA data the difrer,, !,
,' e 
,.as + 21~~ and the ,'al ibratjon factor I.as 0 . 7'1 . 
Strains l'aused by the axial loads were only a small part (12%) of the tota.l 
strain that I.as developeu . In a dd i t ion , the instrument range wa~ t
wi,'( 
the maximum toLal s t rain value . The possible instrument error was 
as 
great in value ,,~ the app" r "n t ax i al strain vallic for tl1l' e5S and 2<;% 
of 
the value fO I the I SA . fls a result , confidence is small in the ax ial 
loads detcrmil1l d from the strain me a sllrements . Apparent axial load
s, 
calculated rrom the strain da t a , l'ompared with Lhe applied values w
('re 
widel, dispersed and tended to coni if' m the ina('('uI'a( 'y of the ax ial loan 
s trdins . TIl( ,'alibration fac t or 1'01' the averaged axial loads on the ess 
~'as 0. 63 and on the I SfI I.as 1 . 60 . 
Vehic le azimuths of the shea r load a pplication that were determined
 from 
the strain measuremell t data compa red favorably with the actual azim
uth" 
of the applied sir, "I' loads . At maximum loa ds tl ' e calculated shear 
azimuths were with in + 5% of the ac t ual values . fit lower values of 
~ hLal load , the calcul ated shEar azimuths diffe r ed mar, . 
Flight belldillg TII0TIILnt values for the ess and ISA at any station can
 be 
de termined within + 10',.f from the flight strain measurement data by 
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FIGURE VI1-1. FLIGHT SIMULATED STRUCTURAL S~IN MEASUREMENT 
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FIGURE VII-4. GRAPHIC.S~ESS DI~~ OF STRUCTURA~ BENDING 
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VIII BOlLOFF TEST 
By R. F. Lacovic 
SlJ.1MARY 
A cryogenic boiloff test utilizing LN2 in the Centaur LH2 tank was 
performed in order to obtain a comparlson with data obtalned in similar 
t ests that were condul'ted four months earlier . This would reveal any 
changes that might have occurred in the insulation due to aging. The 
difference in measured heat transfer rates indi"ated no appreciable 
c hange in the jnsula! ion properties of the CSS . 
TEST RESULTS 
The total LH2 tank heating rate was determined uvcr an 80-minut ( jnterval 
by evaluat ing LN2 boilorr. The t1'ansfer rate wa s 8.1,900 BTUlHr . I"hen 
eonverteci to LH2 condHions the rate becomes 107,200 BTU/ Hr . The. previo
us 
gross heating rate Was 100,300 BTUlHr . Another jndication of pussible 
changes in the thermal system is prov ided by comparing the shroud am,ulu
s 
pressure and the we ighted gas temperatljr(s . The prEssures were the s ame 
at 0. 29 ps .ig and the wcighted gas tempt ratures we1'C within 100 of eal'l, 
other . 
SUMNARY OF TEST RESULTS 
The dj ffe r en<!€ seen in the gr()ss heat transfer r ate was l('ss than 7~, ; this 
is ,yithin the 1100'mal rang" of data scatter seen between similar t ests . 
The 100 ·difr"Hnce i n weight ed gas temperatures indjcates a close 
correlation betweln the two bailor!" tf'sts . These comparjsons show that 
very littlc, jf any, degradation o"curred in the CSS insulation ~ystems 
during the four months between tests . 
VIII-l 
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FACILITIeS AND SUPPORTING SYST1MS AND OPERATIONS 
B- 3 TIST fACILITY AND M[CHANICAL SYSTLMS 
JJ ~ L . C. Gentile 
B-3 Fa<'lllty 
Till B-3 Facjlity, lu('ated at NASA Lewis Research Center"s PJUIll Brook 
StdUon, was u~('d to (,onduet (he Centau)' Standard Sh)'oud CCSS) Limit 
Luad Stl'UI'tUI al Tests . The Jl - 3 fac j lity j s a tOW"" s tructure SO rect 
~quarL and 200 fect high as shuwn in fib'll!'L A-I. J t contains a t' ,s( 
""l~ at leve'] 3 whit-h is 7'1 !'lOlOt above the gl'C)und 1' luOT' . The test arca 
is 'l]JIlJ oXililoltely 2'1 i'e"t by 3G fe e t wHh a wOl'king III ight OJ ' lOO reet. 
An ovelall view of the t lOs t ('onfigul'ation is showlI jn rj!,'llr< A-2 . 
Mtlvable war], platfurms we rl ilH;talJed in the test area at C, l evels 1"Oi' 
il.c\..'css to the ll: ~t SI)( 'I' imt Jl . A bc) ton bridge t'J'jJll( S( l 'V it 'ed till: test 
arl...! alld the gl'uund levI] J'aLl sidillg dl'ljv(ry apron atijal'ellt to the 
lowel' . The maj(JJ~ cnrnpOl1t I1ts ul the t(!st spec' imcn W( ' l'P subass{'fnblt u and 
pl"pal ed fOl ' the test jll Ll buiJdjJl).!; J'{!lnlltc fruJTl B- '1 towC'l' . b1lt Sl~ l'vi('ed 
by a Plul11 Bl'u"l. Stat lOll I'a i I I in( • 
Tr'sl Fi)(tln'(~ and Spet'imcJl ]J1stallatioIl 
The :; ta,,]<up ur the I ixturl':; ami the test spee imen we?'( ('rep.tcu on a l oad 
appJ leal LoJ' bati(.: r ixturc that was rast(:lled tv the tllwel stl~Ut:ture at 
levLl3 . This basE fixtu)'" was a heav y steel as s (mbJy whl< 'h supported 
th(- t est haJ'uwaJ'e all" reaet!''' the t<!st a xial loads alld pa)'t o[ the shea?' 
loads . A lowcr distribllt illll [ixturc was mounted 011 the base . The lower 
dist,.ibution fixture was a steel eylillder 10 feet in djameter with a 3/'1 
illl'h thiel, wall and was 10-1 /2 fcet long . It was I'e ill [ore ('(I wjth internal 
rings and was restra illnl at th" I orward end by q tllbular steel Stl uts 
attilehed tu the tower 5lluo tUl'P . The struts act"" as later'aJ ties whieh, 
togetheJ wi th thL base fixturlO, reacteu the t e st sheilr loads . 
The test splOeimen was el'Ll'ted on tht forward flange' o[ the low(' r 
distribution fixture startillg with the T itan skirt . l\s shown in figure 
A-~ the ISA, Centaur tank, stub adapte!', equipment module . and truss 
adaptel' wel'e mount"d successively the reon using night V( h il'110 launch 
s i ( e planned proeedul'es where applicable . The CSS buattail and tank 
seetioll installation opu'ations also werc the same as the launch site 
proposed procedures as much as practical to verify the prol'uiural operations 
for use at the vehicle launch site . 
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At that stage of the assembly, the test hardware erection operation 
deviated from the planned procedure for the vehicle la:mch site . This 
was necessitated because the launch site operation includes a payload 
spacecraft and the test setup did not . In place of the payload a Centaur 
loading fixture loas mounted on the truss adapter . The Centaur loading 
fixture was a I ll, 000 pound steel cylinder 10 feet in diameter and 10 
feet 9 inches in length . The cylindrical portion of the payload section 
of the CSS Was ere('ted and topped off wHh the biconic section less the 
dome piece . Smaller components such as the forward and aft seals, FBR 
struts, LH2 v~nt fill and disconnects , and other flight type subassemblies 
"ere installu] as necessary for each test . 
A CSS load distributioll fixture was mounted on a non-flight test flBnge 
bobtecl on the biconie section of the CSS at the interface of the 25 and 
15 cones at Station 2806 . 95 . The CSS load distribution fixture loas a 
4,000 pound steel cylinder approximately 8-1/2 feet in diameter and 5 
feet long . A fOrloard loatl appl ication fix ture was mounted on the CSS 
load distribution l'ixture . The i"orward load application fixture was a 
heavy stEel octagonal spider bram assembly to transmit the axial loads 
into the CSS . 
Load Application System 
The CSS structura l load appliration systems allowed each test loa d to be 
applied independently . There were five systems used to simulate the 
flight load s : CSS aXial , CSS shear , Centaur axial . Centaur shear. and 
LH2 VEnt fin load appl icat ion systems . 
The CSS axial load system I<a s used to apply and maintain a compressive 
load 011 the CSS . The basic ('omponents were the ess load distribution 
fixture . furwa I d load appli.cat ion fix ture. " whiffletree beams . and 4 
l'onnecting c'ables to the II "xial hydraulic load actuators . The whiffletree 
beall1s distributed the load mol'" uniformly into the CSS load distribution 
fixture . The axial loading cables connected the whiffletree beams to 4 
hydraulic loading actuators which WEre a tta ched to the load application 
basL. TI,e 4 axial loading artuators could Simultaneously apply loads at 
either of two manually sl:lected load application rates . The system 
provided loadjng and unloading only while the appropriate ('ontrol was • 
aetivated manually . An event marker for da ta reduction purposes was 
issued to the data system each t ime the load or unload controls were 
activated . The system included f('edback control. A ('ounter-force system 
was used to alleviate as required the tare weight of the CSS axial 
loading system . The countc r - forCE system used four aetuators which 
provided a controlled up"ard force to the total axial load fixture 
assembly . 
The ess shear load system consisted of a load application strap, a shear 
whiffletree beam , and a linkage to a hydraulic actuator attached to the 
tower . The load application strap was a half-cone shaped collBr of 0 . 075 
inch thick stainless steel and was d"~igned to fit over the 15 section of 
the nose cone . End [itt i ngs on the collar were attached to a shear 
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,.hiff letree beam which wa s connected by a l ink to a hydraulic load ing 
actuator . The ,'enterline of the load application strap and the link 
was located at Station 2750 . The CSS shear load sys tem could be 
rotated to allow application of shear loads from the several te s t 
azimuths . The assembly was counterba lanced so that the loading sy~tpm 
exerted no more than 50 pounds shear force tare on the CSS prim' to 
load application . Thr system was similar t o the axial loading system 
except that it was pos i tioll ,' ontrolled illstead o r rate ('ontrolled , Data 
taking markers and load ing and unloading "ere accomplis hed in tlte s amp 
manner as the axial sy,; tem. 
Centaur axial load,; were applied by the Centaur loading fix ture which 
was installed on the truss adapter and orcupied the space normally allowed 
for the payload . The tare ,.eight of the Centaur loading Uxture was the 
only axial load applied to the Centaur vehicle. For zero axial load, 
the Centaur loading fix ture was counterbalanced by the Centaur stretch 
assembly which is described l ater . Centaur shear load s were applied 
through the Centaur loading fixture . l\ c able assembly attached to the 
fixture at Station 2626 passed through a 5 inch diameter non-flight type 
hole in the CSS at 27 00 azimuth. Th is cable assembly was attac hed to a 
hydraulic load actuator assembly that was fastened to the tower strur ture . 
TIlL Centaur shear loading actuator loaded the Centaur laterally at cithel 
of two load appli cat ion rates . Except for load magnitudes and r ates this 
system operated in the same manner as the CSS axial loading s ystem . 
The LH2 vent rin strul'tural loading "ystem COIl ~ isted ..,f a modified fJ ight 
vent fln fitt ed with a spedal loading f ixture that was attached to 3 
load actuators pinn",1 to the f acility structure . The system allowed 3 
compuncnts of 10r.'E (axial , radial, and tangential) to be applied to the 
vent fin . Th, vent r,n loading actuators Simultaneously I.oaded the vent 
fin in prescr iheu directions at either of two loading rates . r:xcept for 
load magnitudls and rates, this system operated in the same manner as 
the axial loading system . 
Liquid Nitrogen and 
Inert Gas Systems 
A cryogenic system supplied liquid nitrogen (LN2) t o the t est vellirle . The LN2 wa s pumped via insulated lines from ground l evel dewars t o the 
Centaur fuel and oxidizer sump ports for the two series of tests pel formed 
with a cryogenic environmellt . 
Inert ga~ systems supplied gaseous nitrogen and helium to the test specimen . 
Both gases were pil ed from storage cylinders acjacent to the B- 3 tower . 
The gases werE' used for Centaur tank pressllrizaUon, test specimen 
compartment purging, and facility systems opEration . 
A-3 
Centaur Tank Protection Systems 
A system of servo-operated valves and pressure relief valves was connectLd 
to each of the Centaul' tanks , These systems maintained the tank pressur, s 
at the desired levels throughout the tests . 
There was one oxidizer tank (L0 2) vent system that was used throughout J the tests. The LO;> flight vent valve was not installeu . 1\ faC'ility 
vent system was usl'd instead . The LO vent line and the fill line alsu 
had sufricient flexibility to permit ~he Ce ntaur aft bulkhead to move 
1. 25 inches laterally dUJ ing testing . There \~ere two vent syst, ms on 
the fud tank (LH2). The LH2 flight vent system was ('onnected to a (i-inch 
vent line in the racil ity . Thi s vent \~as used during the initial tank 
fill operation and uurjng the boiluff test. I\n 8-in"n facility vent system 
«as connected to a flange in the forward door of the LH2 tank and «as 
sized t o accummodate a largt uoiloff should the CSS insulation system be 
damaged or fa il in thc tank section of the CSS . The flight vent system 
could not aL'commodatt the flow volume for that ,",ondition , Thl Jacility 
vent linE \~as f ltxiblL enough tu allo« the Centaur forward bulkhead to 
movc 4 , 0 incl1< s J atel' ... l] y and 1 . 5 in<'ile s axially . Thc top of the CSS 
could mOVt 12 . 0 i Ill:hcs latLl"'] ly without i nterferinl-!; «ith the vent line , 
1\ facility s y stem baHd un Ccntaur tank diffe r'ential pressure was uSl'd 
to protec t the interlllc'Jii.lt, bulkhead bet«cc n the IlX id iz€r ami fuel tanks . 
By use of pI eS8U],C tl dJ1stlu~t...:rs and all automatiC' I' ont roJ systcm 4 the 
Iw<'cssary tank pI essurc d i[f"rent ial «as ma intainetl . 
Another protection system for the Centaur tank, whic h is n ot sel f -
suppol'tillP; whell ueprc ssuri zed. was a Centaur s tret l!h ~ystem , Th is syst< m 
consisted of a cable sling assembly connectcd to an actuator that was 
attached to th€ tm.er structure . The sling was cnnneeted to the forwarli 
end of the C('ntaur lOuding fixture , Activatjon or the a c tuator exertrli 
suffieicnt rorce to (',,"ntel'bal ance tlte f ixtUl' l? a nd all hardwar" mounted 0 ' 
the forwal'tl end of thL Centaur tank and in ad dit ion ~lIPpOl't the we ight 01 
the tank . This systc:n was requireu j r the tank ~ i1ould lose preS~l!re or 
when it was purposcly ucprcssurized, Also, the syst em could be c:ontroJI<d 
to cou ntetbalan<.:c the tare «eight of th~ Centaur loading fixture only , 
when that load was not rcquiretl ill a test . 
Camera Systems 
Four motion picture cameras were plovidEd to r Ecord the FBR system and 
forward seal separation sequenL'es . These cameras a nd their light ing 
system «erC' activated by an automatic seqUEnce j nitiated by the test 
condur'tor . Two single f rame c ameras we re uscd t" r ecord tht CSS and 
f orward seal deflections at dis('rete steps , Th~se c ameras and their 
lighting system \~rre acti.vated manually for cach frame . Four TV cameras 




TEST INSTRUMENTIITION liND DIITII SYSTI1'lS 
By R. H. Fabik . J . L . Harrold, and F. L . Manning 
Instrumentatiun Transdue<'l's 
SI vcral t ypes of instrumentatiun transducers were used to provide test 
data . II brier des'-'I 'il' lion 01' eal'h t~Jle is given below . 
Strain GagLs - UJliaxiaJ. biaxial (Poisson) , and three-llement rosett<: 
types 01' stra in gages lYerL used in this test program . The uniaxial 
gages lYere used lYith temperatur<; compensating tab mounted dummy gages, 
as Wen ea"h 01' the rosc tte !!lements . Each biaxial gage lyaS arranged 
in it~ e1u ,tr.il:al bridge circuit to bl' tempelature comp' nsated . IIpprox i-
III lit' .Iy I>UO stl'aill gag' s we t'c used tn the total test series . II maximum 
ul' ~ 5 lJ Iy!'re used fOI lilly single t!!st . 
Oeflectometcrs - ~lusL 01' th" 2Sn d!!fleetjon meaSUT'l'11ent locations used 
in the single tests Iv( 1'<2 i nsL f'umcnted from an invC'ntol y of 150 rotary 
putcllti.umct! ic transducers of variolls ranges . Connect-nl' and c ab] Ing 
systems allmv('d fur 1'l.lP tel t 'hange 0 I" ] neat iOIl rpOl 1l one tt s t to tht' next .. 
II [eM short stroJ" (+ D. I inch) m'aSI<J'emcnts ,mployed special strain 
gage calipe)' type rranstluI'< rs . The B-3 tOIY(, r del I< I'tions wrre ml aSllred 
Iyith a NIISII developed syst< «(I which tracked a lase l' 1 ight sourCl w:til a 
two axis photo dete"tlll mount' d on X and Y su'vos to nllil balance traeidng. 
Pressu)'c Transdu,-,c1's - Most or the approxima tely SO pressure measurements 
IYcre made by standal'd H w erc stra ill gage transducl!1 s . Both absolute and 
clilTcrclltial types lye I " us< li . Special low temperature cal ibrations 1Yf'1 e 
employed where app,'upr i a te . Two high sensit iv ity capac itan"e tl'ansdu('eJ's 
\tJcre also used . 
Templ ratul'e Transdu,-,ers - Temperatures I"ere measured with thermol:ouple 
and platinum resistant" tra nsdul'e1's . Platinum types W(!"' " used where 
maximum al.'euracy was required . Tile C'h.!.'omal-( 'onstantan thermo('ouples 
prov iued low volume, 101; mass . and low heat tl ails [" ('1' . I"here tl1t!l'moc ouple 
measurements wel'C made all aJulldmun . a spc(",jaJ tLl!hn iqul.! was us< d whereby 
• the "ht'omal-I'onstantan condtJ('tnJ ~ lYel" attac:lh,d separately . This method 
Incol'polatcd the aluminum il 11f": (!lrl!uit and . i l" an alJoy wire (' arne loose~ 
false temperature da til WLI'( "'It I'('corded . It also prov i ded max imum 
thermal transfer . IIpproxima tc.') UO temperature mLasurements wel' e made 1'01' 
these tests . 
lIecelcro",,,tel's - The shoek a nd vibration measurements wrre made with 
piezol!lectri" or p.iezor<:sistive a<:celerometers depe nding on the r equired 
sensitivity and frequency lange . II total of 17 aCl:elcrome ters Wf're used . 
Load Cells -
load cells . 
a maximum of 
Lo ad measurements were made with standard strain gage type 
II total of 13 measurement locations were required . However . 
6 loeations were used for each test configuration . 
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Liquid LevEl Probes - The three liquid level probes were capacitance type. 
The main L02 and LH2 tank probes were standard coaxial types. The LH2 
tank ullage probe was a NASA designed double coaxial type . This design 
provided the additional accuracy and sensitivjty required for heat transfer 
studiEs . 
Miscellaneous - Measurements were made also of I.ind speed, wind direct ion. ~ 
pyrotel'hnic o;ystem current and voltage, and FBR breakwire status . 
Signal Conditioning and Routing 
The outputs from the various transducers were conditioned at the B-3 
Facility and trans",; tted in digital form to the t1ata building for further 
processing . 11.11 s<"ndl conditioner outputs I.ere routed to the patchboard. 
The 4,896 conductor board used fully shj eJ ded patchcords. This arrangement 
allowed random jnterconn~ction from o;ignal condit:oners to the digital 
data recorder. the nl recorder . the light beam osc:illohrraphs, the strip 
chal't recol'ders and the panel meters . It prov i <led also 1'01' inpu t and 
output connection of amplj fiers. where requll'pd . II. bas if' overall flow 
schematic is shown ill figure 11.- 3. 
Data Recording 
The data for these tests were recorded in digital [orm 011 I"agn('t ic tape 
using a tlOO chanlle.i multiplexer at th" . B-3 tOW'J' and the ('( ntral reeord Lllg 
system at the data buildjllg . ~lost of the data was reportled at a rat e of 
2,500 data points pC! second . II. rate of 20 , 000 data points per second was 
r ecordcd during pYlolLdmic firings . This gave sample rates I'"l' channd 
of about 6 alld SO per second . respe,·t ively . High 1" sponse data suc h ao; 
vibratioll alld pYloleclll1ic sy~tl'ln parameters "" e lel'Ol 'ded on nl and light 
beam oscilloglapho; . Ink typl ~ tl'ip (,hal t 1""'01 deI'S I.ere used to display 
cer tain critical parametcls . Time was JeeOlded on all r«'orders to pl ovidc 
precise time correlution . 
Data Computer and Display Syst em 
The data comput er and display system allowed immediate visual analysjs 
of test data in ,ngincering units . Data were displaycd in real time. 
Post-test dala wa~ obt"~ned lrom magnetic tape playback . Data were 
pres ~ ntcd in tabular a nd graphic forms on Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) 
displays and digi t al plotters . Tabular printouts of selected parameters 
were available for playback . The various fe atures of the system are 
described below. 
Figure 11.-4 is a block diagram of the System components and data f low 
of the data computer and display system . Raw data for the tests were 
derived from the digital recording system in the data building for 
immediate display and recording on magnetic tape . The raw data were 
transmitted to the B-3 site control building where the data were store d 
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directly into the mrmol'Y of the Xerox 9300 digital computer . The 
prime task of the digital computer was to l'onvert raw rlata and spec
ial 
equations to engi;'eeri'1g units for the two Xerox CF16A controllers . 
Raw nata from the digital rCl'ording system could bl recol'd~1 1 on 
magnetic tape in a simplified format . Zero adjustment of pre determined 
ral. data was selectable . Conversion was accompl ished ror only thos
e 
parameters requested by the display controller . Required r or sppr' i
 a 1 
equations, or necessary for selected printout. Aft"r conversion, t
he 
engineering unit data were transformed to CF16A formats fOl' d i,'cet 
reading by the CF16A controllErs . 
Two Xerox CF16A minicomputers I.ere direct coupled to the main compu
ter 
and were used for specialized input/output control. One minicomput
pr 
Was deSignated as the display controller and the second a s the plot
ter 
controller . The display controller serviced up to three keyboard/CR
T 
units and provided printouts ...,n a remote digital plotter . The l!on
truller 
accepted remote cont I ul from switches. control kcyboards, and 01)( 
keyboaI'd/CRT unit . Lngineering un it data were l'!,ad di rel't J y frum t
he 
digital "omputcr memory and prepared [or each 01 · the CRT individual 
requirements . Remot e pushbutton print commands ,·auscd the prugram 
to 
print the associated CRT image on the remote p] "ller . The plottel 
"ontroller a"cumulated engineering unit data lor up to t"enty XY pl
ols 
and generated the plots upon 1 equest . This can trld Ie,. also aCl'epted 
remot. plot cuntrol and selection [rum a se]e('tor station . The program 
stored data points on an ind ividu31 plot basis i I iJ sign i f icant chan
g' 
occurred . A dis,1lay ('onsole was available I.ith mllitiple viewing positions, 
The console contained five TV units, a k,yboard/ CRT unH . and ('ontrol panels 
"ith remote contra] and selection for the display and plotter controllers . 
The remote digital plotter was located adjaceni to the display "onsol('. 
The data dbplaycd on .}]l three CRT unHs wrre oi isplayed nn foul' of til, 
TV units in the consu\c and could be paralJ(]cti t" other TV units in the 
B- 3 site Control Buildin~ . 
Data Rruul'tioll Syst,ms 
A flow schematic uf the digital n duetion and display systems assof
'iated 
with the Structural Tests in the B-3 Facility is shOlOl1 in figure A
-S . 
The primary experimental data WH'e recorded as d i~it i.zed millivolt sig
nals 
on magnetic t apes in the data building . Data sampling rates of 2,50
0 
data points per set'ond and 20 . 000 data point!' p<?r second were used 
to 
recor<' data . The 20 . 000 poi nts per sec"nd sampling rate was used o
nly 
during the FBR system firing and forward sea] release system firing 
portions of the autusequence . All other data were record,d using t
he 
2 . 500 points pel' serond sampling r ate . 
The magnetil' tapes containing the primary data from each test were 
cOjJiecl 




Research Center (LeRC) fo,' data processing . The LeRC IBM 360 computer 
procEssed the tapes using a pre-programmed data retrieval program . 
rhis program was designed to retrieve preselcl'ted parameters and 
specific test e vents and produce millivolt ~ignaJ levels as output . 
The program outputs we re zero-l!orrel'ted (pretest zero offsets were 
removed from the data), averaged and smoothed, and stored in th" 
IBM 360 compute,' . After all data had been retrieved and stored. the 
du t a redurtion and ('allbl'at ion program converted the stored signals 
into apprc'pl' i ate l·ngj neer ing units . Thes( values were . in turn , stored 
ill spcl'ifil! al'r"y~ in ,I", l'omputel'. The processed data from each test 
were made ava ilabl!? to till! DD-250 mil'ro r ilm ,'ame ra system . 
The data ,' eduction and cal ibration program p,' ol'eedeLl to the plotting 
program . The plotting program was designed so that a combination of 
parameters and constant~ l!ould be plotted against any other comb ination 
of parameters and C')flstants . The plott ing prugram also had the capability 
of plottjng up to 4 similar par'ameters or ,'omb i nation of parampters on 
the abscissa . The range s on t he ord inat c and absrissa could either be 
fixed or allm"ed to max imize the range or available elata . The plotting 
data also were made available to the 00-2 50 microfilm camera system . 
From the developed microfilm . print ed digital data Ustings and data plots 
were r eprodueed . The entire pro('ess of data red Iction and reprouuct ion 
took less than 11 8 hours after eomplet ion of each test . 
TEST CONTROL, ABORT , lIND ALARM SYST];~IS 
By E. J . Cieslew icz a nd W. J . Rice 
Sy~tems Des, 'r ' , tion 
A sehemat ic of the test eontrol , abO! I, and alal'm syst(·m is shown in 
figure 1\ - 6 . The prill<' iplc cumponents ur the system an the Xerox 910 
digital computer, jts output relay system, the abort monjtnr sy~tem , the 
Xerox CF16 minieomputer alar'm syst(m , and the loading and positioning 
sys t em which also ineludes the EAl mod el TR-'IS analog compute,' ramp 
generating and error detection system . The details of the loading and 
positioning systEm are shm"n in Ugure A- 7 . The ramp generator and error 
detection portion of the above system is s hown in figure I\-S . The 
digital compute.- all owed the t est load application and positioning system 
to be opprated manually as long as the abort limits we re not Violated. 
The minil'omputer processed the multiplex ~ d data and exhibited un 
t€'lev ision SL'reens thuse channels "h ieh e xcee-ded the alarm lim its . Once 
an abort limit was exceeded, as determined by the abort monitor, the 
manual load ing capability Was d(activa ted b, the digital computer a nd 
the abort sequence was performed . Essentially it act ivated all hydrauli, ' 
load cylinder fail-sa fes systems . The f a il-safe feature prevented the 
hydraulic cylinders fror,; developing any force by e losing the hydrauU" 







Also, reliEf valves were on each cylinder 
for use in case the other devices failed . 
valves were included in the load cylinder 
protection. 
and in the circuit at all times 
Differential pressure relief 
hydraulic circuits for redundant 
A functional block diagram of the ramp generator and error detector is 
shOlvn in figure 11-5 . Thc manual ramp rate and direction command switches 
provided the follo,oing commands to the ramp generator : 
l. SlOlo Increase 
2. Meelium increase (CSS sheal' only) 
3 . Fast increase 
ll . Slow dt!L'rease 
5 . Med ium decrease (CSS shear only) 
6 . Fast dccreas( 
7 . Hold (no switchEs actuated) 
The ramp genera tor and e rrOl (kte('tor eir<'u itry (f igun A-H) was designEd 
such that no combinatIon of switch('s ('ould produce a ramp rate greater 
than the fast rate . The ramp gem rator produced a signal which was 
linear with respect to time il~d was used as the load rate 01' position 
command to the loading system cont l' ')lle r . This command s [gnal was 
prevented from exceeding a predetermjlled maxi mum lev"l by the maximum 
command limiter . The: maximum eommilnd limiter also Pl'OV iel, l' a loeking 
signal ,.hich pl'eventcd -the command signal from dri f ting with time and 
provided lamp indication at the ('ommand 5witC'iws . Thl' z< , . , <'ommand 
limit e r prevented the L'ommand signill [ rom going lIe g ilt i v( . 
/I half -summing circuitt'y and half-summed error tletEctUJ illit iated an abort 
when the load cell signals ( /I and B) violated t ho 10llOl<ing c< " "lition: 
( A + B) - Command < 0 . 10 (Maxi<num Command Lim.it) 
2 
The primary purpose for the half -summed error aborts 'oas to detect 
control loop failure before a maximum load abort was reached . In 
addition, these aborts ,.ere designed to cause a shutdown if eithe r or 
both of the load cellg failed . so as to produce eithel 7.ero or full 
scale outputs . A difference bet,.een the 1:100 load cell outputs greater 
than 2G',.f of the maximum load limit would also cause an abort . This 
type of failure would occur if one of the load cells failed , so as to 




The system I.as used for both the load rate controlled loops (axial, 
payload shear , and ve nt fin) and the position controlled] oop (CSS shear) . 
HOI.ever , the system used for the CSS s hear also i ncorporated a maximum 
loa d limit detector I.hich prevented a I'ommand to position the CSS 
shear C'yli..'ld <, 1' beyond the point whe r e a predet l" rm inrel "'aximum load was 
achieved . A separate lamp indicat; on was provided at the "ummand switches 
whe n this condition "as e stabl i shed . 
The TR-48 analog, compute r was also used tu ge"erate a marker pulse ever~ 
2 p ercent of applied load . This pulse wa s recorde:d by the digital 
r ecording s ystem and used in the data plotting program to limit the 
r e duced data to 100 points (50 on the inc r e asing load ramp and 50 on the 
del'reasing l oad ramp) . 
The operate c: ommand s ignal rrel]1 the Xe rox 910 computer was incorporated 
to preve nt the ramping of the <o omma nd signal s until the proper t ime . 
In addition at the s tart of , an .1 bort sequence the operate c ommand was 
removed f o r cing all L! ommand s imm., diate ly to zero . This feature prov i de d 
an alternate mc ans at' removing th." loads in the eve nt of a cylinder 
fail-safe manifold failure . 
System Pe rforma nce 
Figure A- 9 presents the opera t i.on of the control and abort system with 
time . This figure is typic al of most of the struc tural t e st sequences 
used . It lists all the r e lays that wete opera ted by the computer 
throughout the t ests . Eac h relay has i t s sta tus represented in bar 
chart format. One sta te of the r el ay is shown as a single l ine and j t s 
opposite state is sho'on as a bar . The r e lay ident ificat ion shown conforms 
t " the bar state . Status changes f r om autosequencc start take place in 
the figure from 11 I' t to ri~ht as time varits . ThE' t ime scale shown is 
'n sFconds . It shou.ld be noted that c erta in "eque nce holds arc shown 
taking place durjng the t est . The l!ompute r program essentjally command s 
relays in an open- loop control fashioll until a hold period is r eached . 
Further sequencing 0(' the r e lays does not tak" place dur ing a hold unti l 
the comput er has rc ce,i ved all indication through the abort monitor of an 
occurrence of a dcsir(,d ('vent . Consequently, the holds shown a re vari able 
i.n time duration alld dependent on the t ps t conr igur at ion . The hold events • 
and their identifications are as labeled in the figure . An illustration 
of the typic al autos<,querh'e abort r equirements and how th"v were va ried 
wi th t ime is al so shm.1l in j ib'llre A- 9 . Thi s figurE lists all the data 
that were specif i call, u< am iiled by th" abort mon i tor fo r the computer . 
Each of the l.'hanl1l,ls has its requ i red armec1-disarmed status , as shown 
in the b a r chart format . Thl' bars indicat< the period uf time an abort 
c hannel was to be armed, and the d ig ita l notation of ·· one " or " zero" 
within t h em designates the desir ed r e sponse throughout that interval . 
The time - sca le i dentHication and progr am - hold ici<'nt Hication are the same 
as t hose used to Explain thE c ontrol requirements s equencing. Table A- I 
identifies each abort c ha nnel , ho" i t was s ensH' , and ji s digital notat ion . 
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Differences in Configuration between the 
Proof Flight and Test ess 
PROOF FLIGHT ess DESIGN CHANGES 
NOT RETROFITT ED TO TEST ess 
1 . "T" sect ion ,'ross braces in the nose cone at Station 2867 ( test ess 
has angle bra,,~s) . 
2 . Radioa"tive Thennionic Generator (RTG) cut out, 15" x 12" at 
Station 2649 to 2fib4, azimuth 900 (test ess has no c utout) . 
3 . Air "ond itioning door cutout at Stat ion 2670/1,17 0 - 36'8" narrOWe r 
than test ess cutout (test ess cutout at Station 2656/131 ) . 
4 . 2 . 2" diametgr encapsulat ion bulkhead lanyard d i s"onne"t cutouts at 
Station 2502/ 92 and 54 ( test ess has no cutouts). 
5 . Flight vent holes - fo rwa rd vFnts at Stat ion 21171 and aft vents 
including those fo)' thl! Titan skirt at Station 2221 (non-night Vl nt 
holes on t he test eSS). 
6 . F ive aft purge slal access doors, l . e ., additional door at Station 
22111/135" (test ess has f our doors) . 
7 . Lock bolts in"orporat ed at the spIlt lines, Station 2687 ( test ess 
has r ivets). 
R. Fl ight ess has strengthened ring at Station 2523 and an additional 
ring at St ation 2251. 
9 . Boost pump door redesigned to bE solld with full length stiffeners 
throughout ( test ess has no door) . 
10 . Flight ess RTG cutout has channel stiffener on i nboard surfacE of 
panel doubler . 
11. Fl ight ess forwar d and aft thermal shields have strengthened 
tie-down t abs . 
12 . FBR bearing block assembly and fitting assembly fabricated using 
steel (test ess has aluminum). 
13 . Lock bolts at range safety comman d antEnna splice on flight ess (test 
ess has rivets). 
B-1 
I 
TEST PECULIAR FEATURES NOT 
ON PROOF FLIGHT CSS 
1 . A removable notched dome ring installed at Stat ion 2867 . 
2 . A removable allial load application ring installed at the transit i on 
of thp 250 and 15 cone at Station 2806 . 
3 . 1'1</0 3 . 5" diameter holes and a ssociated doublers incorporated in the 
payload area at Station 2626. 
4 . Removable plate segments installed at three places at Stations 
2732, 275 3 , and 2777 in the ISo cone . 
OTHER TEST CONFIGURATION 
DIFFERENCES OR CHANGES 
J. The encapsulation bulkhead not installed . 
2 . After Test lL-.l, the FBR struts were modified to have a "softer" 
spri ng rate. NCI</ barrel assemblies (ou tboard) were matched with the old 
( inboard ) cap assemblies to forlll struts having till sam" functional 
l'ilarac teristics as the strut:s 011 the Proof Flight vehj clc . 
3 . lifter Tes t lL- 3 the forward seal replaced wi th a new seal haVing a 
,larger edge bead . Retract straps from the old seal installed on the new 
s e al. 
li. ThL T-4 panel not instaljed and thc T-4 chute replaced with the De sign 
Evaluation Test unit . 
S . Radius blucks installed on the Ccontaur tank at Station 2240/ 219 ring . 
h . The aft Titan skirt mounting ring c lamped to the lower distribut i on 
('ylinclLr r ather th"" boltec' at 12 of the 144 atta('hments. 
7. For Test 2L-2 the hydrogen vent f in replaced with a strengthened 
dummy fin having load application brackets at the outboard end . Dummy 
fin mounted on the CSS in the same way as the flight - configuration fin . 






CSS Stiffness Analysis Data 
This Appendix contains the basic stiffness data used to compute the 
expected deflection values presented in this r eport . The reV1Sl0ns 
to the boattail st;ff ness were basEd upon data from Tests 3L (Revision 1) 
and lL-2 (Revision II) . 
The original stiffness data were from the folloWing references: 
1 . Kidder, R. L., Equivalent Beam Model of Centaur Standard Shroud for 
Dynamic Analysis . LMSC/A98387S, August 18, 1971 . 
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T A !l LEN O. 1 
STmNESS ~:ATRIX lJOAT TAIL OF C&ITAUR STANDARD SHROUD 
0 @ CD 0) 0 0 
2.676 x 106 -2.8',8 x 106 
I 
- ----0 0 0 I 0 
4.211841. x 106 -1.86830 x 108 . -4.24844 x 106 I 3.08332 x 108 0 i 0 I 
I 6 1.711054 x 1010 ¢;J.1l68:Tx 108 I 10 , 0 -1.86830 x 10 0 -2.27486 x 10 
-., I 1 -8~30 I 
6 2.878 x 10 I 0 0 6 2.878 x 10 0 I 0 
-
I I 
.J,.24841> x 106 1.86830 " 106 4.24844 x 106 
I 
0 I 0 I -3.08332 x 108 (") 
I I (]I 
3.08332 x 106 10 -3.08332 x 108 . 3 .156'>9 x 1010 0 I -2.27486 x 10 0 
4 
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